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Introduction to Continuum

Electromecha nics 

f 



CONTINUUM ELECTROMECHANICS Used as a Text 

Much of Chap. 2 is a summary of relevant background material and


care should be taken not to become mired down in the preliminaries. The 
 3 
discussion of electromagnetic quasistatics in the first part of Chap. 2


is a "dry" starting point and will mean more as later examples are worked


out. After a brief reading of Secs. 2.1-2.12, the subject can begin with I


Chap. 3. Then, before taking on Secs. 3.7 and 3.8, Secs. 2.13 and 2.14


respectively should be studied. Similarly, before starting Chap. 4, it


is appropriate to take up Secs. 2.15-2.17, and when needed, Sec. 2.18.


The material of Chap. 2 is intended to be a reference in all of the


chapters that follow.


Chapters 4-6 evolve by first exploiting complex amplitude representa


tions, then Fourier amplitudes, and by the end of Chap. 5, Fourier trans-
 U

forms. The quasi-one-dimensional models of Chap. 4 and method of character


istics of Chap. 5 also represent developing viewpoints for describing con


tinuum systems. In the first semester, the author has found it possible


to provide a taste of the "full-blown" continuum electromechanics problems


by covering just enough the fluid mechanics in Chap. 7 to make it possible 
 3

to cover interesting and practical examples from Chap. 8. This is done by


first covering Secs. 7.1-7.9 and then Secs. 8.1-8.4 and 8.9-8.13.


The second semester, is begun with a return to Chap. 7, now bringing


in the effects of fluid viscosity (and through the homework, of solid


elasticity). As with Chap. 2, Chap. 7 is designed to be materials 
 3

collected for reference in one chapter but best taught in conjunction


with chapters where the material is used. Thus, after Secs. 7.13-7.18 1

are covered, the electromechanics theme is continued with Secs. 8.6, 8.7 
 3

and 8.16.


I 
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* 	 1.2


I 	 Coverage in the second semester has depended more on the interests


I 	 of the class. But, if the material in Sec. 9.5 on compressible flows is


covered, the relevant sections of Chap. 7 are then brought in. Similarly,


in Chap. 10, where low Reynolds number flows are considered, the material


from Sec. 7.20 is best brought in.


I With the intent of making the material more likely to "stick", the


3 author has found it good pedagogy to provide a staged and multiple exposure


to new concepts. For example, the Fourier transform description of spatial


I transients is first brought in at the end of Chap. 5 (in the first semester)


and then expanded to describe space-time dynamics in Chap. 11 (at the end of


I the second semester). Similarly, the method of characteristics for "first-


I order" systems is introduced in Chap. 5, and then expanded in Chap. 11 to


wave-like dynamics. The magnetic diffusion (linear) boundary layers of


3 Chap. 6 appear in the first semester and provide background for the viscous


diffusion (nonlinear) boundary layers of Chap. 9, taken up in the second


I semester.


3 This Solutions Manual gives some hint of the vast variety of physical


situations that can be described by combinations of results summarized


throughout the text. Thus, it is that even though the author tends to


discourage a dependence on the text in lower level subjects (the first


3 step in establishing confidence in field theory often comes from memorizing


Maxwell's equations), here emphasis is placed on deriving results and making


them a ready reference. Quizzes, like the homework, should encourage reference


3 	 .to the text.


I
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Electrodynamic Laws, 
Approximations and Relations 
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2.1


Prob. 2.3.1 a) In the free space region between the plates, J =P=M=0 and


Maxwell's equations, normalized in accordance with Eqs. 2.3.4b are


(3) 
v'[ =o


For fields of the form given, these reduce to just two equations.


t 
Here, the characteristic time is taken as 1/c, so that time dependences


exp jc•t take the form ' 

=' UZ Qz) 
For the time-rate expansion, the dependent variables are expanded in A/=c•0A f II 

so that Eqs. 5 and 6 become


Equating like powers of A results in a hierarchy of expressions


SI (12) 3

Boundary conditions on the upper and lower plates are satisfied identically.


(No tangential E and no normal B at the surface of a perfect conductor.) At


z=0 where there is also a perfectly conducting plate, Ex=0. At z=-? , Ampere's


law requires that i/w=H (boundary condition, 2.10.21). (Because w))s, the


magnetic field intensity outside the region between the plates is negligible


compared to that inside.) With the characteristic magnetic field taken as Io
0/w, 

where i(t) = i(t) I , it follows that the normalized boundary conditions are 
( o( 

o (;r1 (_3)._. 

3




2.2


3 Prob. 2.3.1 (cont)


The zero order Eq. 12 requires that


and reflects the nature of the magnetic field distribution in the static limit


/S --0 0. The boundary condition on H , Eq. 13, evaluates the integration 

I constant. 

y - (14) 

The electric field induced through Faraday's law follows by using this result


in the zero order statement of Eq. 11. Because what is on the right is independent


of z, it can be integrated to give


3% (15)


Here, the integration constant is zero because of the boundary condition on


3 Ex , Eq. 13. These zero order fields are now used to find the first order fields


The n=l version of Eq. 12 with the right hand side evaluated using Eq. 15 can


be integrated. Because the zero order fields already satisfy the boundary


conditions, it is clear that all higher order terms must vanish at the appropriate


boundary, Exn at z=0 and Hyn at z=l. Thus, the integration constant is evaluated


t and 

This expression is inserted into Eq. 11 with n=l, integrated and the constant


evaluated to give


AE 3 

If the process is repeated, it follows that


6 = 1)(18) 

*L :a S*- + ;Z (19) 

I so that, with the coefficients defined by Eqs. 15-19, solutions to order are 

IxO E, EXL 



2.3


Prob. 2.3.1(cont.)


Note that the surface charge on the lower electrode, as well as the surface


current density there, are related to the fields between the electrodes by


=EA (Q1) 
The respective quantities on the upper electrode are the negatives of these


quantities. (Gauss'law and Ampere's law). With Eqs. 7 used to recover the time


dependence, what have been found to second order in 4 are the normalized fields 3

E 'I,-(-3i L ~44: 1 3 (• 2) 

| _ -1 n]k(23) = I 
The dimensioned forms follow by identifying 

E = CA0,I. (24) I 
e) Now, consider the exact solutions. Eqs. 7 substituted into Eas. 5 and 6 

give iw& 

U(25) 

Solutions that satisfy these expressions as well as Eqs. 13 are


These can be expanded to second order in 3 as follows. 

•-7{ 4 X I•.... 

I - + -• X: + of 
b UI 

U




2.4


Prob. 2 .3.1(cont.)


* 41 
II(I Z d + E.-""


These expressions thus prove to be the same expansions as found from the


time-rate expansion.


I 
I 
I
I 
I
I
I
I 
I
I
I


I 



Prob. 2.3.2 Assume


S= c ,tr


and Me st)
and Maxwell's eauation5s rer1,wp 1 

a aM l r 

;~LL- S E0E,( 

In normalized form (Eqs. 2.3.5a-2.3.10a) these are


3E,x ; _•_H, =

7L -13 1)t


Let


EX = ,. + '6 +t2 E, + 

Then, Eqs. 2 become


aX

1-16 t J 

z/1a + t j =O 

+F1, ýM:,,
t 

Z~l~.,E~~a [ I4~ + (3x3t 

Zero order terms in 6 require


= -°- o0 •f
EoO = txo( t) g 

Wboa aE,, I -A Ht]o

at aE C11


-)=O/.Boundary conditions have been introduced to insure E (-9 1 and, because 

(0,d) =OK(o,t.) = osH f 
Now consider first order terms.


C, Ed~Att =Z 
3t F~-6 7- 1(' 

= t 
2 *1 (.? 

t~ALda J3 L 



2.6


5Prob. 2.3.2 (cont.)


The integration functions in these last two functions are determined


by the boundary conditions which, because the first terms satisfy the boundary


conditions, must satisfy homogeneous boundary conditions; •E i=O)YjH (O)=0. 

In normalized form, we have


I exact solution. Note that what is being expanded is

I S(9) Thequasi-staticequationsareEqs.5and6in unnormalizedform


I


I (
S- -- -60)+ 

Compare these series to the exact solutions, which by inspection are


Thus, the formal expansion gives the same result as a series expansion of the


exact solution. Note that what is being expanded is


The quasi-static equations are Eqs. 5 and 6 in unnormalized form, which


respectively represent the one-dimensional forms of VX.= O and conservation




2.7


Prob. 2.3.2 (cont.) 

of charge ( H•8-- a in lower electrode), give the zero order solutions. 

Conservation of charge on electrode gives linearly increasing K which is the 

same as Hy. 

I 

I 
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* 2.8


Prob. 2.3.3 In the volume of the Ohmic conductor, Eqs. 2.2.1-2.2.5, with -= 

3 M=O--) become 

- "•__E 	 (1) 

V : * = o (4) 

I Fields are now assumed that are transverse to their spatial dependence, z, that 

satisfy the boundary conditions on the electrodes at x=0 and x=a (no tangential


I E or normal H-) and that have the same temporal dependence as the excitation.


RA AJC=j'4t1 (6) 

It follows that =0 and that all components of Eqs. 1 and 2 are id-nticallv 

satisfied except the y component of Eq. 1 and the x component of Eq. 2, which 

require that 

= _• . o 	 (7) 

d- -"(..4 "(8) 

I 	 Transverse fields are solenoidal, so Eqs. 3 and 4 are identically satisfied


with A =0. (See Sec. 5.10 for a discussion of why t =0 in the volume of a


conductor. Note that the arguments given there can be applied to a


conductor at rest without requiring that the system be EOS.)


Suniform 


I 	 Elimination of E between Eas. 8 and 7 shows that


I A 
and in terms 	of H , E follows from Eq. 8. 

y x 

a 1. 3 	 (10) 

b) Solutions to Eq. 9 take the form


I 	 (11) 

I 



2.9


Prob. 2 .3.3(cont.)


In terms of these same coefficients, H+ and H , it follows from Eq. 10 that


E~..... 1 )4e ;2-R e~' I(12) 

Because the electrodes are very long in the y direction compared to the spacing


a, and because fringing fields are ignored at z=0, the magnetic field outside


the region between the perfectly conducting electrodes is essentially zero. It


follows from the boundary condition required by Ampere's law at the respective


ends (Eq. 21 of Table 2.10.1) that


H(Ot~ ~ (13) 

u4L~&9,t);a d i "pA 3 ~4 ) =(14) 

Thus, the two coefficients in Eq. 11 are evaluated and the expressions of Eqs.


11 and 12 become those given in the problem statement.


c) Note that


=d~b !' A(15) 
so, (i provided that L Y&,. <\ and W . To obtain the limiting 

form of Ex , the exponentials are expanded to first order in k9 In itself,


the approximationi does not imply an ordering of the characteristic times.


However, if the frequency dependence of E expressed by the limiting form is to


have any significance, then it is clear that the ordering must be ~ , •e 

as illustrated by Fig. 2.3.1 for the EQS approximation.


With the voltage and current defined as 1• = E (-Jt)A " = 

KA , it follows from the limiting form 

of E that 

V0 (16) 

Thisis of the same form as the relation 
This is of the same form as the relation


4 ± 6i~Et e~ 
S l (17)


found for the circuit shown. Thus, as expected, C= ojdC/o. and R= M /a . 

x 



Prob. 2 .3 .3 (cont.) 	 2.10


In the MQS approximation, where .31 is arbitrary, it is helpful to


write Eq. 15 in the form


3e (18) 

The second terms is negligible (the displacement current is small compared 

to the conduction current) if 'Je i , in which case 

F 3(19) 

Then, the magnetic field distribution assumes the limiting form 

Ae___ __e) -1(20) 

__ K _____A_- i T..i ) 2 0j 
That is, Eddy currents induced in the conductor tend to shield out the magnetic


field, which tends to be confined to the neighborhood of the current source.


I 	 The skin depth, 1,, serves notice that the phenomena accounting for the 

superimposed decaying waves represented by Eq. 20 is magnetic diffusion. With 

the exclusion of the displacement current, the dynamics no longer have the attributes 

3 of an electromagnetic wave.


It is easy to see that this MQS approximation is valid only if ('L
441, 

I but how does this imply that W• 4t1'? Here, the implicite relation between 

II'C and r comes into play. What is considered negligible in Eq. 18 by making

Iw4_(is neglected in the same expression written in terms of ' and I 

I 	 as Eq. 15 by making •C ~ f. Thus, the ordering of characteristic times 

is T( •e < 7 , as summarized by the MQS sketch of Fig. 2.3.1. 

SdThe electroquasistatic equations, Eqs. 2 .3.23a-2.3.25a require that 

a S0 	 (21) 

so that E is 	independent of z (uniform) and

x 

a --	 (22)


It follows that this last expression can be integrated on z with the constant of


integration taken as zero because of boundary condition, Ea. 13. That H also


satisfy Eq. 14 then results in


I 
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Prob. 2.3.3(cont.)


which is the same as the EQS limit of the exact solution, Eq. 16.


e) In the MQS limit, where Eqs. 2.3.23a-2.3.25a apply, equations combine to


show that H satisfies the diffusion equation.


Formal solution of this expression is the same as carried out in general, and


results in Eq. 20. 
 3

Why is it that in the EQS limit the electric field is uniform, but that in


the MQS limit the magnetic field is not? In the EQS limit, the fundamental 
 I

field source is 0 while for the magnetic field it is Jf. For this particular 

problem, where the volume is filled by a uniformly conducting material, there is 

no accumulation of free charge density, and hence no shielding of E from the 5

volume. By contrast, the volume currents can shield the magnetic field from the


volume by "skin effect"....the result of having a continuum of inductances and I

resistances. To have a case study exemplifying how the accumulation of I
3 

(at an interface) can shield out an electric field, consider this same configuration


but with the region 0 (x a half filled with conductor ( 0•x <b) and half free 3

space ( b(x(a).


Prob. 2.3.4 The conduction constitutive law can be used to eliminate I


E in the law of induction. Then, Eqs. 23b-26b determine H, M and hence


Jf. That the curl of E is then specified is clear from the law of induc


tion, Eq. 25b, because all quantities on the right are known from the MQS 
 3

solution. The divergence of E follows by solving the constitutive law for


Sand taking its divergence. i 
(i)
(1


All quantities on the right in this expression have also been found by


solving the MQS equations. Thus, both the curl and divergence of E are 
 3

known and E is uniquely specified. Given a constitutive law for P, Gauss


Law, Eq. 27b, can be used to evaluate Pf.




I 
2.12


Prob. 2.4.1 For the given displacement vector in Lagrangian coordinates, the


velocity follows from Eq. 2.6.1 as


= = -.n e+••÷l(re +.n•- ( t -	 (1)

I 	 In turn, the acceleration follows from Eq. 2.6.2.


-t --	 oL ( nsit nfl t4t4A (2) 

But, in view 	of Eq. 1, this can also be written in the more familiar form


I Prob. 2.4.2 From Eq. 2.4.4, it follows that in Eulerian coordinates the


acceleration is


X a63 	 - (4) 

j 	 Using coordinates defined in the problem, this is converted to cylindrical form. 

3= 	 Z a -,)+14.:. V(A.: a --+C..,p -, )1 (5) 
Because co 	 9 . s;, =1 , it follows that 

V-  (6)


which is equivalent to Eq. 3 of Prob. 2.4.1.


I Prob. 2.5.1 By definition, the convective derivative is 'the time rate of


change for an observer moving with the velocity v, which in this case is Ui


SHence, Of _ I 

and evaluation gives 	 A


I*(C3 - 9 L1 i C-.) I
I 	 Because the amplitudes 

) 
are known to be equal at the same position and time 

it follows that '-kU =Q'. Here, 0 is the doppler shifted frequency. The 

special case where the frequency in the moving frame is zero makes evident 

why the shift in frequency. In that casel.= 0 and the moving observer sees 

a static distribution of ý that varies sinusoidally with position. The fixed 

5 	 observer sees this distribution moving by with the velocity U =0/k and hence


observes the 	frequency kU.


I 



2.13


Prob. 2.5.2 To take the derivative with respect to primed variables, say t;


observe in A(x,y,z,t), that each variable can in general depend on that variable


(say t').


x 

Alii 

Thus


ý)Az -')Az'r +AL-. i ~ +A,"A
yt-7 ' YaTt1ý -TTP 

From Eq. 1, 

X = +"+ U t 
'.t' 

~,t'
S= :' + U~t' DCA U_ 

t =-t' Z, 
Uj 

Here, if X is a vector then A. is one of its cartesian components. If A:-w , 

the scalar form is obtained. 

Prob. 2.6.1 For use in Eq. 2.6.4, take


as A the given one dimensional function


with the surface of integration that
 -- 7 
shown in the figure. The edges at x=a


and x=b have the velocities in the x S
/ 

direction indicated. Thus, Eq. 2.6.4 

becomes b(ot) ()


x+ f-IAcx e Od 
L J ) (1) 

The second term on the right is zero because A has no divergence. Thus, Ay can


be divided out to obtain the given one-dimensional form of Leibnitz' rule.




2.14


I 
SProb. 2.6.2 a) By Gauss' theorem,


where on S1 in , on S2, i =- and on the sides i has the direction of 

-'A M . Also, inda integrated between S1 and S2 is approximated by 

-3 .I Thus, it follows that if all integrals are taken at the same


Sinstant in time,


b) At any location, S5 S C 

Thus, the integral over S2 when it actually has that location gives


C•a(i.•-c~ , "t (4)3(t. - t. +" 

Because S2 differs from SL by terms of higher order than at , the second 

integral can be evaluated to first order in &t on S . 

A Wgc . + (5) 

c) For the elemental volume pictured, the height is t fjs3- while the area of 

I the base is AOL , so to first order in &t, the volume integral reduces to 

-I-ACV V,.;A&t9-, A-, (6) 

d) What is desired is


Substitution from Eq. 5 into this expression gives

Substitution from Eq. 5 into this expression gives


The first and last terms o the 
The first and last terms on the replaced using Eq. 2

U 

I

I




2.15


Prob. 2.6.2(cont.)


- 6t-o ItIV + •,(9) 

Finally, given that . ~bX - . , Eq. 6 is substituted into this 

expression to obtain 

d b -o(10) 

With &t divided out, this is the desired Leibnitz rule generalized to three


dimensions.


Prob. 2.6.3 Given the geometry of contours


C and C if A is evaluated at one t-ima 
1 2 

t, Stoke's theorem applies


I

Sthesurface swept out by the 

Here, S is the surface swept out by the


open contour during the interval At and C c- I 

is composed of Cl, C2 and the side segments 3

represented to first order in At by 1s('), t)6L and •s•( )I. Note 

that for ~t small, R = Xlý9 t with . evaluated at time t. Thus, to 

linear terms in At , Eq. 1 becomes 
;a I
(t) 

: 
. c,,t C',t J G(•),r (2) 3 

I
Note that, again to linear terms in At, 

S.3(3)




3 	 2.16


Prob. 2.6.3 (cont.)


The first term on the right in this expression is substituted for the third one


on the right in Eq. 2, which then becomes


I 	 r4.7t 

I ~.(t)	 MbA), (4)


- (teat) 	 -(-+bt) 

The first and third terms on the right comprise what is required to evaluate


the derivative. Note that because the integrand of the fourth term is already


first order 	in At , the end points can be evaluated when t=t.


I 	 t)(t) 

A-41= 

Wt & W 	 (5 ) 

+ A-iis;,&t A.tI &t + 
r&W 

The sign of the last term has been reversed because the order of the cross 

product is reversed. The At cancels out on the right-hand side and the 

3 expression is the desired generalized Leibnitz rule for a time-varying


contour integration.


I 	 Prob. 2.8.1 a)In the steady state and in the absence of a conduction current, if,


Ampere's law requires that


so one solution follows by setting the arguments equal. 

= =-U • T € (2)(2


Because the boundary conditions, Hz( x=.a)=O are also satisfied, this is the


required solution. For different boundary conditions, a "homogeneous" solution


would have to be added.


I 
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2.17


Prob. 2.8.2 (cont.)


b) The polarization current density follows by direct evaluation.


sp A Tj C64 (7xrXA)gC (3)vX 
Thus, Ampere's law reads


where it has been assumed that -( )/') and )( )/Ti:0. Integration then 

gives the same result as in Eq. 2.


c) The polarization charge is


S-v - p it = C.t .. TA/ (5)) 

and it can be seen that in this case, JB=Ur C . This is a special case 

because in general the polarization current is 

In this example, the first and last terms vanish because the motion is rigid body, 

while (because there is no y variation), the next to last term .V3-zVP /b= . 

The remaining term is simplyfpV. 

Prob. 2.9.1 a) With M the only source of H, it is reasonable to presume that


H only depends on x and it follows from Gauss' law for H that


b) A solution to Faraday's law that also satisfies the boundary conditions


follows by simply setting the arguments of the curls equal.


EM/IM - T (2) 

c) The current is zero because E'=O. To see this, use the results of Eqs. 1


and 2 to evaluate


I


I


I




2.18


Prob. 2.11.1 With regions to the left, above and below the movable electrode 

denoted by (a), (b) and (c) respectively, the electric fields there (with up 

defined as positive) are 

On the upper electrode, the total charge is the area d(a- 1) times the charge 

3 
per unit area on the left section of the electrode, - ,oEa , plus the area dTI 

times the charge per unit area on the right section, - CoEb. The charge on the 

lower electrode follows similarly so that the capacitance matrix is 

I a 

(2) 
•b . "l•C -o s'1 

.CL -T Ib b eb 

Prob. 2.12.1 Define regions (a) and (b) as between the two coils and inside 

the inner one respectively and it follows that the magnetic fields are uniform 

in each region and given by 
I I f 

These fields are defined as positive into the paper. Note that they satisfy 

I Ampere's law and the divergence condition in the volume and the jump and boundary 

conditions at the boundaries. For the contours as defined, the normal to the 

I surface defining |Iis into the paper. The fields are uniform, so the surface 

integral is carried out by multiplying the flux density, AoH, by the 

appropriate area. For example, hi is found as 

CLT4t L 

Thus, the flux linkages are 

3 Kd 



2.19


Prob. 2.13.1 It is a line integration in the state-space (v1 ,V2,' 2) that
21' 


is called for. The system has already been assembled mechanically, so the 

displacements ( •1', 2 ) are fixed. The remaining path of integration in the 

space (vl to its final value with v2=0 and1V 2 ) is carried out by raising v1 

then raising v 2 with v1 fixed (so that Jv 1=O)at its final value. Thus, 

and with the introduction of the capacitance matrix, a 

W C +CS, 't (2)|1 
Note that C2 1=C 1 2:


Prob. 2.13.2 Even with the nonlinear dielectric, the electric field between


the electrodes is simply v/b. Thus, the surface charge on the lower electrode, I

where there is free space, is D= C E= (v/b, while that adjacent to the


dielectric is !


>= 9 .4+ z-/6 . (1) 

It follows that the net charge is


I= do.ov + -5 (2) 

so that b oI, z, 

W (3) 

Prob. 2.14.1 a)To find the energy, it is first necessary to invert the


terminal relations found in Prob. 2.14.1. Cramer's rule yields
1 (--d 

Integration of Eq. 2.14.11 in (s-'2) space can be carried out along any path.


But, in particular, integrate on ', with a=0. Then, with ý# at its final


value, integrate on - with Ji=0.


I 



I 
3 
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I 
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U 

2.20


Prob. 2.14.1 (cont.)


r•.- }(, , ,


b) The coenergy is found from Eq. 2.14.12 where the flux linkages as given in


the solution to Prob. 2.12.1 can be used directly. Now, the integration is


in (ili 2) space, and is carried out as in part (a), but with the i's playing


the role of the 's.


o 0 

I 
Prob. 2.15.1 Following the outlined procedure,


Each term in the series is integrated to give


Thus, for m A. n, all terms vanish. The term m=n is evaluated by either taking 

the limit m- n of Eq. 2 or returning to Eq. 1 to see that the right hand side 

is simply . Thus, solution for gives Eq. 8. 

Prob. 2.15.2 One period of the distribution is sketched as a function of z 

as shown. Note that the function starts just before z=-2/4 

and terminates just before z= 3/4. 

The coefficients follow directly 

from Eq. 8. Especially for 

ramp functions, it is often convenient 

to make uuse of the fact that 

- 4 -;a ) (1( 
C 

I 
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Prob. 2.15.2 (cont.)


and find the coefficients of the derivative of (l•), as shown in the


sketch. Thus,


SI (2) 

and it follows that the coefficients are as given. Note that m=0 must give = 

because there is no space average to the potential. That the other even components 

vanish is implicite to Eq. 2.


Prob. 2.15.3 The dependence on z ofI and its


spatial derivative are as sketched. Because the 

transform of / I- -& , the integration 

over the two impulse functions gives simply_~_•+ .•̀B .,t• 

Solution of this expression for • results in the given transform. More direct,


but less convenient,is the direct evaluation of Eq. 2.15.10.


Prob. 2.15.4 Evaluation of the required space average is carried out by fixing 
 3

attention on one value of n in the infinite series on n and considering the


terms of the infinite series on m. Thus,

+CD 4 t a+1 

Thus, all terms are zero except the one having n=-m. That term is best evaluated


using the original expression to carry out the integration. Thus, I

4.0co


<A ran (2) 

Because the Fourier series is required to be real, 8, O- and hence the 

given expression of Eq. 2.15.17 follows. I 

3I

I 
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Prob. 2.16.1 To be formal about deriving transfer relations of Table 2.16.1, 

start with Eq. 2.16.14 

54"k v4, + 1, C,056 YX (1) 

and require that ((x =(X=O) . Thus, 

i 1 1] (2)


L. 

Inversion gives (by Cramer's rule)


Because , =- .. " a/ , it follows for Eq. 1 that 

Evaluation at the respective boundaries gives


(5) 

D0

LL J L 

Finally, substitution of Eq. 3 for the column matrix on the right in Eq. 5 

gives 

c.os Y6hLD= 

10 L 

(6) 
S*,hh66 

whichis (a)
Eq.of
Table 2.16.1.


'v~ 

which is Eq. (a) of Table 2.16.1.
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Prob. 	2.16.1 (cont.)


The second form, Eq. (b), is obtained by applying Cramer's rule to


the inversion of Eq. 8. Note that-the determinant of the coefficients is


Det = -So 4- . & 	 - I (7) 

so


Nd ox 
(8)


^is 
-_ 0 t _ 

s~h Eb-I i- k D,' Ii 

Prob. 2.16.2 For the limit m=0,k=0, solutions are combined to satisfy the


potential constraints by Eq. 2.16.20, and it follows that the electric dis- I


placement is (


This is evaluated at the respective boundaries to give Eq. (a) of Table 2.16.2


with fm and gm as defined for k=0,m=0.


For k=0,m$ 0, the correct combination of potentials is given by Eq. 2.16.21. 
 3

It follows that


I f t 	 at (2) I 
rn=~ 

I 

Evaluation of this expression at the respective boundaries gives Eas. (a) of 

Table 2.16.2 with entries fm and qm as defined for the case k=0,m=0. 

For k O.m#m 0, the potential is given by Eq. 2.16.25. Thus, the electric 

displacement is 

r) -	 3(3) 


and evaluation at the respective boundaries gives Eqs. (a) of the table with 
 3

f and gm as defined in terms of H and J . To obtain gm in the form aiven, 
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Prob. 2.16.2 (cont.)


use the identity in the footnote to the table. These entries can be written


in terms of the modified functions, K and I by using Eqs. 2.16.22.
3 m m 
In taking the limit where the inside boundary goes to zero, it is necessary


Sto evaluate


D C 0 1-dL + ý,.} (4) 

Because K and H approach infinity as their arguments go to zero, gm(o,0)-•O. 

Also, in the expression for f3min terms of the functions Hm and Jm , the first 

term in the numerator dominates the second while the second term in the


Sdenominator dominates the first. Thus, f becomes

m 

I- 3 
and with the use of Eqs. 2.16.22, this expression becomes the one given in


I the table.


In the opposite extreme, where the outside boundary goes to infinity, the


I desired relation is


Here note that I and J (and hence I' and J') go to infinity as their


I 
m m m m 

arguments become large. Thus, gm( ',0)-9O and in the expressions for fm, the 

second term in the numerator and first term in the denominator dominate to aive 

3 To invert these results and determine relations in the form of Eqs. (b) of the


table, note that the first case, k=O,m=0O involves solutions that are not


I independent. This reflects the physical fact that it is only the potential


difference that matters in this limit and that ( , are not really 

independent variables. Mathematically, the inversion process leads to an


infinite determinant. 

In general, Cramer's rule gives the inversion of Eqs. (a) as


I 
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Prob. 2.16.2 (cont.)


Gm(03,-1) (E-(I3o)De)te- (d,4) 

where t> a EI , - (,4) , J,() 

Prob. 2.16.3 The outline for solving this problem is the same as for Prob. 

2.16.2. The starting point is Eq. 2.16.36 rather than the three potential


distributions representing limiting cases and the general case in Prob. 2.16.2.


Prob. 2.16.4 a) With the z-t dependence exp j(cot-kz), Maxwell's equations 

become 

V E=oC)' __ = (1)
3x 

v.A :o 9 •-•? : iC ^ (2) 

(3)


`a) 
(4)


(5) 

(6) 

(7)


(8) 

The components , ,E erms o f 
A 
E 

z 
and H 

z 
as follows 

Equations 3 and 7 combine to (y, - /Cr 
A 

(9) 

and Eqs. 4 and 6 give A 

(10)


As a result, Eqs. 6 and 3 give


(11) 

(12) 

Combining Ampere's and Faraday's laws gives


(13)
Thusi stfo 


Thus, it follows that


(14)


a c:.
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Prob. 2.16.4(cont.)


b) Solutions to Eqs. 14 satisfying the boundary conditions are


(15)


(16)


c) Use 

e-'Et____ (17) 

A Ad (8 

Also, from Eqs. 3 and 6,


(19)


A S= , W_~ A (20) 

Evaluation of these expressions at the respective boundaries gives the 

transfer relations summarized in the problem. 

d) In the quasistatic limit, times of interest, 1/C3 , are much longer than 

the propagation time of an electromagnetic wave in the system. For propagation 

across the guide, this time is A/•-= A~o . Thus, 

6 t:- Q & (21) 

Note that i must be larger than J but too large a value of kA means 

no interaction between the two boundaries. Now, with 11 -. ,Eia J 

and -R v . , the relations break into the quasi-static transfer relations. 

(22)


il E E X 

A6 L 

a(23)

L•,(3 •..'H•v4LA H E 
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Prob. 2.16.4(cont)


e) Transverse electric(TE) and transverse magnetic(TM) modes between


perfectly conducting plates satisfy the boundary conditions


(TM) Et=(24)


AO

(TE) (Eo'O) 0 (25) 

where the latter condition is expressed in terms of Hz by using Eqs. 12 and 7. 

Because the modes separate, it is possible to examine them separately. The I 

electric relations are already in the appropriate form for considering the 

TM modes. The magnetic ones are inverted to obtain 

'•R'. ±1 (26) 

With the boundary conditions of Eq. 24 in the electric relations and with those I

of Eq. 25 in these last relations, it is evident that there can be no response


unless the determinant of the coefficients vanishes. In each case this


requires that


(27)

-. , 

This has two solutions. ( 

In either case,


(29) 

It follows from the definition of $ that each mode designated by n must 

satisfy the dispersion equation 

ft = (30) 

For propagation of waves through this parallel plate waveguide, k must be real. I 

i
Thus, all waves attenuate below the cutoff frequency 


bc C (31) 

because then all have an imagineary wavenumber,k.


1. 
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Prob. 2.16.5 Gauss' law and E=-.V requires that if th.ere is no free charge


SEV i + •= o (1) 

For the given exponential dependence of the permittivity, the x dependence of


j the coefficients in this expression factors out and it again reduces to a 

constant coefficient expression

I-- I ~ O• (2) 

In terms of the complex amplitude forms from Table 2.16.1, Eq. 2 requires that 

I 42 2 A?2 - j 0 (3) 

Thus, solutions have the form exp px where p=--7_ - - L+• 

The linear combination of these that satisfies the conditions that be 

and A on the upper and lower surfaces respectively is as given in the


I problem. The displacement vector is then evaluated as


6- -Y, + •] (4) 

Evaluation of this expression at the respective surfaces then gives the


transfer relations summarized in the problem.


I 

I 
I 

I 

I 



_____ 
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(1) 1Prob. 2.16.6 The fields are governed by


E=-o•


V-5=O (2) 5 
Substitution of Eq. 1 and the constitutive law into Eq. 2 gives a generalization 

of Laplace's equation for the potential. 

.. - =0 
(3) 

a•x.ax 
Substitution of


(4) 1 
results in


where (5) 1 
where


This constant coefficient equation has solutions exp p, where substitution 

shows that 

?T (6) 

Thus, solutions take the form 

+A,~ t and(eTA, 7 x e xV 

The coefficients A1 and A2 are determined by requiring that = and U 
at x= & and x=O respectively. Thus, in terms of the surface potentials, the 

potential distribution is given by 

I 
#i - ~&~c +ff -X) (8) 

The normal electric displacement follows from the x component of the constitutive
 I 
law,
 i 

Evaluation
using Eq. 8 then give(9


Evaluation using Eq. 8 then gives
 I 



I 
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Prob. 2.16.6(cont.)


I Ed i AiRA (10) 

+ [- e.•L , . x 

The required transfer relations follow by evaluating this expression at the


respective boundaries.


I, 0a ifls~lil·~an~,?(t~B·~C*1 J~d (11) 

I 
-a'ADP

V xK -EdiK lij7- coý +CI' '4 -AA ý% 14. Z 

Prob. 2.17.1 In cartesian coordinates, a = a3 , so that Eq. 2.17.1 requires 

that B12=B 21. Comparison of terms in the canonical and particular transfer


.I relations then shows that


8,,. e:• A I, •,,= - ,21 
I Prob. 2.17.2 Using iA,=(3 A z , Table 2.16.2 gives 

These can only be equal for arbitrary c1L(3 if


I 3r [cx(jra.)r•(lx) -(~r) "'~~ (2) 

Limit relations, Eqs. 2.16.22 and 2.16.23, are used to evaluate the constant.


3 
(3) 

Thus, as •-o it is clear that . = -22/T 
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I 

Prob. 2.17.3 With the assumption that w is a state function, it 

follows that I 
-)w ".WV ) 

~w~o~~ j~~w E .SW ~~ hi,F I 
Because the D's are independent variables, the coefficients must agree
 I 
with those of the expression for 6Win the problem statement. Thus, the
 Irelations for the V's follow. The reciprocity relations follow from taking


cross-derivatives of these energy relations
 I 
(1)..(•1) -_l (4) 

· 'r I 
AP (5) 1i
3C1D i. (2) -A 

-
3

CX = O -- a 
- ,D I 

(6)

CA,ý k (3) (1 -. _ 

C~t ,, I 
The transfer relation written so as to separate the real and imaginary I 
parts, is equivalent to 

m 

'vo

A ,%V - Atz, I 

Cd A%?.ý AIt IAzIV D1. 
-At\ ; 

-A%. I
kL 

A%. 
A-z% I- A, z 

-A ., v. Az 42zzr 
%.~ 

I
L. I 

The reciprocity relations (1) and (6) resoectivelv show that these transfer 

relations require that Alli=-A1 1 i 
and A22i=-A22i, so that the imaginary I 
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Prob. 2.17.3 (cont.)


=
parts of All and A22 are zero. The other relations show that a Al2r


aBA21 and a Al2i=-aA21i so, aoAl2=a A1 .

r2r12i 21i 12 21' Of course, A 12 and 

hence, A 2 1 are actually real. 

Prob. 2.17.4 From Problem 2.17.1, for
[ io Sat air 
it is so It
it is shown ta


a-- 8 

which requires that 

812 = B21 

For this system B12 = 21 = ) . 

Prob. 2.18.1 Observe that in cylindrical coordinates (Appendix A) with A=A, 'e 

(1) 

Thus, substitution of A 0 a. ( givesjI( )-I 

+LiaL
57A r -SY 4 

as in Table 2.18.1.


Prob. 2.18.2 In spherical coordinates with = AO 'o (Appendix A),


Thus, substitution of Af = R~ )(f Sik;' gives 

as in Table 2.18.1.


Prob. 2.19.1 The transfer relations are obtained by following the instructions


given with Eqs. 2.19.7 through 2.19.12.
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Electromagnetic Forces, Force


Densitie and Stress Tensors


~K2


/a. 

i 
e e1 



3.1


Prob. 3.3.1 With inertia included but H=0, Eqs. 3 become


- ,_ 0 41+_ (1)


M_ |rL 
With an imposed = RE eiqip t , the response to these linear 

equations takes the form + =" 4t _e eP . Substitution into Eqs. 1 

gives 

t E (2) 

"n+(-Qr -'-) £ 
Thus, for the effect of inertia to be ignorable


(3) 5
+»÷> cJ 

In terms of the mobility b+= /Mnt. , Eq. 3 requires that I 

it/ 64 t=n >I'> T ,j 

5
For copper, evaluation gives 


(i.7eXIo")(2 rr)(3x Io ) = 1.34-x 1o I, > (5) 

At this frequency the wavelength of an electromagnetic wave is


= c/4 =3xio/9.14 x)I' , which is approaching the optical range(3Z,/2 1). 

Prob. 3.5.1 (a) The cross-derivative of Eq. 9 gives the reciprocity I


condition 
 g


from which it follows that C12 = C21


3
(b) The coenergy found in Prob. 2.13.1 can be used 


with Eq. 3.5.9 to find the two forces.


I

I
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Prob. 3.5.1 (cont.)


TI IL _C)1, (2) 

IýCl · ) _1 C (3) 

5 The specific dependences of these capacitances on the displacements are


determined in Prob. 2.11.1. Thus, Eqs. 2 and 3 become


(b - ,) 	 2 2 

Prob. 3.5.2 	 (a) The system is electrically linear, so w' = ] Cv2 , where 

C is the charge per unit voltage on the positive electrode. Note that


throughout the 	region between the electrodes, E=v/d. Hence,


I 
W'---W 	 Cc +P 

(b) The force due to polarization tending to pull the


slab into the region between the electrodes is then


W£ 2. 	 (2) 

The quantity multiplying the cross-sectional area of the slab, wd, can


alternatively be thought'of as a pressure associated with the Kelvin


force density 	on dipoles induced in the fringing field acting over the


5 cross-section (Sec. 3.6) or as the result of the Korteweg-Helmholtz


force density (Sec. 3.7). The latter is confined to a surface force


I 	 density acting over the cross-section dw, at the dielectric-free space


interface. Either viewpoint gives the same net force.


Prob. 3.5.3 From Eq. 9 and the coenergy determined in Prob. 2.13.2,


I
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Prob. 3.5.4 (a) Using the coenergy function found in Prob. 2.14.1,


the radial surface force density follows as


_W' = C, 9?. (1) 

(b) A similar calculation using the X's as the


independent variables first requires that w(X1, X2, r ) be found, and this


requires the inversion of the inductance matrix terminal relations, as


illustrated in Prob. 2.14.1. Then, because the Tdependence of w is i

more complicated than of w', the resulting expression is more cumbersome I


to evaluate.


; 0 a z !L3 (2) 

However, if it is one of the X's that is contrained, this approach


is perhaps worthwhile.


(c) Evaluation of Eq. 2 with X2 = 0 gives the surface


force density if the inner ring completely excludes the flux.


z z Z (3) 

Note that according to either Eq. 1 or 3, the inner coil is compressed, i 
as would be expected by simply evaluating Jf x po H. To see this from


Eq. 1, note that if X2=0, then il=-i 2.


Prob. 3.6.1 Force equilibrium for each element of the static fluid 
 j 
is


where the force density due to gravity could be included, but would not 

contribute to the discussion. Integration of Eq. (1) from the outside I 

interface (a) to the lower edge of the slab (b)(which is presumed well 

within the electrodes)can be carried out without regard for the details


I 
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Prob. 3.6.1 (cont.)


of the field by using Eq. 2.6.1.


I = JVt.-(E-.-E~4 	 (2) 

Thus, the pressure acting upward on the lower extremity of the slab is


L 	 (3) 

i 	 which gives a force in agreement with the result of Prob. 3.5.2, found


using the lumped parameter energy method.


3= w dpb d ( -. ) t 	 (4) 

3 Prob. 3.6.2 With the charges comprising the dipole respectively at r+ and r_, 

the torque is 

Expanding about the position of the negative charge, r


* -- _ a) Ali t 	 I- i Iif(Z)rI--V (2) 

To first order in d this becomes the desired expression. 

The torque on a magnetic dipole could be found by using an energy argument 

5 for a discrete system, as in Sec. 3.5. Forces and displacements would be 

replaced by torques and angles. However, because of the complete analogy 

13 summarized by Eqs. 8-10, " S-E and I• "b/doM This means that 84-s/Uo 

and so the desired expression follows directly from Eq. 2. 

Prob. 3.7.1 Demonstrate that for a constitutive law implying no inter


action the Korteweg-Helmholtz force density


+c ( O -E )IF= +vp.v~ 4w ~. 	 (1) 

becomes the Kelvin force density. That is, ( )=0.Let )C = 

Q = and evaluate ( ) 

W It _D 	 (2) 

Thus,


-- ~ C 	 CO (3) 

Z'Xe S"I 	 a 



Prob. 3.7.1 (cont.)


so that


-_ý_w-w 
ýp14 w 

and 

+·+ E, _EB + YCEo Ez·D z 

L- E ~c EZ-

Prob. 3.9.1 In the expression for the torque, Eq. 3.9.16, 

i= %L" 

so that it becomes 

-- = i (IF,-' F,) -t ;c(vs-xi) L 5-(C F)IJV( 2) 

Because

F= aT / xi 

ZýTz) 
XSj 

1,,-7-i 

+rThý-,t )V3T= -3 _ __. 71,•
V T32 


±5 (~T,

Ia 

KTLj 

i2 T3 

-7TIS X z_~c. %.T-3X3-•S"-rj/l" 
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3.6


Prob. 3.9.1 (cont.)


Because -- =-Ts (symmetry) 

x7i7J'+ (cui-aT;)jV (t4)( 
V 

From the tensor form of Gauss' theorem, Eq. 3.8.4, this volume integral


becomes the surface integral


- S / - 1 1 

Prob. 3.10.1 Using the product rule, 

I61 6 t-t) (1) 

5 The first term takes the form VlTwhile the second agrees with Eq. 3.7.22 if


In index notation, 

I L (2) 

i where Eis a spatially varying function. 

F (3) 

Because V tO, 

- E (4)-~ -e 

Because p E--•o ,the last term is absent. The first term takes the 

required form / x . 

Prob. 3.10.2 From Eqs. 2.13.11 and 3.7.19, 

Thus,3 theW-DI i~· +clEi~)SE -~ E4·; T (1) 

Thus, the force density is (iEb/~xi =r-e/Xz3 ari~/~g -o )

£ _ ,6'ýW -ta- ŽŽ !D- = (2) 

The Kelvin stress tensor, Eq. 3.6.5, differs from Eq. lb only by the term in Si


so the force densities can only differ by the gradient of a pressure.




I 
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Prob. 3.10.3


(a) 	The magnetic field is "trapped" in the region between tubes. For an


infinitely long pair of coaxial conductors, the field in the annulus is


2
 I 
uniform. Hence, because the total flux fa B o must be constant over the 

length of the system, in the lower region 

a2B

o

B
z 2 2 (1) 3' 

a -b


(b) 	The distribution of surface current is as sketched below. It is
 II 
determined by the condition that the magnetic flux at the extremities be


as found in (a) and by the condition that the normal flux density on any
 I` 
of the perfectly conducting surfaces vanish. 	 /


I(c) Using the surface force density K x <B>, it is //


reasonable to expect the net magnetic force in the
 I 
z direction to be downward. 	 /


I


(d) One way to find the net force is to enclose the I 
"blob" by the control volume shown in the figure and 

integrate the stress tensor over the enclosing surface. -1 I 
f T .n.da 	 ( Iz 	 3 zi 3i 1


s


I

Contributions to this integration over surfaces (4) and , .

g	 ·1'I


(2) (the walls of the inner and outer tubes which are . I L 
1 

perfectly conducting) vanish because there is no shear
 I 
stress on a perfectly conducting surface. Surface (5) cuts under the "b]ob"


and hence sustains no magnetic stress. Hence, only surfaces (1) and (3) make 

contributions, and on them the magnetic flux density is given and uniforn I 
Hence, the net force is


(2)


Note that, as expected, this force is negative.




IE

I

I


I

I

I1

I

I

I'


I

I

I


IF 

Prob. 3.10.4 The electric field is sketched in the
 'p---- - - - - 
figure. The force on the cap should be upward. To


find this force use the surface S shown to enclose \S
I I I

the cap. On S1 the field is zero. On S2 and S3 the


electric shear stress is zero because it is an equi


potential and hence can support no tangential E. On


S the field is zero. Finally, on S5 the field is


that of infinite coaxial conductors. I k't t! I
I I


V0 _ 

I..J l·_,I II
I I I
I I 4 I I

I I I I


Thus, the normal electric stress is


the forforcetotalreduces to
the
andintegral 


- i I • -I • 

and the integral for the total force reduces to + -I;=L: 4
4

)Z 
hi V='60Z* E.( 3 )2-dWCA -V.6 

f,=~T~ I·zh. ' 

Prob. 3.10.5 S 

Because a• . Ž the last term becomes 

Thus


IF 1 e a E z,'F- GOELS i


where the quantity in brackets is T... Because T.. is the same as any

13 -3


of the T..'s in Table 3.10.1 when evaluated in free space, use of a surface


S surrounding the object to evaluate Eq. 3.9.4 will give a total force in


agreement with that predicted by the correct force densities.




I 

3.9


Prob. 3.10.6


Showing that the identity holds is a matter of simply writing out I

the components in cartesian coordinates. The i'th component of the force


density is then written using the identity to write JxB where J = VxH.


In the first term, B. is moved inside the derivative and the condition 

/ X• ='&'.' O exploited. The third term is replaced by the 

magnetic analogue of Eq. 3.7.26. 

-ý -<J (2) 

The second and third terms cancel, so that this expression can be rewritten


Fi(W +• la=" . -- .- -W (3) 

and the stress tensor identified as the quantity in brackets. 9 

Problem 3.10.7 The i'th component of the force density is written 

using the identity of Prob. 2.10.5 to express Jf x poH = (VxH) x VoH I 

= o0 (1) 

This expression becomes 

where the first two terms result from the first term in F., the third


term results from taking the H. inside the derivative and the last two


terms are an expansion of the last term in F.. The second and last term


combine to give V/•t. ( 9 * )-V. = O Thus, with B =••(A+A) , the 

expression takes the proper form for identifying the stress tensor. I 

~Fi -Fr I, (~j~C Id)U; 
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Prob. 3.10.8 The integration of the force density over the volume of


I 	 the dielectric is broken into two parts, one over the part that is well 

i 	 between the plates and therefore subject to a uniform field v/b, and the 

other enclosing what remains to the left. Observe that throughout this 

latter volume, the force density acting in the V direction is zero. That 

is, the force density is confined to the interfaces, where it is singular 

and constitutes a surface force density acting normal to the interfaces. 

i The only region where the force density acts in the T direction is on the 

interface at the right. This is covered by the first integral, and the 

5 volume integration can be replaced by an integration of the stress over 

the enclosing surface. Thus, 

.I 	 CL (1) 

CI in agreement with the result of Prob. 2.13.2 found using the energy 

method. 

Prob. 3.11.1 With the substitution V =- 'h (suppress the subscript 

E), Eq. 1 becomes 

where the first two terms on the right come from expanding V.4AY"T'7I- Thus,


the first two terms in the integrand of Eq. 4 are accounted for. To see that


the last term in the integrand on the right in Eq. 1 accounts for remaining


term in Eq. (4) of the problem, this term is written out in Cartesian


coordinates.


KIMI'In + 

S(2) 

Ii 	 
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Prob. 3.11.1 (cont.)


Further expansion gives


+L , S 1 x (3) 

+ 
 a.. h46 

+ I' 
Note that n2 + n2 + = 1. Thus, the first third and fifth terms become x y z


The second term can be written as


The fourth and sixth terms are similarly zero. Thus, these three terms 

vanish and Eq. 3 is simply 6 . Thus, Eq. 1 becomes 

+(5)


With the given alternative ways to write these terms, it follows that


Eq. 5 is consistent with the last two terms of Eq. 3.11.8.


Prob. 3.11.2 Use can be made of Eq. 4 from Prob. 3.11.1 to convert the integral


over the surface to one over a contour C enclosing the surface.


If the surface, S, is closed,then the contourC,must vanish and it is clear


that the net contribution of the integration is zero. The double-layer can


not produce a net force on a closed surface.
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4.1


Prob. 4.3.1 With the positions as shown in t)


the sketch, the required force is Cto) -

b 
With the objective of finding • , first observe that the boundary conditions


are.

4S A A. 6 - c. - 'PS 

L%~ - 114 

and the transfer relations of Table 2.16.1 applied to the respective regions


require that


]F1A
I ipeahV1 r~~co4~ 1 A--- L 
1< · cb · pP(3)

js~di~cL Peg ' I~ 
U, II 

Here, Eqs. 2a and 2d have already been used, as has also the relation _


In view of Eq. 2c, Eqs. 3 are used to write


4 i~b~~u C- - 4uL ,' )< )+! A J. = a -... 6S____ 
6AL (4)


and it is concluded that


9t = - A 

This relation could be argued from the symmetry. In view of Eq. 2b, it follows


that


, =-2. 

so that the required normal flux on the rotor surface follows from Eq. 2b


13 _______ - CO4L GI


Siwkh Ve 3 al


Finally, evaluation of Eq. 1 gives


r A - ., A i .

-a =IZ.~ 'akI ~ s ~ r


This result is identical to Eq. 4 .3.4a, so the results for parts (b) and (c)


will be the same as Eqs. 4 .3.9a.




4.2


Prob. 4.3.2 Boundary conditions on the stator and rotor surfaces are


foA A0 AL 

where


S= B e(ut 

From Eq. (a) of Table 2.16.1, the air gap fields are therefore related by


[1 [-,.o4,h • , 

In terms of these complex amplitudes, the required force is


£, AL~e~KH4 

From Eq. 5b,


Ha =j* ( ,y r 
4c -AS~~ 

Introduced into Eq. 6, this expression gives


= A A-A+'

4 Cosh W 

For the particular distributions of Eqs. 3 and 4,


A iW- *a r" it..-C'\ 
e a c 54 6S.d'Da


4 co, UA 

Under synchronous conditions, this becomes


4 cos_I ,Ad 



4.3
 I

I

IProb. 4.3.3 With positions as designated


in the sketch, the total force per unit


(&)
 I

area is


4-F (4)
 I

I


With the understanding that the surface charge on the sheet is a given
 I

quantity, boundary conditions reflecting the continuity of tangential electric


field at the three surfaces and that Gauss' law be satisfied through the sheet I

are


V•.% g , ) 4 (2)-(4 

Bulk relations are given by Table 2.16.1. In the upper region
 I 
C- J[rc. (5) 

I
and in the lower


6~a ItL~1(6) I

In view of Eq. 4, Eq. 1 becomes


I

so what is now required is the amplitude . The surface charge, given by Eq. I


4,11as the difference - D• , follows in terms of the potentials from taking
 Ithe difference of Eqs. 5b and 6a. The resulting expression is solved for


f* r O A,J 

I

tE& 9d (8)eA ~ 

Substituted into Eq. 7 (where the self terms in V Q are imaginary and can
 I

I
therefore be dropped) the force is expressed in terms of the given excitations.




1 	 4.4 

IProb. 4.3.3(cont.)2 	 4 

I i c 9-A 	 (9) 

b) Translation of the given excitations into complex amplitudes gives


1-46, V. t(10) 

Thus, with the even excitation, where =


I -i2.oef .fd (11) 

and with the odd excitation,(O =0. 

I 	 c) This is a specific case from part (b) with O =0 and -= Thus,)1/4 

< - V. C.-4 (12) 

The sign is consistent with the


I 	 sketch of charge distribution on the 

sheet and electric field due to the 

potentials on the walls sketched. 

I 

I

I


I


I


I




4.5


Prob. 4..4.1 a) In the rotor, the magnetization, M, is specified. Also, it


is uniform, and hence has no curl. Thus, within the rotor, 

V )(16 - V A ([Ark).(io va (1) 

Also, of course, B is solenoidal. 

V* =o= V (2) 

So, the derivation of transfer relations between B and A is the same as in Sec.


2.19 so long as ~/H is identified , with B. 

b) The condition on the jump in normal flux density is as usual. However, with 

M given, Ampere's law requires that 1 XUIt 1A and this can be 

rewritten using the definition of E, E=•~ao7 + A1) Thus, the boundary


condition becomes


where the jump in tangential B is related to the given surface current and given


jump in magnetization.


c) With these background statements, the representation of the fields, solution


for the torque and determination of the electrical terminal relation follows the


usual pattern. First, represent the boundary conditions in terms of the given


form of excitation. The magnetization can be written in complex notation, perhaps


most efficiently, with the following reasoning. Use x as a cartesian coordinate


ro~tate to th~ t~~ i,: l,, ^ ~ 

in the figure. Then, if the gradient is


pictured for the moment in cartesian


coordinates, it can be seen that the


uniform vector field M i is represented

ox


by


/' 
(4)


I

I


I 
I 
I 
I 

I

I

I


I

1


I

I

I




4.6


I Prob. 4.4.1(cont.) 

Observe that x = r cos(9- Or) and it follows from Eq. 4 that M is 

written in the desired Fourier notation asI 1eo9-4=+ (5)6 e-

Next, the stator currents are represented in complex notation. The distribution


5 of surface current is as shown in the figure and


represented in terms of a Fourier series. - + i(t)
j 

t )•= 4 e (6) 

I The coefficients are given by (Eq.2.15.8) 4j(4) ! 4 

In i•) ) AA.;, 019 

Thus, because superposition can be used throughout, it is possible to determine


the fields by considering the boundary conditions as applying to the complex


Fourier amplitudes.


Boundary conditions reflecting Eq. 2 at each 

I of the interfaces (designated as shown in the 

sketch) are, 

A: ---- (8) 

I% (9) 

while those representing Eq. 3 at each interface are


-I ° (10) 

That H=0 in the infinitely permeable stator is reflected in Eq. 10. Thust, Eq. 8


3 is not required to determine the fields in the gap and in the rotor.


I 



4.7


Prob. 4.4.1(cont.) I


In the gap and within the rotor, the transfer relations (Eqs. (c) of


Table 2.19.1) apply I


Bfo e IA P_I (12) 

Before solving these relations for the Fourier amplitudes, it is well to


look ahead and see just which ones are required. To determine the torque, the


rotor can be enclosed by any surface within the air-gap, but the one just inside


the stator has the advantage that the tangential field is specified in terms of


the driving current, Eq. 10. For that surface (using Eq. 3.9.17 and the


orthogonality relation for space averaging the product of Fourier series, Eq.


2.15.17), 

Re . --B


Because e is known, it is that is required where 

Subtract Eq. 13 from Eq. 12b and use the result to evaluate Eq. 11. Then, 9

in view of Eq. 9 the first of the following two relations follow.


rI 
d4I 

_ J 

(
(15)L ,R-~O~~ Aie 

_M0 o 

I

The second relation comes from Eqs. 12a and 10. From these two equations in 

two unknowns the required amplitude follows 

AA, 
o. (16) 

where (- ( 1 IR 



4.8


I Prob. 4.4.1(cont.) 

Evaluation of the torque, Eq. 14, follows by substitution of em as determined 

by Eq. 16 and as given by Eq. 10. 

*r d(17) 

The second term involves products of the stator excitation amplitudes and it


must therefore be expected that this term vanishes. To see that this is so, 
-observe that A L, is positive and real and that f and g are even in m.
Sm 

Because of the m appearing in the series it then follows that the m term cancels


I with the -m term in the series. The first term is evaluated by using the 

expressions for Me, and given by Eqs. 10 and 11. Because there are only


two Fourier amplitudes for the magnetization, the torque reduces to simply


IA,,,R 0A M. A,-9 K A, (4), (18) 

I where 

I From the definitions of gm and f 
m 

, it can be shown that K=R2/R
0 
, so that them 

final answer is simply


4
5AV Z 0M AA0 N (±) (19) 

Note that this is what is obtained if a dipole moment is defined as the product 

of the uniform volume magnetization multiplied over the rotor volume and 

I directed at the angle Gr 

t 7'.1= .TI; 0 (20) 

5 in a uniform magnetic field associated with the m=l and m=-l modes,


Aic' 9i)o (21) 

with the torque evaluated as simply s-- / . (Eq. 2, Prob. 3.6.2) 

I




4.9


Prob. 4.4.1(cont.)


The flux linked by turns at the position e having the span R dG is

o 

(22) 

Thus, the total flux is


3ijd~d (23).
H-

The exponential is integrated


_A N 9 Ao- (24) 

where the required amplitude, , is given by Eq. 16. Substitution shows


that


=L'(W)= + A'r",o ýa (25) 

where 

~o~ ~0-1 
." ' E + Co -ý , (ýO, IR;) I 

1,a a-¢CDI)3 
I3-ý(17,z'I') RZ 

AV J2,4 0. 



4.10


Prob. 4.6.1 With locations as indicated by the sketch,


the boundary conditions are written in terms of complex ". '. ".< )'.


amplitudes as


I

Because of the axial symmetry, the analysis is simplified by recognizing that


0. = ~ A ; t(2)-- 0 


This makes it possible to write the required force as


The transfer relations for the bdam are given by Eq. 4.5.18, which becomes


Iz I L h (4) 

These also apply to the air-gap, but instead use the inverse form from Table 2.16.1.


From the given distribution of P it follows that only one Fourier mode is required


(because of the boundary conditions chosen for the modes).

1 .O V ; -=o (6)

-7YZ,= o o 1 o Vo I 

With the boundary and symmetry conditions incorporated, Eqs. 4 and 5 become


- : 
(7)


I J s hkJd 

I 
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Prob. 4.6.1 (cont)


,, 1 ,-
I coL\Bb I 1L 

l.I z K I11..61,tr-- s.. E.J¶

L J Ls51 •6 JL "J -"- 6 

These represent four equations in the three unknowns ,D1 , They


are redundent because of the implied symmetry. The first three equations


can be written in the matrix form (9)


-I O D vol 
- sLI' $d 

o Ceo-I siLn E0 ' 

SI - t, 

In using Cramer's rule for finding 21 (required to evaluate Eq. 3) note that 

terms proportional to V, will make no contribu. on when inserted into Eq. 3 

(all coefficients in Eq. 9 are real), so there is no need to write these terms 

out. Thus, 

=I , G.; GS $' VN ll(10) 

and Eq. 3 becomes


• =Ac •£-•.•,o 
(11) 

b) In the particular case where +11,•) 

(12) 

the force given by Eq. 11 reduces to


- =-,A G. (, s- Y,V(13) 
The sketch of the wall potential and the beam


charge when t=0O suggests that indeed the force

- 4ý -qw 

should be zero if 5 and be iefg;..if <O(<'(T


-I 
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It 

44

Prob. 4.6.1 (cont.) -x-


I c) With the entire region represented by the relations .'. 

I 
of Eq. 4, the charge distribution to be represented by 

the modes is that of the sketch. With 4E2A ----

I and ', = Co X , Eq. 4.5.17 gives the mode amplitudes. 

100La 0 (14) 

I 
So, with the transfer relations of Eq. 4.5.18 applied to the entire region,


I 
1o, r~l1b[NI OIý i= I: (15) 

I 
J~~Lj LD~] 

Symmetry requires that D, =-D , which is consistent with both of Eqs. 

15 reducing to the same thing. That is, the modal amplitudes are zero for i odd. 

I From either equation it follows that 

^I I [- q & I" a 
__ _ (16)I d.o [o55w'iEa 


I 
The terms multiplying Vo are not written out because they make no contribution to 

the force. so 

I O•; <:..# .. +AOT 

A ~~A J CA S;ný~ Li (17) 

(Cask 14 *-) 1 L 11 

I (pV,-)


Thus, the force is evaluated using as surfaces of integration surfaces at


I (a) and (f). 

I 
Sk, (-j -+,R A- (18)x+4.. D 

I B6 IV. '0
=-AC+oi•.°.,.,+, + ,:••i(•V+m

I 



4.13
 I 
Prob. 4.6.1 (cont)
 I 
In terms of the z-t dependence given by Eq. 12, this force is


I

&i Aafsn\= + 

c- o 4- (19)
C '• 

L=
 I

A V JV% 

Prob. 4.8.1 a)The relations of Eq. 9 are applicable in the case of the
 I

planar layer provided the coefficients F and G are identified by comparing
m m U
Eq. 8 to Eq. (b) of Table 2.19.1.


I

Thus, the transfer relations are as given in the problem.


b) The given forms of A and J are substituted into Eq. 4.8.3a to show that
 I
p z 

I

where


--=A- -- (3)
 I

Solutions to Eq. that have zero derivatives on the boundaries (and hence


yP

make H =0 on the at and 4 surfaces) are


= • • ilr = I
=T• • ; - L oY (4) I

From Eq. 3 it then follows that
 I


A 7S x (5) 

Substitution into the general transfer relation found in part (a) then gives
 I

the required transfer relation from part (b).


I

In view of the Fourier modes selected to represent the x dependence, Eq. 4,


the Fourier coefficients are


I


I




I 

4.14


Prob. 4.9.1 Because of the step function dependence of the current density on


y, it is generally necessary to use a Fourier series representation (rather


than complex amplitudes). The positions just below the stator current sheet


and just above the infinitely permeable "rotor" material are designated by (a) 

and (b) respectively. Then, in terms of the Fourier amplitudes, the force 

per unit y-z area is +Oý W +V S* 

I = A. > 

The stator excitation is represented as a Fourier series by writing it as


I a 
The "rotor" current density is written so as to be consistent with the adaptation


of the transfer relations of Prob. 4.8.1 to the Fourier representation.


W (3) 

Here, the expansion on p accounting for the x dependence reduces to just the 

p=O term, so Eq. 3 becomes 

-(4)


The coefficients Jo are determined by


I the y dependence, sketched in the figure.


First, expand in terms of the series


' y-&V 

where y'=y-(Ut-%). This gives the coefficients


o M- ( 2 (6). 

Thus, the coefficients in the y dependent Fourier series, Eq.4, become


-z, • (7) 

Boundary conditions at the (a) and (b) surfaces reauire that 0 O and 

Hi -- . Thus, the first equation in the transfer relation found 

in Problem 4.8.1 becomes 



4.15


Prob. 4 .9 .1(cont.)


(8)


Thus, Eq.,l can be evaluated. Note that the "self" terms drop out because 

the coefficient of K is odd in m (the m'th term is cancelled by the 

If the stator current is the pure traveling wave


and Eq. (10) reduces to


7 (12) 

- 1 o0 I" 

I

I


I 



4.16


Prob. 4.10.1 The distributions of surface current on the stator (field) and
•.-r 

rotor (armature) are shown in


the sketches. These are represented


as Fourier series having the
 -.0

standard form +o -i k 

with coefficients given by


It follows that the Fourier amplitudes are


', -

' '-

41 

and 

Boundary conditions at the stator (f) and rotor (a) surfaces are : -•


HI= =P ql.- 14, 

Fields in the air-gap are represented by the flux-potential transfer


relations (Table 2.16.1)


_ , #P9 (7) 

The force is found by evaluating the Maxwell stress over a surface that encloses


the rotor with the air-gap part of the surface adjacent to the rotor (where fields


are denoted by (a)).


< 36 0 ) 
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Prob. 4.10.1(cont.)


In view of the transfer relations, Eqs. 7, this expression becomes


(9)


In turn, the surface currents are given in terms of the terminal currents by


Eqs. 3 and 4. Note that the self-field term makes no contribution because the


sum is over terms that are odd in m. That is, for the self-field contribution,


the m'th term in the series is cancelled by the -m'th term.


+09 2i&ffe) 

This expression reduces to the standard form


= - '(11) 

where


, ITG'o/Ao 4.1fZ (12) 

To find the armature terminal relation, Faraday's integral law is written


for a contour that is fixed in space and passes through the brushes and


instantaneously contiguous conductors.


(13)


In the conductors, M=O and Ohm's law requires that


fthcodtos 
-(14)


The armature winding is wound as in Fig. 4.10.3a


with the axes and position of the origin as
 I

sketched to the right. Thus, Eq. 13 becomes X II 

"W 

Each of the solid conductors in Fig. 4.10.3 carries half of the current. Thus,


the second term in Eq. 15 becomes


;~(16)
SC~ - , 

A 2G- Aa,A ""•, '


A




I 

4.18 

Prob. 4.10.1(cont.) 

The third "speed-voltage" term in Eq. 15 becomes 

and this becomes (17)


and this becomes


U t N 
2,2 

.Icl 

Iv~·i 2_13,, 
w.t* ii-.. 

r 

* - (18) 

z 

From the bulk transfer relations, Eq. 7b, this becomes


(19)


The second term makes no contribution because it is odd in m. Thus, the speed-


voltage term reduces to


I , b" U (20) 

where Gm is the same as defined by Eq. 12. 

To evaluate the right hand side of Eq. 15, observe that the flux linked by 

turns in the range z'+dz' to z' is 

(A .) .~.L' (21) 

so that altogether the flux linked is 

3ý . (22) 

Expressed in terms of the Fourier series, this becomes 

(23)


The normal flux at the armature is expressed in terms of the terminal currents 

by using Eqs. 15b and 3 and 4. . 

I 



4.19
 I 
Prob. 4.10.1(cont.) 

IThe first term in this expression is odd in m and makes no contribution.


Thus, it reduces to simply
 I

whereI = (25) 

where 5 A 2 \, _06 

LCJ 3 3? (26) 

Tr (.d a)
So, the armature terminal relation is in the classic form


I

where R ,L and G are defined by Eqs. 16, 26 and 12.
a a m I


The use of Faraday's law for the field winding is similar but easier because


it is not in motion. Equation 13 written for a path through the field winding
 I

becomes


--_ = (28) I

The term on the right is written in terms of the Fourier series and the integral I

carried out to obtain


S d It6 az (29) 
r 

Substitution of Eqs. 3 and 4 gives


(30)


The last term vanishes because it is odd in m. Thus,


(31)


and the field terminal relation, Eq. 28, becomes


(32) 

I

I

I

I




4.20


I Prob. 4.12.1 The divergence and curl relations for E require that


1_' (r E,) + (1) 

;E ;--e --O (2) 

Because E =0 on the z axis, the first term in Eq. 2, the condition that the


curl be zero, is small in the neighborhood of the z axis. Thus,


Ir (3) 

3 and Eq. 1 requires that 

'.) (4) 

Integration of this expression on r can be carried out because the right-


hand side is only a function of z. Because Er=O at r=0, it follows that


NE= -+" A,/ci (5) 

Now, if it is recognized that E = - /dt without approximation, it follows


that Eq. 5 is the required expression for E .r


I


I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I




4.21 

Prob. 4.13.1 Using the same definitions of surface variables and potential

A - 0% 0%Y =a1% ý 

difference as used in the text, (V• C ¶oT 
(1) 

At each of the electrode surfaces, the constant potential boundary condition


requires that 2 I


ntj A EZ -a"B I (2) 

For example, at the rotor surface,


where the irrotational nature of E is exploited to write the second equation.


Thus, the conditions at the perturbed electrode surfaces are related to those U

in fictitious planes x=O and x=d for the rotor and stator respectively as


'Ea x 'Ex T (4) 

5 5 (5) 

First, find the net force on a section of the rotor having length . in the y 

direction and Z/~ in the z direction at some arbitrary instant in time. 

The periodicity condition, together with the fact that there is no material


in the air-gap, and hence no force density there, require that Eq. 6 can be


integrated in any x plane and the same answer will be obtained. Although


not physically meaningful, the integration is mathematically correct if


carried out in the plane x=0 (the rotor plane). For convenience, that is what


will be done here.


By way of finding the quantities required to evaluate Eqs. 4 and 5, it


follows from Eqs. 1 that


(At 4t A4) (7) 
~A=AA(.
*(64tda) 

' %SA A (dt4a)A+( eteC +(Vol ai~+IVOISý + )e




4.22 

Prob. 4.13.1 (cont.)


and that A ' (3t-ke)^ A - .(&t.6)


vOr + e ý ) e., + NOe- ) 
(8)3 1 

Thus, these last two equations can be written in the complex amplitude form


*f -5 I Q3S e %el ( ¶eed") (9) 

The transfer relations, Eqs. a of Table 2.16.1, relate variables in this


form evaluated in the fictitious stator and rotor planes.


Ss, (11) 
It follows that J. 

SA t Wt Ait (12) 

+ *' Va 7 e + Vo I e. Je 
Also, from Eq. 4,


*EE~=6 i [VO e I +7VV(13) 
Thus, the space average called for with Eq. 6 becomes


lt -# = (14)


which, with the use of Eqs. 12 and 13, is


7 #-sDoo- "#-Â  sA v 

I -- o.q I + V.V 5I e2 (15) 

The self terms (in ¶ * ) either are imaginary or have no time average. The 

terms in * also time-average to zero, except for the term that is 

I 



Prob. 4.13.1 (cont.) 

independent of time. 

average expression 

4.23 

That term makes the only contribution to 

,o 

the time-

I 

I 
I 

In the long-wave limit kd <((, this result becomes 

4whichisinagreementwith Eq. 4.13.12. 
which is in agreement with Eq. 4.13.12. 

(16) 

(17)%I 

II 

U 

IU 

I 
I 

I 

iI
I 
U 
U 
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I Prob. 4.13.2 For purposes of making a formal quasi-one-dimensional expansion, 

I field variables are normalized such that


The MQS conditions that the field intensity be irrotational and solenoidal in


the air gap then require that


XI 343 _ o ( _ - '= 

If all field quantities are expanded as series in /') 

t. 2: 4 

then, the equations become


isTat -W 5 

i The lowest order field follows from the first two equations 

- -=0 6 
)x 7 

It follows that


H "Y (t) 8 

Boundary conditions at the stator and rotor surfaces respectively are


H• : 19(tt) = \~o • (-• - •)• (10) 

I In terms of the magnetic potential, these conditions are


- (-)i • L (a -)]t1) 12 

(X.=)=O 13 

where variables are normalized such that Ho=Ko t (0S 2/) 

I 



4.25 U 
Prob. 4.13.2(cont.)


Integration of H=-V7 between the rotor and stator surfaces shows that


-HoA T" -H<= v1oo>-x JJ 14) 
c: 

In view of Eq. 8, 

15


and so the integration function f(z,t) is determined.


om s9t-fo w d trh L6 L7From Eqs. 8 and 9 it follows that


1=i 

so that 

S= K~ (18) 3 
Actually, this result is not required to find the force, but it does complete


the job of finding the zero order fields as given by Eqs. 8 and 9.
 I 
To find the force at any instant, it is necessary to carry out an integration


of the magnetic shear stress over the lower surface of the stator.
 I

3


o 
Evaluation gives


I 
0 

I 
-A COQ. ý , 'A_J r(rt 

0 

D~~'- ¶L.tvrot - (4-)Y 
The time average force (per unit area then follows as 

2 
2


0 
In the small amplitude limit, this integration reduces to ( <i) 1 

-I 
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Prob. 4.13.2(cont.)


= lr4 22 

Thus, the time average force is in general zero. However, for the synchronous


condition, where Lu E U/LAl/O 1 = , 

I it follows that the time average force per unit area is


3- / -.23

In dimensional form, this expression is 

I <'- (24) 

4 (•ad$ 
and the same as the long wave limit of Eq. 4.3.27, which as kd 0,becomes 

= < t<4 4 - - 4,<i' •(25) 

In fact it is possible to carry out the integration called for with Eq. 20 

provided interest is in the synchronous condition. In that case 

and Eq. 20 reduces to( G ((/JI i- T) 

I a+4W 
)-26 

where I - o 

3 q ( 4 x '4-- + 9) 0r-4w 
I In turn, this expression becomes


4M 4 

I The first integral vanishes, as can be seen from 

I A c .o (2e) 

I I T.UI0 
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Prob. 4.13.2(cont.)


By use of integral tables, the remaining integral can be carried out.


;- ',, (- (29) 

In dimensional form, the force per unit area therefore becomes


Note that under synchronous conditions, the instantaneous force is independent 

of time, so no time-average .is required. Also, in the limit /•J<(I this 

expression reduces to Eq. 25. 

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

3 
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3 4.28


* 


3 


I 


Prob. 4.14.1 Ampere's law and the 

condition that R is solenoidal take 

the quasi-one-dimensional forms CI 

--_o0 (1) 
,- ! .-- , 

-- - (2-)(2 

and it follows that


(4) 

The integral form of Ampere's law becomes


I ·'C. (5) 

+ 22 Ala(+ -3 
Because the model represents one closed on itself, AOL =+- and 

it follows that Eqs. 5 become


s h' 14 U /t) < a< 

Z3 (6) 

and it follows that 6 3 

(7) 

At the rotor surface, wSere x=0, 

do,, ;-) 0< 1-<CI. + N,, (8) 

and so Eq. 7 can be used to deduce that 0


140.b 6 e(9) 

The force follows from an integration of the stress tensor over the surface


of a volume enclosing the rotor with depth d in the y direction and one


periodicity length, 2Zin the z direction.


Sz., (10) 

0 
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Prob. 4.14.1 (cont.)


This expression is evaluated. +


6' b,
'z 


This detailed calculation is simplified if the surface of integration is 

pushed to x=0, where the impulses do not contribute and the result is the 

same as given by Eq. 11. 

Note that this agrees with the result from Prob. 4.10.1, where in the long


3lwave limit (b/ <41) 

because h Il 

-- I:I 
To determine the field terminal relation, use Faraday's integral law 

Using the given fields, this expression becomes


2= '4 (16) 

This results compares to Eq. 31 of Prob. 4.10.1 where in this limit


'UA 9- I (17) 

The field winding is fixed, so Ohm's law is simply J:'Eand therefore Eq. 15 

becomes 3

+c l(18) 3 

Because


I

I




3 
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Prob. 4.14.1 (cont.)


S = (19) 

the field equation is


Fr = + iL (20) 

For the armature the integration is again in the laboratory frame of reference. 

The flux linked is 

)(21)


where


SDRI, Cie +L A-I'22) 

Thus,


S . (23) 

This compares to the result from Prob. 4.10.1 ,

C, -I& 

L• 4 -- 4 
' 

(24) 
6b -oo(.a)l -o- o* 

For the moving conductors, Ohm's law requires that


H, (25) 

and so Faraday's law becomes


+ d - (26)4zL 

h
or 


+4-A4, o tI && - (27) 

Thus z., 

CIA (28) 

and finally 

S e - C 9 di (29) 

where 

I 
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I

Prob. 5.3. 1 In cartesian coordinates (x,y) 

Thus, the characteristic equation, Eq. 5.3.4, becomes


cX _ 

The ratio o f these expressions is


-- (A, _ A0)

d1 (A-v o As)


which, multiplied out, becomes


If A and A are independent of time, the quantity A + bi, is a perfect


differential. That is,


A,+o A = l tcheel


is a solution to Eq. 5.3.4. Along these lines pi = constant. 

II

i


I 

I 
U 
IO 
I 
I 
U 
I 
I 



U 

I


I Prob. 5.3.2 In axisymmetric cylindrical coordinates (r,z), Eq. (h) of Table 2.18.1 

I can be used to represent the solenoidal E and v.


In terms of AE and Av, Eq. 5.3.4 becomes


r =- A-(Av A ) (2)' 

The ratio of these two expressions gives


---- _ _______ (4) 

•t V(Av+ AO 
and hence


Provided A and AE are independent of time, this is a perfect differential.


Hence 

Ay 1 As= Con (6) 

represents the characteristic lines along which pi is a constant.


I

I 
I

I

I




5.3


Prob. 5.4.1 Integration of the given electric field and flow velocity result in


AE=V%/d and - ('3/3) It follows from the result of-_.-(QU/4)to/i)ý . 

Prob. 5.3.1 that the characteristic lines are Av+bAE=constant, or the relation 

given in the problem statement. The characteristic originating at x=O reaches


the upper electrode at y=y1 where yl is obtained from the characteristics by


first evaluating the constant by setting x=O and y=0O (constant = 0) and then


evaluating the characteristic at x=d and y=y1 "


Because the current density to the upper electrode is nqbEx and all characteristics


reaching the electrode to the right of y=y1 carry a uniform charge density, nq,


the current per unit length is simply the product of the uniform current density


and the length (a-y1 ). This is the given result.


Prob. 5.4.2 From the given distributions of electric potential and velocity


potential, it follows that


---V R-Z -- ,C '-- ( 2 ) 

u i(3) 

From the spherical coordinate relations, Eqs. 5.3.8, it in turn is deduced that


Y.


ZV.-a ' 2 (5) 

so the characteristic lines are (Eq. 5.3.13b)


A+6A - +' VRZG_+Oz fo,~4(UR A conse (6) 

Normalization makes it evident that the trajectories depend on only one parameter.


r !(7)


The critical points are determined by the requirement that both the r and 9


components of the force vanish.




I 
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Prob. 5.4.2(cont.) 

2 -- I =0 (8).. t 

From the first expression,


either or3 = / - -- (10) 

while from the second expression,


either 0 3I or ( - --- RU() (11) 

For V>0 and positive particles, the root of Eq. 10b is not physical. The roots


of physical interest are given by Eqs. 10a and llb. Because r/R > 1, the


singular line (point.) is physical only if bV/RU > 3/2.


Because there is no normal fluid velocity on the sphere surface, the


characteristic lines have a direction there determined by i alone. Hence, the


sphere can only accept charge over some part of its southern hemisphere. Just


how much of this hemisphere is determined by the origins of the incident lines.


Do they originate at infinity where the charge density enters, or do they


come from some other part of the spherical surface? The critical point determines


the answer to this question.


Characteristic lines typical of having no critical point in the volume


and of having one are shown in the figure. For the lines on the right, bV/RU=l


so there is no critical point. For those on the left, bV/RU = 3 > 3/2.


If the critical point is outside the sphere (bV/RU > 3/2) then the "window" 

having area 1-R') through which particles enter and ultimately impact the sphere 

is determined by the characteristic line passing through the critical point 

3) 3- t (12) 

Thus, in Eq. 7, 

c 
I 

_ (13) 

I 



Prob. 5.4 .2 (cont.)


bv 
-

RL) LbV 

I!ii 
j 

In the limit r--v o , --T/t 

(14)


so, for bV/RU > 3/2, 

e%cl- 3~¶¶ u(a (bV -W (15)
.1 t TW ) 
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I 

Prob. 5.4.2(cont.) 

For bV/RU < 3/2, the entire southern hemisphere collects, and the window for 

collection is defined (not by the singular point, which no longer exists in 

the volume) by the line passing through the equator, n= /Z q= ~1 

(Y/R/R U (16) 

Thus, in this range the current is 

c"= %•V (17) 

In terms of normalized variables, the current therefore has the voltage dependence 

summarized in the figure. 

I 

I 

II
II 
* 

I 
4 

3 

I I 

I 
I 
0 

0 I 2. 4 s. 

I 
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Prob. 5.4.3 (a) The critical points form lines in three dimensions.


They occur where the net force is zero. Thus, they occur where the 9


component balances


and where the r component is zero


Because the first of these fixes the angle, the second can be evaluated


to give the radius


+ O_ _ S O 

Note that this critical point exists if charge and conductor have the same 

polarity ()O) at e =0 and if (V(o) at 8= . 

(b) It follows from the given field and flow that


and hence the characteristic lines are


AV+ ý Aa r-) /4--'_U (r• t9 
These are sketched for the two cases in the figure.


(c) There are two ways to compute the current to the conductor when the


voltage is negative. First, the entire surface of the conductor collects


with a current density -pbErthat is uniform over its surface. Hence,


because the charge density is uniform along a characteristic line, and


all striking the conductor surface carry this density,


4.=0TrQXW)oýE'= ;Z7aO'W1V/ 0'sf(R./Col < 0111 

and i is zero for V > 0. Second, the window at infinity, y*, can be 

found by evaluating (const.) for the line passing through the critical point. 

This must be the same constant as found for r--co to the right. 

Co2t.= - uVj = b• ir/e.(1o4/,) 
It follows that i =(21L )p T , which is the same current as given above. 
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Prob. 5.4.3 (cont.)


-WIND 

Positive Particle Trajectories for a Positive Conductor in

the Stationary Flow Case (Repelled Particles)


Negative Particle Trajectories for a Positive Conductor

in the Stationary Flow Case (Attracted Particles)




3 

5.9 1


Prob. 5.4.4 In terms of the stream function from Table 2.18.1, the


velocity is represented by 2Cxy. The volume rate of flow is equal to . 

times the difference between the stream function evaluated on the 

electrodes to left and right, so it follows that -4Ca 2s = QV. Thus, 

the desired stream function is


A, = - _(1) 2-Y 

The electric potential is = Voxy/a2 . Thus, E = -V(yi +xi )/a2 and 

it follows that the electric stream function is 

AE = V (ý -ýL '2C (2) 5 
(b) The critical lines (points) are given by


Thus, elimination between these two equations gives


Q_,_ _ L (4) 

so that the only lines are at the origin where both the velocity and the I


electric field vanish.


(c) Force lines follow from the stream functions as I

O Qv VO.t c1O (5) 

The line entering at the right edge of the throat is given by


-O xý + 6V0 GO-L)- cL + VYO (C.-AC) (6) 1 
and it reaches the plane x=O at


--v  (7)


Clearly, force lines do not terminate on the left side of the collection I 

electrode, so the desired current is given by 

. #•(o,• dA aaVoa t, (8) 3

0• 2 

where yl is equal to a unless the line from (c,a2/c) strikes to the left


of a, in which case yl follows from evaluation of Eq. 7, provided that it
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Prob. 5.4.4(cont.) 

I 
3 

is positive. For still larger values of bV , i=O. 

Thus, at low voltage, where the full width is collecting, i = ~bVo/2. 

This current gives way to a new relation as the force line from the 

right edge of the throat just reaches (0,a). 

bV = Q C0 ( ' +ci~c•• ~- o1) (9) 

Thus, as bVo is raised, the current diminishes until yl=0, 

at z I 

which occurs 

I 
I 
I 

r (Cg4 -oi 

For greater values of bV , i=0. 

_ _ _ 

I(C+ - 4) 

) 

_________ 

)(C4 -t 
bY0 
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I 
Prob. 5.5.1 With both positive and negative ions, the charging current is, 

in general, the sum of the respective positive and negative ion currents. 

These two contributions act against each other, and final particle charges 

other than zero and -q result. These final charges are those at which the 

two contributions are equal. The diagram is divided into 12 charging regimes 

by the coordinate axes q and Eo and the four lines 

Eo = o/b6 (1) 

ED =-U./b_ (2) I 
+ %P 1=CDR 3),Eao 

In each regime, the charging rate is given by the sum of the four possible
 I 
current components


•I l (5) 

where-I,=n b a• in'a the unipolar cases. 

In regimes (a), (b), (c) and (d), only 1. is acting, driving the particle


charge down to the -qc lines. Similarly, in regimes (m), (n), (o) and (p),
 1 
1+ + 

only .t is charging the particle, driving q up to the lower -qc lines.
 £In regimes (e), (i), (h) and (1), the current is C* . £, ; the 

equilibrium charge, defined by 

S + - (t) = 0, (6) I 
I 

I1- 1 IwhereP~ the u enr sign holds forlT \\} le the lower one holds for 

<I1<1 . In other words, the root of the quadratic which gives 1, I 
is taken. Note that 1, depends linearly on IE.1 ; the sign of I is that 

of IT.\-•T . This is seen clearly in the limit 1-T.-po or I . 1-PO 
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Prob. 5.5.1 (cont.)


In regime (j), L4 is the only current; in regime (g), C, is the only 

contribution. In both cases, the particle charge is brought to zero and 

respectively into regime (f) (where the current is l 4 ) or into 

regime (k) (where the current is '+ + ! ). The final charge in these 

regimes is I, given by 

C? 9,, 

)4 . 
+ 

(3g.) = 

which can be used to find q2
.


-+ 0 + ++2j 1 )A (9) 

Here, the upper and lower signs apply to regimes (k) and (f) respectively.


Note that q2 depends linearly on E and hence passes straight through the origin.


In summary, as a function of time the particle charge, q, goes to ql 

for Eo <-./,b or Eo>U,/6. and goes to q2 for - (./ < E < ,/ 6/ .o 

In the diagram, a shift from the vertical at a regime boundary denotes a


change in the functional form of the charging current. Of course, the


current itself is continuous there.
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Prob. 5.5.2 (a) In view of Eq. (k1)of Table 2.18.1 

I 

lye M- U a' 3 e 

and it follows by integration that 

Thus, because A remains Eq. 5.5 .4, it follows that the characteristic 

lines, Eq. 5.3.13b, take the normalized form 

I (h7-0 tc+-LL i s;hE(Q -+3jýcos G= covis4 . 

(2) 

( 

(4) 

I 

I 
I 

where as in the text, 3 \Z1(oA E , and 6 = /R/•rE E /tV and =E / 

Note that E /0 C is independent of E and, provided U > 0, is 

always positive. Without restricting the analysis, U can be taken as 

positive. Then, E can be taken as a normalized imposed field and 4 (which 

is actually independent of E. because L/' is independent of E) can be taken 

as a normalized charge on the drop. 

(b) Critical points occur where 

. 

_+ bE =o (5) 

The components of this equation, evaluated using Eq. 5.5.3 for 

Eqs. 1 and 2 for 1) , are 

j and 

S 3 Co (6) 

-'(7) 

5 

I 

One set of solutions to these simultaneous equations for (r, e 

by recognizing that Eq. 7 is satisfied if 

) follows 

I 
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Prob. 5.5.2 (cont.)


s:ie=o( 0) o 9-4 (8) 

Then, Eq. (6) becomes an expression for r. 

J {_ (X-"-i) ±+E (2 - + ')] ±C3 3 0} (9) 

3
This cubic expression for r has up to three roots that are of interest. 


These roots must be real and greater than unity to be of. physical interest.


Rather than attempting to deal directly with the cubic, Eq. 9 is solved


for the normalized charge, q, 
 g

9-[ ('-- r E--•J)42- (10)
3I


The objective is to determine the charging current (and hence current of


mass) to the drop when it has some location in the charge-imposed field 
 3

plane (q, E). Sketches of the right-hand side of Eq. 10 as a function of 

r, fall in three categories, associated with the three regimes of this 

plane E~<-z--iE i <•i as shown in Fig. P5.5.2a. 3 
The sketches make it possible to establish the number of critical


points and their relative positions. Note that the extremum of the curves


comes at 1S+ «<i W-) 

For example, in the range I<E this root is greater than unity and it is


clear that on the 0=
O axis


)itl(L2)
< mvro vis c<2 I 
where 7 

•
S(13) 

(-2- 1)12-0• E <

With the aid of these sketches, similar reasoning discloses critical points on the 

z axis, as shown in Fig. P5.5.2b. Note that P= E ~ - i" 

http:P5.5.2a
http:P5.5.2b
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Fig. P5.5.2b Regimes of charging and critical points for 

positive ions. 
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SProb. 5.5.2 (cont.) 

Any possible off-axis roots of Eqs. 6 and 7 are found by first considering 

solutions to Eq. 7 for s;h 9 * . Solution for r then gives 

i _ (is t- s-u 	 (14) 

I 	 This expression is then substituted into Eq. 6, which can then be solved


for c ase 

Ico 	 (15)


I A sketch if Eq. 14 as a function of E


shows that the only possible roots that


I 	 are greater than unity are in the regimes 

where I<E . Further, for there to be 

a solution to Eq. 15, it is clear that 

3 	 I.l < I ql •. This means that off-

axis critical points are limited to 
m 
I regime h in Fig. 5.5.2b. I 

Consider how the critical points evolve for the regimes where 1 < 

as I is lowered from a large positive value. First, there is an on-axis 

I 	 critical point in regime c. As I is lowered, this point approaches the


drop from above. As regime g is entered, a second critical point comes


I 	 out of the north pole of the drop. As regime h is reached, these points


coalesce and split to form a ring in the northern hemisphere. As the


charge passes to negative values, this ring moves into the southern


I 	 hemisphere, where as regime i is reached, the ring collapses into a


point, which then splits into two points. As regime I is entered,


one of these passes into the south pole while the other moves downward.


I 
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Prob. 5.5.2 (cont.)


There are two further clues to the ion trajectories. The part of the


particle surface that can possibly accept ions is as in the case considered


in the text, and indicated by shading in Fig. 5.5.2b. Over these parts of


the surface, there is an inward directed electric field. In addition, if 

I< • , ions must enter the neighborhood of the drop from above, while 

if < 1 they enter from below. 

Finally, the stage is set to sketch the ion trajectories and determine 

the charging currents. With the singularities already sketched, and with 5

the direction of entry of the characteristic lines from infinity and from


the surface of the drop determined, the lines shown in Fig. 5.5.2b follow. I


In regions (a), (b) and (c), where there are no lines that reach the


drop from the appropriate "infinity", the charging current is zero.


In regions (d) and (e) there are no critical points in the region of I


interest. The line of demarcation between ions collected by the drop as


they come from below and those that pass by is the line reaching the drop I

where the radial field switches from "out" to "in". Thus, the constant in


Eq. 4 is determined by evaluating the expression where V= and 

cose = = -i/E and hence 1 = 1-C os l -(/ . Thus, I 

the constant is 

E1 I-- (16) 

Now, following this line to R-wr , where coS9-+1 and "S;-hO gives 5

-s 1E "I) (17) 

Thus, the total current being collected is


CI = - T7 61E (18) 

I

I
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Prob. 5.5.2 (cont.)


The last form is written by recognizing that in this regime E <0, and 

hence 4 is negative. Note that the charging rate approaches zero as the 

charge approaches I\ I. 

In regime f, the trajectories starting at the lower singularity end


at the upper singularity, and hence effectively isolate the drop from


trajectories beginning where there is a source of ions. To see this


note that the constant for these trajectories, set by evaluating Eq. 4


where S;h9= O and cos 09= is const. = -3q. So, these lines are 

L )s i9 (-3 ý cco&e= -3ý (19) 

Under what conditions do these lines reach the drop surface? To see,


evaluate this expression at the particle surface and obtain an expression


for the angle at which the trajectory meets the particle surface.


3 E i = 3 (cos 9 -1) (20) 

Graphical solution of this expression shows that there are no solutions


if E)o and >o . Thus, in regime f, the drop surface does not collect


ions.


In regime i, the collection is determined by first evaluating the 

constant in Eq. 4 for the line passing through the critical point at 9=1 

It follows that const. = 3 and that 

(21)


Thus, the current is

1+ z - Z 

(22)


Note that this is also the current in regimes k, 1 and m.


In regime g, the drop surface is shielded from trajectories coming
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Prob. 5.5.2 (cont.)


from above. In regime h the critical trajectories pass through the critical


points represented by Eqs. 14 and 15. Evaluation of the constant in Eq. 4 

then gives I3 
4. (23) 

and it follows that


* = (Z -)1--31 (24) 

Thus, the current is evaluated as 

Z3 IT 6E +og·il (25) 

Note that at the boundary between regimes g and h, where , this I 
expression goes to zero, as it should to match the null current for 

regime g. I 

As the charge approaches the boundary between regimes h and j, :-~ 3 
and the current becomes •- IZ-IZ1R~ . This suggests that the 

current of regime m extends into regime j. That this is the case can be 5 
seen by considering that the same critical trajectory determines the 

current in these latter regimes. I 

To determine the collection laws for the negative ions, the arguments 

parallel those given, with the lower signs used in going beyond Eq. 10. 

I

I

I

I 
I

I
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Prob. 5.6.1 A statement that the initial total charge is equal to


3 that at a later time is made by multiplying the initial volume by the 

initial charge density and setting it equal to the charge density at time 

Stmultiplied by the volume at that time. Here, the fact that the cloud 

remains uniform in its charge density is exploited. 

4 eA+1 1 t 

0 

I I i •"•- '.  +',3f1 iv're- t4 
I t 

I 
I 
I 

I 
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Prob. 5.6.2 a) From Sec. 5.6, the rate of change of charge density for an


observer moving along the characteristic line


is given by 

= 1)÷ ,E (1) 

(2) 

Thus, along these characteristics, 

S4L/r f 

where throughout this discussion the charge density is presumed positive. 

The charge density at any given time depends only on the original density (where 

the characteristic originated) and the elapsed time. So, at any time, points 

from characteristic lines originating where the charge is uniform have the same 

charge density. Therefore, the charge-density in the cloud is uniform. 

b) The integral form of Gauss' law requires that 

I 

3(3) 

I 

and because the charge density is uniform in the layer, this becomes 
iV 

The characteristic lines for particles at the front and back of the layer are 

represented by 

U+&E (6) 

These expressions combine with Eq. 5 to show that 

-- 3 

Integration gives 

b-(?.-ti) 

and hence it follows that 

fIdk/r (8) 

I 

I

I
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Prob. 5.6.2(cont.) 

3 
Given the uniform charge distribution in the layer, it follows from Gauss' 

law that the distribution of electric field intensity is 

From this it follows that the voltage, V, is related to Ef and Eb by


V -- I (11) 

From Eqs. 5 and 9,
1E'6a (12)


e-2- (13) 

Substitution for E and z -z as determined by these relations into Eq. 11 

Sthen gives an expression that can be solved for Ef. 

E-V-4 -7- - :2 "L (14)

2 72 E 

-21 T (15)ld) In view of Eq. 6a, this expression makes it possible to write


Solutions to this differential equation take the form


I The coefficients of the particular solution, B and C, are found by substituting


5 Eq. 16 into Eq. 15 to obtain


T - R S * (17)


I IV
1 - • _~, (18) 

5 The coefficient of the homogeneous solution follows from the initial condition 

I that when t=0, zf=zF. 

1 -- (19) 

I 
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Prob. 5 . 6.2(cont.) 

The position of the back edge of the charge layer follows from this 

expression and Eq. 9. 

?L = Z - CI +)(1 r) 

Normalization of these last two expressions in accordance with 

t - /r , v - rbV/• = cr/( Vl/j) 

(20) 

(21) 

I 
I 
I
3 

I 

results 
results in 

in 

I 

and 

Vh t 

I 
The evolution of the charge layer is illustrated in the figure. 

rF-

V, = 

=O., 

0.2 

1 
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Prob. 5.7.1 The characteristic equations are Eqs. 5.6.2 and 5.6.3, written 

as 

(1) 

I •= U+kE (2) 

It follows from Eq. 1 that 

_____ E (3) 

I of 1 6 p* I + & ob 
Charge conservation requires that 

S= f(Lb+IU) = (4) 

I where i/A is a constant. This is used to evaluate the right hand side of 

Eq. 2, which then becomes 

=I + ) (5) 

where Eq. 3 has been used. Integration then gives 

!W0 
!Thus, 0 

+ jt -ý-i  (7) 

Finally, substitution into Eq. 3 gives the desired dependence on z. 

I 

II. IP ~ e-
I 
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Prob. 5.9.1 For uniform distributions, Eqs. 9 and 10 become


ý.-. = P. _1o./÷

cit 

Subtraction of Eq. 1 and 2 shows that


A 
I+- (tioo e+ 0 

and given the initial conditions it follows that


Note that there being no net charge is consistent with E=0 in Gauss' law.


(b) Multiplication of Eq. 3 by q and addition to Eq. 1, incorporating


Eq. 5, then gives


The constant of integration follows from the initial conditions.


14++-+nh = -hC 

Introduced into Eq. 3, this expression results in the desired equation for 

n(t). _I 7. 
S= -. = ti + L( to- ) (8) 

Introduced into Eq. 1 it gives an expression for ~i).


(c) The stationary state follows from Eq. 8


=(hh 13 - h (10) 

(d) The first terms on the right in Eqs. 8 and 9 dominate at early times 

making it clear that the characteristic time for the transients is I- =-/1. 
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Prob. 5.10.1 With A(t6,10) defined as the charge distribution when t=0, 

the general solution is 

on the lines


a= U.t +1o (2)


Thus, for <(0O, F=0 and /;=o on


wo= ?-and t (3) 

while for to0a /P and qxpf fl) on 
III
I 

tod (J > 0 (4) 

s so 
u 

on 
s s own P.. 

14,P(XZO 
in the ficure. 

pictorially. . . . ... . . . j ... 

I-A 

m 

1[r, ý. 
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Prob. 5.10.2 With the understanding that time is measured along a characteristic 

line, the charge density is - (t- i)/r 

p =,,..(t =t..,-ao) e ', -36la- (1) 
where ta is the time when the characteristic passed through the plane z=0, as 


shown in the figure. The solution to the characteristic equations is


XA or ,• ,- (2)


Thus, substitution for t -t in Eq. 1 gives the charge density as 

SS ; B < t/J (4) 

The time varying boundary condition at z=0, the characteristic lines and the


charge distribution are illustrated in the figure. Note that once the wave-front


has passed, the charge density remains constant in time.


I 
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Prob. 5.10.3 With it understood that


V 
the integral form of Gauss' law is 

S *-Fi :=(2) 

and conservation of charge in integral form is 

I 

I 

Because E and Cr are uniform over the enclosing surface, S, these 

combine to eliminate E and require 

di a-

Thus, the charge decays with the relaxation time. 

(4) 

I 

I 
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Prob. 5.12.1 (a) Basic laws are


The first and second are substituted into the last with the conduction cu rrent


as given to obtain an expression for the potential


(4) 

With the substitution of the complex amplitude form, this requires of the


potential that


,k -,00 (5) 

where


Although I is now complex, solution of Eq. 5 is the same as in Sec. 2.16, 

except that the time dependance has been assumed. 

A d , . A. .Adf, 

d> ~fL prr--u~ ox ~~ ~ a (x - P) 

is14ý 'CA 

from which it follows that


A3 ,,. Y• 6_^•P 
'- -' -I 

Evaluation at the (d,3) surfaces, where x = 4 and x = O , respectively, 

then gives the required transfer relations 
4X|


'- C'Ot Y&~ 
I 

(~3~ D+' 

- I 
A,-Q4Z
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I 	 Prob. 5.12.1(cont.) 

(b) In this 	limit, the medium might be composed of finely dispersed wires


extending in the x direction and insulated from each other, as shown in


the figure. With 0 and - ,
'o 


I
CMS CJ-*O. 

That this factor is complex means that 

the entries in Eq. 8 are complex. Thus, 13 condu.. r$ 

there is a phase shift (in space and/or - S it- 

in time depending on the nature of the 

excitations) of the potential in the bulk 

relative to that on the boundaries. The

amplitude of ' gives an indication of the extent to which the potential 

£ penetrates into the volume. As co-.O,6--O , which points to an "infinite" 

penetration at zero frequency. That is, regardless of the spatial distribu

tion of the potential at one surface, at zero frequency it will be reproduced 

,t 	 at the other surface regardless of wavelength in the directions y and z.


Regardless of k, the transfer relations reduce to


S(9)-I 	 I


The "wires" carry the potential in the x direction without loss of spatial


Sresolution.

(c) With no conduction in the x direction but finely dispersed conducting 

sheets in y-z planes, \ ' · ~oJ E) . Thus, the fields do not penetrate 

t in the x direction at all in the limit CJ-0 . In the absence of time vary

ing excitations, the y-z planes relax to become equipotentials and effectively

I 	 shield the surface potentials from the material volume.


I 
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i 

Prob. 5.13.1 a) Boundary conditions are QI 
(1) I 

/ 

(2)


Charge conservation for the sheet requires thaLt I
=0 
F' 

where


In terms of complex amplitudes,


)-0 (3)


Finally, there is the boundary condition
 I

(4) 

Transfer relations for the two regions follow from Table 2.16.2. They are written


with Eqs. 1,2,and 4 taken into account.
 I

= •[m (, C) ~ ,(q,•) (5)

fi~J (6) 
Substitution of Eqs. 5b and 6a into Eq. 3 give


" § + i ( W• -n• ) •o 1 4 6 0(7)O v,,.4 

(8) 1

h, SeI ewR) ,q)]R(m, -T,.(6 

I
where S. =6:'(W IXIR/a-

I
|
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I 
Prob. 5.13.1 (cont.)


b) The torque is


-r A !E (9) 

AA
Because w•,/R and because of Eq. 5b, this expression becomes 

- I , AA,,) V 0 b (10)oIE. m2 

Substitution from Eq. 8 then gives the desired expression


A ( )11) 

Prob. 5.13.2 With the (9,f)coordinates defined 

as shown, the potential is the function of 9 

i shown to the right. This function is 

represented by 

A.  V" 

31tIzeThe multiplication of both sides by


and integration over one period then gives


. i _ _


01 \G • e (2) 

which gives (n -- m)


I Looking ahead, the current to the upper center electrode is


AS h (=F (4) 

. II e ** 

It then follows from Eqs. 6b and 8 that


t CJWEe 56 __ (5)_ 

where =~(WE- .L)TR•,/d,


I 
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Prob. 5.13.2 (cont.) I 
If the series is truncated at m=±1, this expression becomes one 

analogous to the one in the text. 

+ (6) 

_ s.-i 1 1 

I 

Prob. 5.14.1 Bulk relations for the two regions, with surfaces designated


as in the figure, are

U 

F (1) 

P  I 
and


Integration of the Maxwell stress


I!
over a surface enclosing the rotor


U
amounts to a multiplication of the


the surface area, and then to obtain a torque, by the lever arm, R.


b ^ b 
Because •-- +~-' , introduction of Eq. lb into Eq. 3 makes it possible to write 

this torque in terms of the driving potential :- Vo and the potential 

on the surface of the rotor. 

I 
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Prob. 5.14.1(cont.)


iT71 c, 6?Al(1!= V.(4) 

There are two boundary conditi.ons at the surface of the rotor. The potential


5 must be continuous, so 

(1 (5) 

and charge must be conserved.


Substitution of Eqs. lb and 2, again using the boundary condition V= and


Eq. 5, then gives an expression that can be solved for the rotor surface potential.


A = A (7) 

Substitution of Eq. 7 into Eq. 4 shows that the torque is


-rr Fj1 (8) 

f where Se '-

Rationalization of Eq. 8 show that the real part is


-T ~ (Er O4E12 N (O~ Se (9)CI V. 

Note that f (0,R) is negative, so this expression takes the same form as 
q m 

Eq. 5.14.11. 

I

I


I 
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Prob. 5.14.2 (a) Boundary conditions at the rotor surface require


continuity of potential and conservation of charge.


(1)


T r(2) 

where Gauss'law gives GC EE. - 6 r 

Potentials in the fluid and within the rotor are respectively 

. E(t)'Cco e + D (3)-case 

These are substituted into Eqs. 1 and 2, which are factored according to 1 

whether terms have a sin 9 or cos 9 dependence. Thus, each expression 1 

gives rise to two equations in P., Py, Qx and Qy. Elimination of Qx 

and Qy reduces the four expressions to two. 

C1 +(E ) E I+C"1 CE ~-~4crP=-b(( 

(6)


To write the mechanical equation of motion, the electric torque per unit


length is computed.


rr 6 (7) 

o r

Substitution from Eq. 3 and integration gives 

'T= (8)r 

Thus, the torque equation is


'I J (I - -; Iec 9 'F- (9) 

The first of the given equations of motion is obtained from this one by using S 
the normalization that is also given. The second and third relations follow f 
by similarly normalizing Eqs. 5 and 6.
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Prob. 5.14.2(cont.)


I 	 (b) Steady rotation with E=l reduces the equations of motion to


5~P 	 (12) 

Elimination among these for .Q. results in the expression 

Hez( 4 )f (4')CL 	 (13) 

One solution to this expression is the static equilibrium = O . 

Another is possible if H2 exceeds the critical valuee

I 	 1 
in which case L is given by " 

0+ ;= A2-	 (15) 

Prob. 5.15.1 From Eq. 8 of the solution to Prob. 5.13.8, the temporal modes


i are found by setting the denominator equal to zero. Thus,


Solution for 	C then gives


cI= MXLI+ 'ERtrýI Jl ,R)- ý.b,R)2	 (2) 

I 	 where J,(q4. and (t(6,R)<O so that the imaginary part of t represents 

decay. 

I Prob. 5.15.2 The temporal modes follow from the equation obtained by setting


I the denominator of Eq. 7 from the solution to Prob. 5.14.1 equal to zero.


LnTh) 	 ))=0csji'n~ )- "b*(O1 h)+&(c) . i)lE O~ - 6b (o, rI, (1) 

Solved for J , this gives the desired eigenfrequencies. 

SNote that while 	 the frequencies represent decay.(2) 

I 	 Note that .(ik%))O while (01)<O , so the frequencies represent decay. 
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Prob. 5.15.3 The conservation of charge boundary condition takes


the form


where the surface current density is 
 5 
S=Y E~)+ ((2) ~ 

Using Eq. (2) to evaluate Eq. (1) and writing E in terms of the potential, • ,


the conservation of charge boundary condition becomes


With the substitution of the solutions to Laplace's equation in spherical


coordinates 
 I


- Aa• (4) I 
the boundary condition stipulates that


_Q,, A.(5) 

By definition, the operator in square brackets is


S1" (6) 

and so the boundary condition becomes simply


-; (V+) + .( - n =o (7) 

In addition, the potential is continuous at the boundary r = R. 

T2 =1(8) 

Transfer relations representing the fields in the volume regions are 

Eqs. 4.8.18 and 4.8.19. For the outside region 9-o.(a) while for the I 
insiCe region, O-, (b). Thus, Eq. (7), which can also be written as 

I 
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I 	 Prob. 5.15.3 (cont.) 

(+ 	 (9) 

becomes, with substitution for -r and , and use of Eq. (8), 

A 

This expression is homogeneous in the amplitude ', (there is no drive) 

5 and it follows that the natural modes satisfy the dispersion equation 

= ._.n( _____ _, __) (11) 

f 
where (n,m) are the integer mode numbers in spherical coordinates. 

In a uniform electric field, surface charge on the spherical surface 

6I 	
would assume the same distribution as on a perfectly conducting sphere.... 

a cos 9 distribution. Hence, the associated mode which describes the 

build up or decay of this distribution is n = 1, m = 0. The time constant 

for charging 	or discharging a particle where the conduction is primarily on


j the surface is therefore


I 
/Y Ice +CLW )ay (12)


I 
I

I 
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Prob. 5.15.4 The desired modes of charge relaxation are the homogeneous


response. This can be found by considering the system without excitations.


TIlus, for Lthe eXLerior region, 

S6b .6 

while for the interior region,


I 
1 (2 

At the interface, the potential
 I 
must be continuous, so


- (3)=.b 

The second boundary condition


combines conservation of charge and


Gauss' law. To express this in terms of complex amplitudes, first observe


that charge conservation requires that the accumulation of surface charge


either is the result of a net divergence of surface current in the region of I

surface conduction, or results from a difference of conduction current from


the volume regions.


where


3For solutions having the complex amplitude form in spherical coordinates, 


I__L_ (,/;,., ) _ -1,-• -/ =-(5) 

so, with the use of Gauss' law, Eq. 4 becomes


Substitution of Eqs. 1-3 into this expression gives an equation that is homogeneous 

in . The coefficient of must therefore vanish. Solved for jW, the 

resulting expression is 

9I 
? (7) 
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I Prob. 5.15.5 (a) With the potentials in the transfer relations of 

3 Prob. 5.12.1 constrained to zero, the response cannot be finite unless 

the determinant of the coefficients is infinite. This condition is met if 

5 Y&0O . Roots to this expression areT( nT, n = i, 2, ..... andSini 

it follows that the required eigenfrequency equation is the expression for


I Y with = 

IV + (1Yj 
(b) Note that if T-=- a m , this expression reduces to -O-/C regard

less of n. The discrete modes degenerate into a continuum of modes represent

ing the charge relaxation process in a uniform conductor. (c) For --WO 

g and -'o. , Eq. 1 reduces to 

- - rrr - h 2)n t 

Thus, the eigenfrequencies as shown in Fig. P5.15.5a depend on k with


I the mode number as a parameter.


aI%


Ik


I, -A~


o i 2 3 4 5 

i 
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 a 

Prob. 5.15.5(cont.) I 

(d) With C,=T mO - = 0 o ,Eq. 1 reduces to 

and the eigenfrequencies depend on k as shown in Fig. P5.15.5b.


-A. 
&i


IE 

·I

I

I


I 
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Prob. 5.17.1 In the upper region, solutions to Laplace's equation take


the form


_ b s: P.(x-a) 
z 11, %94,4 sn I 4, (X 

It follows from this fact alone and Eqs. 5.17.17-5.17.19 that in region I,


where 	 =O


_(__-_)_ _ _ -'_ s;k ~S (x-d) 
a4--.'.A -- # sinb F&, 

Similarly, in region II, where " 
A -00 ký%-(31_j• 

; C ( e ,s ihbh 

as' n=
(3) 

+ 	 (CJ-(&U)e sigh (S(x-A) 

0 ( () sn kIpdc.4 
Q nk~ 

lith,+- (hw-tUý e (K-4) eC 
C'A 

+6EV 
1 - Rt, -(3 ) 1,(Ci. 41, s,'oa 

and in region III, where 1 - O 

a;s I ( i%,-e) o'(cz hd 
n.l 	 • •'S;" Q 

In the lower region, ' 0 throughout, so 

StK 1, (x+4)b,=~ 
sinh fkd 

and in region I	 "Td 

61~e NV2-)0 (O-B~IeaS~kI 
a.( 4c1) 

I1= -I ( F IDV,-es ,1ý. )( 	 - ý-t*. 

in region II
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Prob. 5.17.1 (cont.)


6A6i (cn)Le S-(. 

--O____________1 ( Cx_ (7) 

and in region III 
 J 

-'1 1? (8) 

Prob. 5.17.2 The relation between Fourier transforms has already been


determined in Sec. 5.14, where the response to a single complex amplitude 
 S 
was found. Here, the single traveling wave on the (a) surface is replaced


by 3

V(it e, 1 (, - (- p wt -() & a 

where


V. j(2) 

Thus, the Fourier transform of the driving potential is

& d t = = O (3) 

It follows that the transform of the potential in the (b) surface is given

A A 

by Eq. 5.14.8 with V0 , and a=b=d. 

1 + (4) 

where • is given by Eqs. 1 and 2. The spatial distribution follows by taking


the inverse Fourier transform. 
 U 
I 
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Prob. 5.17.2(cont.)


I Aror . ',, (5) 

With the transverse coordinate, x, taken as having its origin on the moving sheet, 

II " >°<A (8) 

j Thus, the n # 0 modes, which are either purelly growing or decaying with an 

exponential dependence in the longitudinal direction, have the sinusoidal


exponential dependence in the longitudinal direction, have the sinusoidal


transverse dependence sketched. Note that


these are the modes expected from Laplace's


equation in the absence of a sheet. They


have no derivative in the x direction at n= o


the sheet surface, and therefore represent 

modes with no net surface charge on the , 

sheet. These modes, which are uncoupled from the sheet, are possible because 

of the symmetry of the configuration obtained by making a=b. The n=O mode 

is the only one involving the charge relaxation on the sheet. Because the 

wavenumber is complex, the transverse dependence is neither purelly exponential


or sinusoidal. In fact, the transverse dependence can no longer be represented


by a single amplitude, since all positions in a given z plane do not have the
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Prob. 5.17.2(cont.)


By the cLC•V 4same phase. using identity ,AC- (CIkV0 4-A 

the magnitude of the transverse dependence in the upper region


can be shown to be


RC.J tIAI" 4r n/c~ d ~S'~,d ~L'chd -V 

where the real and imaginary parts of k are given by Eq. 7b.


In the complex k plane, the poles of Eq. 5 


are as shown in the sketch. Note that k= /a is 

not a singular point because the numerator 

contains a zero also at k= . In using 

the Residue theorem, the contour is 

closed in the upper half plane for z < 0 

and in the lower half for z ) ". 

For the intermediate region, II, the term 

given by Eq. 8


(n I 
I 

r i 
I 

-

I I 
multiplying exp jk(R -z) must be closed from above while that multiplying exp -jkz
 I
is closed from below. Thus, in region I, z< 0,


I'e- V. -C3 + (10) 

U 
in region II, the integral is split as described and the"pole"at k= P is now 

Iactually a singularity, and hence makes a contribution.0< <
<

See-, 

I 
4- .C-o U) 

U 
pC 

Ci~(;~:r:,Ie~o3(~f+~e } 
Finally in region III, z >
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5I · Prob. 5.17.2(cont.) 

IIl


4-Eo 0. 16O- ) e (12)e 

The total force follows from an evaluation of +t


Use of Eqs. 5.14.8and 5.14.9 for and results in 

A r (14) 

The real part is therefore simply


I C (c-,u7cCOX, (15) 

where the square of the driving amplitudes follows from Eq. 3.


'A ,__, , (1 6 ) 

I


I

I

I


I

I
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6.1


Prob. 6.2.1 (a) The zero order fields follow from current continuity


and Ampere's law,


where d is the length in the y direction.


Thus, the magnetic energy storage is


I Z = IýU C 

afrom which it follows that the inductance is L =/MO /3c.


With this zero order H substituted on the right in Eq. 7, it follows that


-1 d~u - -f~i ; -i 

ý, V. A dt 

Two integrations bring in two integration functions, the second


of which is zero because H =0 at z=0.

y


3


So that the current at z= - on the plate at x=0 is i(t), the function f(t 

is evaluated by making Hyl=O there 

L= . A 
- & -a it 

Thus, the zero plus first order fields are


3 

7) 

The current density implied by this follows from Ampere's law


_ -_, - 

Finally, the voltage at the terminals is evaluated by recognizing from Ohm'


law that v= ••E- C-/O-. Thus, Eq. 8 gives 

:9) 
ai
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Prob. 6.2.1 (cont.)


where L=A, 4/3cJ and R= •/•/J .


Prob. 6.3.1 For the cylindrical rotating shell, Eq. 6.3.2 becomes 
 5 
and Eq. 6.3.3 becomes


I ;X = o(2) 

The desired result involves D Ag, which in view of Ampere's law is Kz . So, 

between these two equations, K9 is eliminated by operating on Eq. 1 with T ( V/N 

and adding to Eq. 2 operated on by V7-( )/ . 

Then, because K,=; l4 j, the desired result, Eq. (b) of Table 6.3.1, is obtained. 

Prob. 6.3.2 Equation 6.3.2 becomes


=
K 4-(1) 1 
or, in cylindrical coordinates


L'Ž5.U,'r)Wa (2)
_ 

Equation 6.3.3 is


while Eq. 6.3.4 requires that


The S of Eq. 2 and a/ of Eq. 3 then combine (to eliminate ck /•~


to give


A (5) 

Substitution for ) from Eq. 4b then gives Eq. c of Table 6.3.1. 

I

I
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£ Prob. 6.3.3 Interest is in the radial component of Eq. (2) evaluated


at r= . 

In spherical coordinates, Eq. 3 becomes 

KI9) + 001 =) 

To eliminate K , multiply Eq. 2 by A- e and subtract Eq. 1 operated 

on by /X$. Because Eq. 4 shows that =-" Eq. (d) of Table 6.3.1 

follows. To obtain Eq. (e) of Table 6.3.1, operate on Eq. (1) with da A8) , 

on Eq. (2) with (d 1o8 )and add the latter to the former. Then use 

Eq. (4) to replace Kt with 9. 

Prob. 6.3.4 Gauss' law for B in integral form is applied to a pill-box 

I enclosing a section of the sheet. The box has the thickness h of the sheet 

and an incremental areaSA in the plane of the sheet. With C defined as 

•I a contour following the intersection of the sheet and the box, the integral 

law requires that 

AI .L,,, All =o 
(1) 

I C 

Tne surrace aivergence is aefinea as 

I.7H E-Z(1 49 (2)
I A-o ,A 

Under the assumption that the tangential field intensity is continuous through 

the sheet, Eq. 1 therefore becomes the required boundary condition. 

S,, . ,,=o (3) 

, In cartesian coordinates and for a planar sheet, V-VC(and Eq. 3 becomes 

In terms of complex amplitudes, this is equivalent to 

I W - ÎI = ( 5 ) A/AA ('V B '9 
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I
Prob. 6.3.4 (cont.) 

From Table 2.16.1, the transfer relations for a layer of arbitrary I 
thickness are k0A I 

I

(6)


Subtraction of the second expression from the first gives
 I

Int - sA (tk thisE (7) 

In the long-wave limit, cosh ka- I4(&IZ and sinh k,& - AA so this express ion I 

becomes 'I 
_ 13 _ , _ + (8) 

continuity of tangential H requires that )C-~fso that this expression agrees 
i3 

with Eq. 5. I 
Prob. 6.3.5 The boundary condition reflecting the solenoidal nature of the


flux density is determined as in Prob. 6.3.4 except that the integral over
 I

the sheet cross-section is not simply a multiplication by the thickness. Thus,
 I


Co - -b x -a 9 D Iis evaluated using H + &4(4- . To that end, observe that=H H 

+b- ' . = (2)
 I
ýO 
so that Eq. 1 becomes 

I j <14 >."7 9 B4R (3) I 
C 

In the limit this becomes the required boundary condition.


> 4.,&V7.<* ý-ES =O (4) 

With the definition 

=(5 )
 III
Iand the assumption that contributions to the line integration of H through the


sheet are negligible compared to those tangential, Ampere's law still requires


I 
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Prob. 6 .3.5(cont.) 

£i that 

A x (6) 

The combination of Faraday's and Ohm's laws, Eq. 6.2.3, is integrated over the 

sheet cross-section. 

Y, + t. Y. )1. (7) 

This reduces to

£(V 
0 

U (8) 
where evaluation using the presumed constant plus linear dependence for B shows 

I that 

= (9) 

It is still true that 

1, 0 (10) 

i To eliminate K , the y derivative of Eq. 9 is added to the z derivative of 

3 
Eq. 10 and the z component of Eq. 6 is in turn used to replace K 

the second boundary condition becomes 

. Thus, 

ý:_ It 1K + >U (11) 

Note that this is the same as given in Table 6.3.1 provided B is taken as the 

average. 

I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
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I 
Prob. 6.4.1 For solutions of the form


eXp- (o 9- k where W = kV, let 

/ = - V9. Then, boundary conditions I 
begin with the conducting 	sheet


or, in terms of complex amplitudes,


x.IA(2) 

At this same boundary the normal flux density is continuous, but because the


region above is infinitely permeable, this condition is implicite to Eq. 1.


At the interface of the moving magnetized member,


~ *' 1=o ^dd 	 £ 
and 	 


R- a4 	 -N, AA (4) 

and because the lower region is an infinite half space, -po.o as X-*-~o. 

Bulk relations reflecting Laplace's equation in the air-gap are (from 

Table 2.16.1 with Bg-hue) 1 

- ~R.i -AJ 	 Aj (5) 

In the lower region, V/.M=O , so again 1V = - 0 and the transfer relation 

(which represents a solution of ji=-4ewhere py'o and hence B•-"iPa.0 with ,4--.Ue 

+Of course, in the actual 	problem, Bx= .(• + A ) )is 

10 " r W 	 (6) 

Looking ahead, what is desired is


C A 	 C 

From Eq. 2 (again with 	 - -- L I 
S C ' (8) 

I 
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Prob. 6.4.1 (cont.)

Tofor, plug Eqs. 2
solve 


To solve for Cr Iplug Eqs. 2 and 3 into Eq. 5a


A n b 4 • A
.oon6 wet WI 

~o i65 F" 
(I + eC.4kd) M 

-

The second of these follows by using Eqs. 3,4 and 6 in Eq. 5b. Thus,


Ac 
(10) 

Janktd -6aS.Bd('Sea Ad) (I+cokv-I Q~c 

Thus with gQ u O(U , Eq. 8 becomes 

anoi 4) col)To2s;h'A -.n-,l - CoikL + 4 (11)to 

To make<V'proportional to U, design the device to have


coL a(1 +r-*44 A) z< < ('+ cof+ 8II 
(12) 

e'l VI)II - o 

In which case


t : •L •A) 
(13)

s; Ad ( I + cota 
so that the force per unit area is proportional to the velocity of the rotor.
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Prob. 6.4.2 For the circuit, loop equations are


[oAA itj (LL+M)4.5 ft kj [0J 

Thus,


R + C•z A/A (2) 

and written in the form of Eq. 6.4.17, this becomes


(L,L)j•" Z (L M( ,+L•A - (3) I 
where comparison with Eq. 6.4.17 shows that


L,1 +M =wXN_W.c.V (5) 

ss&/,~=, £.../ a s(6) 
These three conditions do not uniquely specify the unknowns. But, add to them


the condition that L =L2 and it follows from Eq. 6 that


- S. -. )M S'No4.*. (7) 

so that Eq. 4 becomes an expression that can be solved for M


A= WA/ I-*.f (8)' 
and Eq. 5 then gives


LaL, - L - Wi t 4&€ - )(9) 
Finally, a return to Eq. 7 gives


4 r (10) 

These parameters check with those from the figure.


I 
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Prob. 6.4.3 The force on the "stator" is the negative of that on the "rotor". 

,. -. 1 ... . .-. ,r--.:. 

In the following, the response is found for the + waves separately, and 

then these are combined to evaluate Eq. 1. 

*A 
From Eq. 6.4.9, 

(2) 

So that I • ,.- (3) 

Now, use is made of Eq. 6.4.6 to write Eq. 3 as 

IIn;,- IM s1nh dr 
I + S , d (4)c.oh( 

I 
So, in general 

I 4' ----- +"'I - (5)_ 
I + oi • W-,, 

With two-phase excitation (a pure 

traveling wave) the second term does 

not contribute and the dependence of 

3 the normal force on Sm is as shown 

to the right. At low frequency (from 

5I the conductor frame of reference) the 

magnetization force prevails (the for 

Ir 
is attractive). For high frequencies 

U 
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Prob. 6.4.3 (cont.)
 I 
VS I) 1) the force is one of repulsion, as would be expected for a force 

Iassociated with the induced currents.


With single phase excitation, the currents are as given by Eq. 6.4.18
 i 
4 = c = -No, 

and Eq. 5 becomes


(f',, 3d.N•>,.1,.iC. I 

where _ 
m T 

The dependence of the force on the


speed is illustrated by the figure.


,aking the velocity large is


equivalent to making the frequency


high, so at high velocity the force


tends to be one of repulsion. In t


neighborhood of the synchronous


condition there is little induced


current and the force is one of


attraction.


(6)


I 
a + ,-k (7) U 

I 

I 

I 
-I 
I 
I

I

I 
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I 
Prob. 6.4.4 Two-phase stator currents are


represented by I


and this expression can be written in terms 

of complex amplitudes as 

S](2) 
K a~lK;+I~_ r 

w rl~le A • IJl 

Boundary conditions are written using designations shown in the figure.


At the stator surface,


S= - (3) 

while at the rotor surface (Eq. b, Table 6.3.1)


-'%- 'e (4) 

In the gap, the vector potential is used to make calculation of the


terminal relations more convenient. Thus, Eq. d of Table 2.19.1 is


I K [ (5)
F4)A 

To determine H, write Eq. 5b using Eq. 3 for ; and Eq. 4 for .


H , r. (6) 

This expression is solved and rationalized to give


im &+J=IX0 

Here, Hevis written by replacing m--m and recognizing that Fm and Gm are


even in m.


I 
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Prob. 6.4.4 (cont.) 

The torque is 

<Je V4r A W (8) 1 

which in view of Eq. 5b and s,= - A/ becomes 

Finally, with the use of Eq. 7, 

-- I,n 6"w__ 

%+ 

__ 

F,·(r~ ,)a 

___A, 

( L (10) 

where m=p/2. This expression is similar in form to Eq. 6.4.11. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 



Prob. 6.4.5 From Eq. (f), Table 2.18.1 

S AW)-A*('+ P 

Because fAi,'+lt )= A4 (0') the flux linked by the total coil is just 

P/2 times that linked by the turns having the positive current in the z 

direction at 0' and returned at e -+T/p. 

In terms of the complex amplitudes 

so 

Sso 

- A+e 
pwRe [A+ee-
1T/P

3,ANos(Q~a 
.+A] 

ce' 

-A-]c 

e'a 

(2) 

(3) 

* or 

" Ae + e de'e 

I ~P 
The only terms contributing are those independent of 19 

,-A= NA-wc 4. 

I 
I 
I 
I 

Substitution from Eqs. 5a and 7 from Prob. 6.4.4 then gives 



(+
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Prob. 6.4.5 (cont.)


(6) 

G.G(ka, b) 14 G,(La); (u-(L(), 

(,b) 
•o_(,Lf<-G.L bo%•I A/+ 

For two phase excitation + -

this becomes 

.'t" 
=n;Rn 

n) 

I), 
= 

+ 

O 

b);,a(0- a) 

)••(..,~ 

(7) I 
where 

4w 06 L 

+ (4,). (Ia). 

S" = "". 0ý 1 ( 

s,
rrsL 

-~ 

L + 7' 

For the circuit of Fig. 6.4.3, 

={p(L,+t)
a-6 i W-

a~l~+,AA) 

(L,~ +M) 

-u^^. 

['4(iaM4" 

CS-(lz+Mý·' + 

S+ m) (nldci~ilrZ 
+c 

& 

't.~P 

] 
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Prob. 6.4.5 (cont.)


compared to Eq. 7 with .At h - this expression gives•_ b= 

(9)
b4. 

S(Lt+ A (pb) = (L + ^) (10)
A)

R b RA-)I 

••a .Aol4pwa Gr(a, b6) G, ( L,a) (11) 

4 
Assume L = L2 and Eqs. 2 and 3 then give 

21 o 

F,(o, L) - "epWO v, (,, a) (12)
b,

fb fa s4 
from which it follows that


.4 pW,. F,, (6, b)

4crs o ,6 (13)


Note from Eq. (b) of Table 2.16.2 that F, ( ,a)/F(a,L) = -/ so Eq. 6 

becomes


At PWa (14)
4c' b 

From this and Eq. 4 it follows that


4 a6 
(15) 

Note that G,(a,bm = - G, (=,a)ba , so this can also be written 

as


1I~is pwO- G. (,L'C)) 
(16) 

Finally, from Eqs. 2 and 9


L = L, =L 
4 

_ 6a__.. - F , 
6 
(b,a) G,,, (b,a 

(17) 
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Prob. 6.4.6 In terms of the cross-section

I 

shown, boundary conditions from Prob.


6.3.5 require t-ha 

Ai_(l,,,C•4 • (a, -C);o 0 1) S/7 

6P(i (b AbTOLA')b(2) 

In addition, the fields must vanish as x-o*o and at the current sheet 

(3) 

Bulk conditions require that


(4)


o I 

la 

A CL
- I Lk & (5) 

-••c~ • • 
In terms of the magnetic potential, Eqs. 1 and 2 are


tA C 
) (6)


These two conditions are now written using Eqs. 3 aLnd 5a to eliminate Bc and Bb 
x x 

UI9,A 

A (8) 

I 
From these expressions it follows that
 I 

A, C &ý'W -[( _ 

I 
i + a• 
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Prob. 6.4.6(cont.)


31 Inthe limit where ,A -14/o , having 44o. - >r)/> 

results in Eq. 9 becoming


_(10)


Thus, asaar6(i-jU)/P is raised, the field is shielded out of the region 

above the sheet by the induced currents. 

In the limit where --- 1- , for (tR•4/,) 1, Eq. 9 becomes 
A 

and again as Qa'&o is made large the field is shielded out. (Note that 

by the requirements of the thin sheet model, k& <<1 , sou/A4must be very large 

to obtain this shielding.) 

With ha6/ finite, the numerator as well as the denominator of Eq. 9 

becomes large as • "~r, - i) / F is raised. The conduction current 

Ishielding 
tends to be compromised by having a magnetizable sheet. This conflict


should be expected, since the conduction current shields by making the normal


flux density vanish. By contrast, the magnetizable sheet shields by virtue


of tending to make the tangential field intensity zero. The tendency for the


magnetization to duct the flux density through the sheet is in conflict with


the effect of the induced current, which is to prevent a normal flux density.


I

I

I

I

I

I
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Prob. 6.4.7 For the given distribution of surface current, the


Fourier transform of the complex amplitude is


It follows from Eq. 5.16.8 that the desired force is


-S W 4 4 &V* W9 . ., (2) II 
In evaluating the integral on k, observe first that Eq. 6.4.9 
can be 

used to evaluate B . 

K C-
(3)5 

Because the integration is over real values of k only, it is clear that I


the second term of the two in brackets is purely imaginary and hence makes


no contribution. With Eq. 6.4.6 used to substitute for Hr, the expression


then becomes 
 1


t A0d( +3~~c ')-C 
The magnitude IKSl is conveniently found from Eq. 1 by first recognizing


that


-4 -A (5) 3 
Substitution of this expression into Eq. 4 finally results in the integral 

given in the problem statement. 

I

I

I
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Prob. 6.4.8 From Eq. 7.13.1, the viscous force retardinq the motion of


I
* the rotor is


Thus, the balance of viscous and


* magnetic forces is represented


graphically as shown in the sketch.


* The slope of the magnetic force curve


3 near the origin is given by Eq. 6.4.19.


As the magnetic field is raised, the static equilibrium at the origin becomes


3 one with U either positive or negative as the slopes of the respective curves are


equal at the origin. Thus, instability is incipient as


* _ _ _ (2) 

I> where )t/ 7 4a.2/AU.. 

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I
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Prob. 6.5.1 The z component of Eq. 6.5.3 is written with • -I'(& and

110


A=A(OA by recognizing thateC,t) 

7A A 

so that


- •^


A v xA= N\JA 
-- L -L A.~~ 

.3. 

SA _A 0
rae ao 

Thus, because the z component of the vector Laplacian in polar coordinates


is the same as the scalar Laplacian, Eq. 6.5.8 is obtained from Eq. 6.5.3


I__Z _ ._AA A 
/C" • -i ae 

= ~ • (ctt e)Solutions A A (r) , -n are introduced into 

this expression to obtain


£( d ]=4A'yL)r ~dr 

which becomes Eq. 6.5.9


AZA 4 A -- Z+ "kZ"VY, - (-& 7ýj = 0 
8 rZ 

where


Compare this to Eq. 2.16.19 and it is clear that the solution is the 

linear combination of . (ý % ) and . ( ) that make 
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Prob. 6.5.1 (cont.) 

A(0) = A Mis) = A 
This can be accomplished by writing two equations in the two uknown 

coefficients of Hm and Jm or by inspection as follows. The "answer" will 

look like 

I
I 

( ) ( ) (6) 

A 
( ) ( ) 

The coefficients of the first term must be such that the combination multiply

ing A vanishes where ( =i (because there, the answer cannot depend on 
Id 

A ). To this end, make them -SA and60(Ln) respectively. 

The denominator is then set to make the coefficient of A0 unity where 
I~C= C . Similar reasoning sets the coefficient of A . The result is 

I A() 6,s  U) 

I + Pt+-(++++-(j +- J-(i+6+ )(id)T 
(7) 

The tangential H, - (- A/ 1,)/ so it follows from Eq. 7 that 

A '· 1 r1)2'(&r) r), ,. 

~ I7$ +:̀ r)Yk (i)-7(d r) H. (6 J(8) 

I

I
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Prob. 6.5.1 (cont.)


Evaluation of this expression at *= 4 gives He 

6) +%h (d (9) 

where


and


Of course, Eq. 9 is the first of the desired transfer relations, the first of


Eqs.(c) of Table 6.5.1. The second follows by evaluating Eq. 9 at I- S 
 U 
Note that these definitions are consistent with those given in Table 2.16.2


with ---m4. Because 1 generally differs according to the region being 

described, it is included in the argument of the function. 

To determine Eq. (d) of Table 6.5.1, these relations are inverted. 

For example, by Kramer's rule 

(10


I


I

I
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Prob. 6.5.2 By way of establishing the representation, Eqs. g and h of


Table 2.18.1 define the scalar component of the vector potential.


A = ' AC(~),t2 ) (2) 

Thus, the 9 component of Eq. 6.5.3 requires that (Appendix A) 

*I (L' (rA) + ,A - (3) 

In terms of the complex amplitude, this requires that


c A LA - (4) 

where ) =k + j(cd-kU),4C- . The solution to this expression satisfying the


appropriate boundary conditions is Eq. 156.14.15. In view of Eq.l


b Be=- A (5) 
Observe from Eq. 2 .16.26d (evaluated using m=0O) thattl-li, = (+4L -- (R,, 

or H 


to the argument. Thus, with Eq. 6.5.15 used to evaluate Eq. 5, it follows that


where R can be either J and the prime indicates a derivative with respect


* . I A- ) YV) 

A (3 H fo) 3- 1(6 ol) (ý Y4)1 (6) 

A[ Y( Q)ýo(i'M)- NH1 C~) 3-,(i 

Further, observe that(Eq. 2.16.26c) v, X) = -3 (K) so, Eq. 6 becomes


This expression is evaluated at r= 4. and r a1 respectively to obtain the 

equations e of Table 6.5.1. Because Eqs. e and take the same form asf 


Eqs. b and a respectively of Table 2.16.2, the inversion to obtain Eqs. f has


I already been shown.


I 
already been shown.


3 



I 
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Prob. 6.6.1 For the pure traveling wave, Eq. 6.7,7 reduces to


4 ^6Y AC. AC 

< t • 'cw•-• •A -A H 

The boundary condition represented by Eq. 6.6.3 makes the second term 

zero while Eq. 6.6.5b shows that the remaining expression can also be 

written as AA 

< 4.A4d (2)+fV'9 


The "self" term therefore makes no contribution. The remaining term is


evaluated by using Eq. 6.6.9.


Prob. 6.6.2 (a) To obtain the drive in terms of complex amplitudes, write


the cosines in complex form and group terms as forward and backward traveling


waves. It follows that


A. A 

To determine the time average force, the rod is enclosed by a circular cylind

rical surface having radius R and axial length k . Boundary locations are 

as indicated in the diagram. Using the 

theorem of Eq. 5.16.4, it follows that 

HCr 

S(2) . .'. :......."..._ .


With the use of Eqs. (e) from Table 2.19.1 to represent the air-gap fields


I 

I 
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Prob. 6.6.2 (cont.)


the "self" terms are dropped and Eq. (2) becomes


So, i is desired. To this end observe that boundary and jump conditions are 

oA	C. c t 
4 =X(4) 

eee 

It follows from Eqs. (f) of Table 6.5.1 applied to the air-gap and to the


rod that


SC I6O)K t)R 

Hence,
 e4 K	 It _ \ 
: \d ~\r ~ t i~AO~LJ +ORijj 

1 0 

Prob. 6.6.3 The Fourier transform of the excitition surface current 

is 

AiA-.9AI.d-
- 1 (1)Kit 	 I-, 04.e 01ý,8.(k0) fe-- ( 

In terms of the Fourier transforms, Eq. 5.16.8 shows that the total force 

is . 
(2)


In view of Eq. 6.6.5b, this expression becomes


Aa	 (3) 

-co 
where the term in ( has been eliminated by taking the real part. 

With the use of Eq. 6.6.9, this expression becomes 

(4) 

With the further substitution of Eq. 1, the expression stated with the


problem is found.
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Prob. 6.,7.1 It follows from Eq. 6.7.7 that the power dissipation 

I 
(per unit y-z area) is 

PA <S4=ý = II 
The time average mechanical power output (again per unit y-z area) is the 

product of the velocity U and the difference in magnetic shear stress acting 
(1) I 

on the respective surfaces I 

Because 1b g A,this expression can be written in terms of the same 
I 

combination of amplitudes as appears in Eq. 1 

I 
Thus, it follows from Eqs. 1 and 3 that 

(U ) 

From the definition of s, 

(LI• 

pH\E 
Pf ·P~ ,~ 

(4) 

(5) 

1 
I 
I 

so that 

F = I -A 
I 
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Prob. 6.7.2 

The time average and space average power dissipation per unit y-z


area is given by Eq. 6.7.7. For this example n=l and


K =· - A (A 6(3LT 

because 1 -~ - O. 

From Eq. 6.5.5b


I5;hkfPdea% L S 

where, in expressing A , the term in 4 has been dropped because the 

real part is taken. 

In view of Eq. 6.6.9, this expression becomes 

AZ<S'j> =~ 6" eW&tJ)a 1(3) 
Wt tZ S A(- C& + A il 

Note that it is only because -"V( ýo 6 is complex that 

this function has a non-zero value. 

In terms of s a c-9 ) 

A Lt t yr ae? sA A.d 
It ZA4C. 

Note that the term in i ) is the same function as represents the S, depend

ence of the time average force/unit area, Fig. 6.6.2. Thus, the dependence
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Prob. 6.7.2 (cont.)


of < on S, is the function shown in that figure multiplied by .


0.3


O.Z


s._I


0 Z 



I 
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Prob. 6.8.1 Equations 6.8.10 and 6.8.11 are directly applicable. The 

skin depth is short, so 4 is negligible. Elimination of between 

the two expressions gives 

where < Sjlis the time average power dissipated per unit area of the 

interface. Force equilibrium at the interfaces 

can be pictured from the control volumes shown. 

3' (2) 

--

I K''-0 (3)I( 
Bernoulli's equation relates the pressures at the interfaces inside the 

liquid. 

5. P, (4) 

Elimination of the p's between these last three expressions then gives 

So, in terms of the power dissipation as given by Eq. 1, the "head" is 

< S,4 (6) 

I 

I 
I 
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Prob. 6.9.1 

With 

TV ~ -x.L C 

and 

-ý -i I; IJlzdF 

Taking this latter derivative again gives


- /tP~ c4 
4 

Thus, Eq. 6.9.3 becomes


-L z

I t I


"IA (T- -X\,Jk cr 1 
/' 

AZ4II, t2X.L(N (4k = o 
Ck ý 

In view of the definition of , 1, this expression is the same as
,Eq. 


Eq. 6.9.7.
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Prob. 6.9.2 (a) The field in the liquid metal is approximated by


Eq. 6.9.1 with U=0. Thus, the field is computed as though it had no y


dependence and is simply


The amplitude of this field is a slowly varying function of y, however, 

given by the fact that the flux is essentially trapped in the air-gap. 

Thus, H Ac0o/h and Eq. (1) becomes 

A K 

t- 6baHe 

(b) Gauss' Law can now be used to find H . First, observe from Eq. (2) that x 

"
x -- (3) 

Then, integration gives H

x X 

(4) 

The integration constant is zero because the field must vanish as x-- C-o.


(c) The time-average shearing surface force density is found by integrating


the Maxwell stress tensor over a pill box enclosing the complete skin region.


. A 2...z II 

(Ti=-6 1,U I - -'4Q.Z. WA 'Z iI 
" -*" "L4'I - V--

As would be expected, this surface force density goes to zero as either the


skin depth or the slope of the electrode vanish.


(d) If Eq. 5 is to be independent of y,


. _IIL 5 Z 
-- Con St •

Integration follows by multiplying by dy 

andgiven
the
distribution h(y) follows.

and the given distribution h(y) follows.
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Prob. 6.9.2(cont.)


(e) Evaluated using h(y), Eq. 6 becomes


Prob. 6.9.3 From Eq. 6.8.11, the power dissipated per unit area is (there 

is no 4 surface) 

A 

d>k 2 I ' 

where


Thus, Eq. 2 of Prob. 6.9.2 can be exploited to write H (= o) in Eq. 1 as 

<Sj, i I iE [ I +a h - - IHI 
- I'll 

The total power dissipation per unit depth in the z direction is


: it=d 266·RI-z( kia2H (3), I~ 



I 
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Prob. 6.9.4 Because 3 3- and crthe power dissipation per 

unit y-z area is


0 
jg= VAi.= SA-

In the "boundary-layer" approximation, the z component of Ampere's law


becomes


Y. bC\~ = 3, 
3x 

So that the dissipation density is


1.a 

In view of Eq. 6.9.8,


z M°I•-•o~c~- 4° 

T'T 

Note that the only X dependence is now through Thus, 

0

's '- O -2 CF a ROI If'H -zj~CZTfr t 
WQ 

3 1A i- C~iW) 
11 J-t7' a(~i7 )= ,ae \4D'YY 

OTýCr 0 
rTV)"7 
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Prob. 	6.9.4 (cont.) 

So, for C )Vi~ t'= ~ /Cr> where 

oa# 	Foz 

ZoA
= 
94 	 z7.T 

· T11bt ; o0 < ut 

For 	 /Ut<L the total power per unit length in the z direction is 

L 

2=	 L --I4/ -Z t 

+ 	 et 
w 

and this becomes


/4 1 	 -Ut 

+ LATI 

The time dependence of the


total force is therefore as


shown 	in the sketch.
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Prob. 6.10.1 Boundary conditions for the


eigenmodes are homogeneous. In terms of


the designations shown in the sketch,


S(1)


A,' (3) 

.4 = e(4) 
* 6Ag

A- (5) 

(6)


The bulk conditions are conveniently written with these conditions incorporated


from the outset. In all three regions they are as given by Eq. (b) of Table


6.5.1 with suitable identification of properties and dimensions. In the upper


air gap, it is the second equation that is required.


r = W-At 1dC I(7)


For the slab . 

heA J2 l ai Ae li'ON 7 
L Ij 

while for the lower gap it is the first equation that applies 

A e 

Now, with Eq s. 7 and 9 used to evaluate Eq. 8, it follows that


1140- j-etd~~p Y? 
(10)


=0 

'q 

1 AAb4~Or .~ 

Note that boith of these equations are satisfied if Hb=He so that 
Y Y 
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Prob. 6.10.1(cont.)


- .4 0 (11) 

with the upper sign applying. Similarly, if Hb = -He, both expressions are 
y y 

satisfied and Eq. 11 is found with the lower sign applying. In this way, it 
 I 

has been shown that the eigenvalue equation that would be obtained by


setting the determinant of the coefficients in Eq. 10 equal to zero can be 
 i


factored into expressions that are given by Eq. 11. Further, it is seen that 

the roots given by these factors can respectively be identified with the even 

and odd modes. By using the identity X-o1/ = / IC-.4 a 

and (CA*x+ )/Ij c- (XlZ) it follows that the eigenvalue equations 

can be written as o 

Oh. (12) 

so that the expression for the odd solutions is the same as Eq. 6.10.1 with I 

roots given by the graphical solution of Fig. 6.10.2 and eigenfrequencies given by 

Eq. 6.10.7. The even solutions are represented by the graphical sketch 

shown. The roots of this expres


can be used in Eq. 6.10.7 to


obtain the eigenfrequencies for

.4. 

these modes. Note that the


dominant mode is odd, as would


be expected for the tangential


I 

U,

T


I

I


I i 

3magnetic field associated with a current tending to be uniform over the sheet 


cross-section.


I

I

S
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Prob. 6.10.2 (a) In Eq. (d) of Table 6.5.1,


H9 and H are zero so the determinant


of the coefficients is zero. But, the result


ing expression can be written out and then


factored using the identity footnote to


Table 2.16.2. This is the common denominator


of the coefficients in the inverse matrix, Eq. (c) of that table. Thus, the


I required equation is (see Table 2.16.2 for denominators of L and % to


which the determinant is proportional).


rx)o (1) 

I This can be written, using the recommended dimensionless parameters, and the 

definition of H in terms of A1. (Eq. 2.16.29) as 

where ')=•l,,rangesfrom 0 to 1 and %C--. ~~" ca(C'->'-•l . 

I (b) Given -h and the azimuthal wavenumber, m, Eq. 2 is_/W a transcendental 

equation for the eigenvalues -=- (a~o) (which turn out to be real). 

The eigenfrequencies then follow.an 

(3)I I4:1tri 
A-C•t 


For example, for m=0 and 1, the roots to Eq. 2 are tabulated (Abramowitz, M. 

I and Stegun, I.A., Handbook of Mathematical Functions, (National Bureau of 

Standards Applied Math Series, 1964) p. 415.) However, to make use of their 

3 tabulation, the eigenvalue should be made '6 and the expression written as 

I J aN1) 1- ' Mtn(~) (4)h,(d4)=

I


I
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Prob. 6.10.3 Solutions are of form


(a) The first boundary condition is Eq. d,


Table 6.3.1


ýý_) 0

With the substitution of the assumed 

*A s 

form and 

rnShe Slh8 

A 

Sih-

In view of Eq. 2.16.31a,this becomes(Co 

In view of Eq. 2.16.31a, this becomes 

A &. A 

Li17cY)hh~) 
A" c, 

-Brsa 

The second boundary condition is 

A O., ^ ).7 
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Prob. 6.10.3 (cont.)


Bulk relations are (Eq. (d) of Table 2.16.3)


(6)SA n 
R 

for the exterior region and (Eq. (c) of Table 2.16.3)


Afr· 

y, -(7) 

I 
for the interior region.


These last three expressions, substituted into Eq. 4, then give


1nm (8) 

I 
Thus, the desired eigenfrequency expression requires that the coefficients


of ~ be zero. Solved for co, this gives, 

I 

I 
I (b) A uniform field in the z direction superimposes on the homogeneous solution 

a field = - Ho : - H•o" Cos ). This has the same e depend-

I ence as the mode m=0, n=l. Thus the mode necessary to satisfy the initial


condition is (m,n) = (0,1) (Table 2.16.2) and the eigenfrequency is


C'=+ (10) 

I 
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Prob. 6.10.3 (cont.) I


The response is a pure decay because there is no dependence of the excitation


on the direction of rotation.


1
(c) With the initial field uniform perpendicular to the z axis there is a 


dependence.


,- Hx = -H shG co 

This is the 6•- dependence of the n=l, m=l mode (Table 2.16.2).


So


C4.) = + L +(i2+L() 
QsVSo A/(1


);'C S"heCos 

The decay rate is the same as before, but because the dipole


field is now rotating, there is a real part.


Prob. 6.10.4 (a) The temporal modes exist even if the excitation is


turned off. Hence, the denominator of Eq. 8 from Prob. 6.6.2 must vanish.


(b) It is convenient to group


S1-( C-)tQV) S' (2)


Finding the roots Sn to Eq. 1 is tantamount to finding the desired eigen


frequencies because it then follows from Eq. 2 that


Note that for Sn real both sides of Eq. 1 are real. Thus, a graphical


procedure can be used to find these roots.


I

I

I
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Prob. 6.10.5 Even with nonuniform conductivity and velocity, Eq. 6.5.3


describes the vector potential. For the z component it follows that


S-- A = • 4+A A 
ta-t L4 

Thus, the complex amplitude satisfies the equation


5cA _ A = a ; (x() £ + iA4T(XtI[ 

On the infinitely permeable walls, H =0 and so


A() o , •A(o)=o 
Because Eq. 1 applies over the entire interval 0 < 

need to use a piece-wise continuous representation. 

eigenmode, Am, and integrate by parts to obtain 

A I- X " A A 

o o 

(1) 

- k U(K (2) 

(3)


x (a+de j , there is no 

Multiply Eq. 2 by another 

O (4) 

With the roles of m and n reversed, these same steps are carried out and the


result subtracted from Eq. 4. 0 

I 61A' 2V)A I-AV% 0 (5) 

Note that JA Cr ( Wn - CJ-) 

In view of the boundary conditions applying at x=0 and x= R , Eq. , the required 

I orthogonality condition follows.


I (6) 

0 

I 
I 
I

I

I 
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7.1 

Prob. 7.2.1 If for a volume of fixed identity (Eq. 3.7.3) 

SdiedV = conrls+ot (1) 

V 
then 

d c V O (2) 

From the scalar form of the Leibnitz rule (Eq. 2.6.5 with -sq) 

__-j + • -5 i = o (3) 

V _ s 

I 
where 1Y is the velocity of the material supporting the property 

the use of the Gauss theorem on the surface integral 

C,. With 

Iýý ±V(d-l+]AV 0 (4) 

Because the volume of fixed identity is arbitrary 

d L + . 5. = o (5) 

i Now, if CdP / , then Eq. (5) becomes 

I Lt ) t 

3 The second and third terms cancel by virtue of mass conservation, Eq. 7.2.3, 

leaving 

I +9+ V(3 -=0 (7) 

3 Prob. 7.6.1 To linear terms, the normal vector is 

I and inserted into Eq. 7.6.12, this gives the surface force density to 

linear terms 

-)K1z (2) 

I 



7.2	 I

I

I
Prob. 7.6.2 The initially spherical surface has 	a position represented by


F = -r- (T + 'T€el+'i,)= o 	 (1) I

Thus, to linear terms in the amplitude ¶ , the 	normal vector is 

_ F .- - I	 IFC (2)


It follows from the divergence operator in spherical coordinates that


zA^:.a -	 I-
-1(3)


Evaluation of Eq. 3 using the approximation that I

I-, - (4)
 I 

therefore gives


+ +(5) 

where terms that are quadradic in T have been 	dropped.
 I

To obtain a convenient complex amplitude representation, where


- 6~q ' '(c*8)jxp(- -p ) use is made of the relation, Eq. 2.16.31,
 I 
Thus, the complex 	 (6 is'
amplitude of the surface 

Thus, the complex amplitude of the surface force density due to surface tension If 

((rsr -L I( -1(h Z) 	 (7) 

Actually, Eqs. 2 and 3 show that T also has 9 	and ý components (to linear terms
s 
i
in f ). Because the surface force density is always normal to the interface, 

these components are balanced by pressure forces from the fluid to either side I

of the interface. To linear terms, the radial 	force balance represents the balance


in the normal direction while the 9 and 0 components represent the shear 

balance. For an inviscid fluid it is not appropriate to include any shearing I

surface force density, so the stress equilibrium equations written to linear 

terms in the 9 and 0 directions must automatically balance. I

i




1 7.3 

Prob. 7.6.3 Mass conservation requires that 

4-rr' +~l~t4w =f(,T'r 4iL ) (1) 

With the pressure outside the bubbles defined as po, the pressures inside the 

respective bubbles are 

p O Tpo= 7, e-(2) 

.so that the pressure difference driving fluid between the bubbles once the valve 

is opened is 

I (3) 

The flow rate between bubbles given by differentiating Eq. 1 is then equal 

to Qv and hence to the given expression for the pressure drop through the 

connecting tubing. 

V 3 , _ -_ 

Thus, the combination of Eqs. 1 and 4 give a first order differential equation 

describing the evolution of or . In normalized terms, that expression 

is 

I where 

Thus, the velocity is a function of , and can be pictured as shown in 

the figure. It is therefore evident that if i increases slightly, it will 

I tend to further increase. The static equilibrium at ,=1fo is unstable. 

3 Physically this results from the fact that % is constant. As the radius of 

curvature of a bubble decreases, the pressure increases and forces the air into 

the other bubble. Note that this is not what would be found if the bubbles were 

replaced by most elastic membranes. The example is useful for giving a reminder 

3 of what is implied by the concept of a surface tension. Of course, if the bubble 

I 



7.4


Prob. 7.6.3 (cont.)


can not be modelled as a layer of liquid with interior and exterior interfaces


comprised of the same material, then the basic law may not apply.


In the figure, note that all


variables are normalized. The


asymptote comes at the radius


where the second bubble has


completely collapsed.


I

I1

I

It

I

I

I

I


I


I

I

I

I




7.5


Prob. 7.8.1 Mass conservation for the lower


fluid is represented by


and for the upper fluid by


JI41)+Ay(AA-)Aýý =t (2) 

With the assumption that the velocity


has a uniform profile over a given


cross-section, it follows that


As

while evaluation of Eqs. 1 and 2 gives


-A• _-M, +A, 

5 Bernoulli's equation joining points 

(2) and (4) through the homogeneous fluid


5 below gives 

*O ,aP 7 

where the approximation made in integrating the inertial term through the


I transition region should be recognized. Similarly, in the upper fluid,


These expressions are linked together at the interfaces by the stress-balance


and continuity boundary conditions.


=
~P,~,2= P. )% = -9T, -7 (8)

I Thus, subtraction of Eqs. 6 and 7 gives 

I +2 J - J (9) 

ip~h~l?+i 06-4ae ' I 
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1


Prob. 7 .8.1(cont.)


Provided that the lengths S> and I, 'g , the equation of motion I

therefore takes the form


(10)


where


For still smaller amplitude motions, this expression becomes	 II


I

Thus, the system is stable if >(40, and given this condition, 	the natural


freauencie s are 

(12) 

I

To account for the geometry, this expression obscures the simplicity of what


it represents. For example, if the tube is of uniform cross-section, the lower 1

fluid is water and the upper one air, 6 >a and the natural frequency


is independent of mass density (for the same reason that that of a rigid body 

pendulum is independent of mass, both the kinetic and potential energies are


I

I
proportional to the density.) Thus, if .=lm, the frequency is


L0.	fý	 -7
 I

I


I

I




7.7


Prob. 7.8.2 The problem is similar to the electrical conduction problem


of current flow about an insulating cavity obstructing a uniform flow.


I Guess that the solution is the superposition of one consistent with the


uniform flow at infinity and a dipole field to account for the boundary at r=R.


ec13 (1)


Because v =0 at r=R, B=-R U/2 and it follows that


I -- cA 9 (2) 

I9 (3) 

Because the air is stagnant inside the shell, the pressure there is • 

-- . At the stagnation point where the air encounters the shell 

and the hole communicates the interior pressure to the outside, the application 

of Bernoulli's equation gives 

+ (4) 

where h measures the height from the "ground" plane. In view of Eq. 3 and


I evaluated in spherical coordinates, this expression becomes


£1P - . ts (5)R, 3 2 

To find the force tending to lift the shell off the "ground", compute


(6)
IP( 
Because Y1 AA-9 , this expression gives 

S(7)


so that the force is


I 
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Prob. 7.8.3 First, use Eq. 7.8.5 to relate the pressure in the essentially


static interior region to the velocity in the cross-section A.


Pa + tP 1 4- 4 -ao-F+o0 = o+ T_7 (1) 

Second, use the pressure from Sec. 7.4 to write the integral momentum conservation I

statement of Eq. 7.3.2 as (


n -fAV (2)


Applied to the surface shown in the figure, 7.Yr .. I

this equation becomes I


The combination of Eqs. 1 and 3 eliminates


U as an unknown and gives the required result.


Prob. 7.9.1 See 8.17 for treatment of more general situation which


becomes this one in the limit of no volume charge density. I


I


I

I
I
I




7.9


Prob. 7.9.2 (a) By definition, given that the equilibrium velocity


is Y -ftO
= 9 , the vorticity follows as


(b) The equilibrium pressure follows from the radial component of the


force equation


Integration gives


(c) With the laboratory frame of reference given the primed variables,


the appropriate equations are


' + V + 

With the recognition that and have equilibrium parts, these are


first linearized to obtain


- -' ' )L ,c.' 42 e t o 

(O( 4t) •' " 

The transformation of the derivatives is facilitated by


the diagram of the dependences of the independent vari-
 19

%'


ables given to the right. Thus


i I 

pt j 7tt r, ec. (10) 

Because the variables in Eqs. 6-9 are already linearized, the perturbation




5 
7.10


Prob. 7.9.2 (cont.) 


part of the azimuthal velocity in the laboratory frame is the same as that


in the rotating frame. Thus


1 9 = rLYC' . = p'+P (10o) 

Expressed in the rotating frame of reference, Eqs. 6-9 become


_ 'P , i 0 

6t + 0 
(13) 

(14)


(d) In the rotating frame of reference, it is now assumed that variables


take the complex amplitude form ( 

(15)

"A 

Then, it follows from Eqs. 22-24 that 


rdr (16) 

2. (17) 

a (18) 

Li 
Substitution of these expressions into the continuity equation, Eq. 11, then


gives the desired expression for the complex pressure.


^ V- + I• •-) (19) 

where


i 

I 



(
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7.11


5 Prob. 7.9.2 (cont.) 

(e) With the replacement -'4 " , Eq. 19 is the same expression for 

p in cylindrical coordinates as in Sec. 2.16. Either by inspection 

I or by using Eq. 2.16.25, it follows that 

A "(irnVAMIA) - 1.),(j 
I~ (20)


From Eq. 16, first evaluated using this expression and then evaluated at


5 = CL and z= (3 respectively, it follows that 

I 
3 
l 

I 

r 

( d4t 2 

h 1QcI ot,+) Zz01 

The inverse of this is the desired transfer relation. 

'4K > 

The inverse 
of this 

is the desired 
transfer 

relation. f5a, 

oI" 
P. 

P 

(21) 

I 

I 
I 

where 

^4 

P 

A (3 

P 

(4 CI -
j LO r 

ý 4dl~zn p 

0)~~l 

'-Jo' 

+Z~k~ 

A 

1)o 

L1 

(22) 

I 

P(* 
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Prob. 7.11.1 For a weakly compressible gas without external force densities,


the equations of motion are Eqs. 7.1.3, 7.4.4 (with F =0) and Eq. 7.10.3.

ex


( Ot +0 (2) 

, =(o+ (P- )/' ol (3) 

where po, O. and p, are constants determined by the static equilibrium. 

With nrimps used to indicate perturbations from this equilibrium, the


linearized forms of these expressions are


•.+•t 104,' "' =-V (4) 

) + Vp'=O (5)I 

where Eqs. 1 and 3 have been combined.


The divergence of Eq. 5 combines with the time derivative of Eq. 4 to I


eliminate 9'V7 and give an expression for p' alone. 
 I


For solutions of the form p-e (•)O()c5)C ,Eq. 6 reduces to I 
(See Eqs. 2.16.30-2.16.34) 

) I 6 + 4P (7) 

In view of Eq. 2.16.31, the second and third terms are -n(k+~ p 

so that this expression reduces to 

Given the solutions to this expression, it follows from Eq. 5 that


A (9) 1 
provides the velocity components. 

Substitution into Eq. 8 shows that with C(_ 9 , solutions to Eq. 8 

are 

( and w are spherical Bessel functions of first and third kind. See


Abramowitz, M. and Stegun, I.A., Handbook of Mathematical Functions, National




7.13 

Prob. 7.11.1 (cont.)


Bureau of Standards, 1964, p437 .) As is clear from its definition, h(a)is


singular as 14-- 0 .


The appropriate linear combination of these solutions can be written


by inspection as


,AA' I ) -) +- fOOIN (1I 
-

0) 

Thus, from Eq. 9 it follows that


-h,, (6 Vh,,__ ,)- __ h, _(n.or, _ -) d. 

1) 
SA, h'_(___6_nM__(_V I (1OS__I_) 

where h and hb signify derivatives with respect to the arguments.


Evaluation of Eq. 11 at the respective boundaries gives transfer relations


= I_ (12)

iLrjr j 1j~ Bo -kdc~ 
1A41 I" I 

where


( 40.K) kh (galX~) iZýJA-h( (a- X) 

-3~7, 9" X)%h (Xy) /3·) N06 x~) (X)N 
"-b~~h,~L)-~n(ttj hr 
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Prob. 7.11.1 (cont.)


Inversion of these relations gives


[.%A' 
(13) 

and this expression becomes


[A= 
1)1(14)

Lj 
where


Withbe a a responserigid wall
if at r=R it follows from Eq. 14 that there can then only


(15) 
so that the desired eigenvalue equation is 

(16)


This is to without the transfer because in this caseeasy see \ 
/CX relations- (!a) X) 

(17) 
so that itF, follows 2!, h-LJ"OEq.")fromw09 that


For is to be finite at rR but there, Eq. 16 must hold. Rootseasy the transO 

to this expression are tabulated (Abromowitsimply
and Stegun, p468).

to this expression are tabulated (Abromowitz and Stegun, p468).




7.15


Prob. 7.12.1 It follows from Eq. (f) of Table 7.9.1 in the limit 3-SO 

that 

W eeeLrL (h 

It follows that there can be a finite pressure response at the wall even if


there is no velocity there if


Q =£)-iCtag 

V4~\ - ~.\,43 - ,-% ~4 -C .1. I -4t 

i th m- d -a0h ( a&Ar I "P 

The zero mode is the principal mode (propagation down to zero frequency)


K =w 

while the higher order modes have a dispersion equation that follows from the


roots of Eq. 3b and the definition of

_ d7. t aZ _ x_ QZ ,, 

- = 0%. - U-60 / 

Solution of k gives the wavenumbers of the spatial modes


- - . - - -· . ~.. . 

- W VU \I &'cW- (O-L/1=?II -- - V -I 

This dispersion equation is sketched below for subsonic and supersonic flow.


i/-oC


am 

~ 

U < 0 
a&




I 
7.16


Prob. 7.12.2 Boundary conditions are


C (2) Cd § 

A 0 (3) II 
With these conditions incorporated from the outset, the transfer relations (Eqs.
 I 
(c) of Table 7.9.1) for the respective regions are


_ " - ia (5) 
-IA I 

S(6) I 
A:F I 

where = 
P IO . jLwhere . 0 and . - / L1 . By equating Eqs. 5b and 6a 

it follows that 

(7)


With the definitions of ( and k'this expression is the desired dispersion 

equation relating W and . Given a real CJ , the wavenumbers of the spatial *1modes are in general complex numbers satisfying the complex equation, Eq. 7.


For long waves, a principal mode propagates through the system with a phase
 I 
velocity that combines those of the two regions. That is, for ISWJ and \bl (' 

Eq. 7 becomes 

IB'nL Wo (8) 

and it follows that
 I-+• o, + (9)OLC. 
oi_ 

-
-- /1 

fo" 7 M 

t6

I




j 	 7.17 

5 	 Prob. 7.12.2(cont.)


l 	 A second limit is of interest for propagation of acoustic waves in a gas over


a liquid. The liquid behaves in a quasi-static fashion for the lowest order


modes because on time scales of interest waves propagate through the liquid


essentially instantaneously. Thus, the liquid acts as a massive load comprising


one wall of a 	guide for the waves in the air. In this limit, Q~t<Q and

11 

and Eq. 7 becomes


This expression can be solved graphically, as


illustrated in the figure, because Eq. 10 can


be written so 	as to make evident real roots.


Given these roots, it follows from the definiti


of that the wavenumbers of the associated spatial modes are


1(11)


I


I


£,
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Prob. 7.13.1 The objective here is to establish some rapport for the


elastic solid. Whether subjected to shear or normal stresses, it can deforr 1 

in such a way as to balance these stresses with no further displacements. 

Thus, it is natural to expect stresses to be related to displacements rather I 
than velocities. (Actually strains rather than strain-rates.) That a linearized 

description does not differentiate between (,th)interpreted as the displacement 

of the particle that is at io or was at V. (and is now at o+V(,t)) can be 

seen by simply making a Taylor's expansion. 

Terms that are quadradic or more in the components of are negligible 1 

Because the measured result is observed for various spacings, d, the suggestion 

is that an incremental slice of the material, shown analogously in Fig. 7.13.1, 

can be described by 

"3A[ 5, Jx· '1 (2) 5 
In the limit &x--sO, the one-dimensional shear-stress displacement relation 

follows 

TaX- (3) 

For dilatational motions, it is helpful to discern what can be expected by


considering the one-dimensional extension of the


thin rod shown in the sketch. That the measured


result holds independent of the initial length,


, suggests that the relation should hold / / 

for a section of length Ax as well. Thus, 

In l m - A r a -X 

In the limit X-'O, the stress- displacement relation for a thin rod follows.


T.,= AxXA (5)TAK __. E 
7 
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I 
Prob. 7.14.1 Consider the relative deformations


of material having the initial relative (·7~+a~:


displacement V, as shown in the sketch.


Taylor's expansion gives


1 a-upe(dcs a e i - l 

Terms are grouped so as to identify the


rotational part of the deformation and exclude it from the definition of


strain.
3the 

. Lxi+ e &Xi jaj* (2) 

Thus, the strain is defined as describing that part of the deformation that


can be expected to be directly related to the local stress.


I * The sketches below respectively show the change in shape of a rectangle 

3 attached to the material as it suffers pure dilatational and shear deformations. 

I 

I 
B 

r 

I 
I5


II
I 
I 
I 
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o 
Prob. 7.15.1 Arguments follow those given, with e..--- e... To make Eq.


6.5.17 become Eq. (b) of the table, it is clear that


R I- l = a G,,4 , =--A (1) 5 
The new coefficient is related to G and E by considering the thin rod experiment. 

Because the transverse stress components were zero, the normal component of I 

stress and strain are related by 3

(2)


3
Given Txx the longitudinal and transverse strain components are determined from 


these three equations. Solution for exx gives


and comparison of this expression to that for the thin rod shows that 
 3

G+ •(4) 

Solution of this expression for T h,5gives Eq. (f) of the table.


It also follows from Eqs. 2 that


_ _ X_ - p (5) 

With k1 and k2 expressed using Eqs. 1 and then the expression for in terms of 

G and E, Eq. g of the table follows. 

I
I

I
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Prob. 7.15.2 In general


In particular, the sum of the diagonal elements in the primed frame is


It follows from Eq. 3.9.14 and the definition of aij that akia = 

Thus, Eq. 2 becomes the statement to be proven 

Prob. 7.15.3 From Eq. 7.15.20 it follows that


d

S=- o P o0 

oa p 
Thus, Eq. 7.15.5 becomes


o P -- 0 h = O 

which reduces to


Thus, the principal stresses are


-T-PT,-t=p+_t 
From Eq. 7 .15.5c it follows that


so that the normal vectors to the two nontrivial principal planes are


72~L( T,3, - ýt 
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Prob. 7.16.1 Equation d of the table states Newton's law for incremental motions. 

Substitution of Eq. b for T.. and of Eq. a for e.. gives 

'aT -w _ M_ (1)-A 

Manipulations are now made with the vector identity 

V XV Xi = 7 ('7 - 7P (2) 

in mind. In view of the desired form of the equation of motion, Eq. 1 is 

written as i


Half of the second term cancels with the last, so that the expression becomes


-- (4) 

In vector form, this is equivalent to


Finally, the identity of Eq. 2 is used to obtain 

v,- -7 G.VX (6) 

and the desired equation of incremental motion is obtained.


Prob. 7.18.1 Because A is solenoidal, X A, = -- •A and so 

substitution of into the equation of motion gives 
 5

S-0-
-- - V.A _ - z (1) 

The equation is therefore satisfied if 

a--1)9 ks (2) = v 

10 (3) 

That As represent rotational (shearing) motions is evident from taking the


curl of the deformation


AV AA (4) 

Similarly, the divergence is represented by 'alone. These classes of deformation


propagate with distinct velocities and are uncoupled in the material volume.


However, at a boundary there is in general coupling between the two modes. I


I 



5 


5 

I 


I 

I 


I 
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Prob. 7.18.2 Subject to no external forces, the equation of motion for


the particle is simply


? iT o 

Thus, with U the initial velocity,

o


=U .Jep /(-'r) (2) 

where "'r ('/7)(


Prob.7.19.1 There are two ways to obtain the stress tensor. First, observe


that the divergence of the given Sij is the mechanical force density on the


right in the incompressible force equation.


X4)(X (1) 

Because /Ix•X=V.1=0, this expression becomes


I? + (2)GV 

which is recognized as the right hand side of the force equation.


As a second approach, simply observe from Eq. (b) of Table P7.16.1 that the


required Sij is obtained if hO -* p and eij is as given by Eq. (a) of 

that Table. 

One way to make the analogy is to write out the equations of motion in terms 

of complex amplitudes. 

+, _G -P + 1 ) 

(5)


(7)
A 

The given substitution then turns the left side equations (for the incompressible


3 fluid mechanics) into those on the right (for the incompressible solid mechanics).


I
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Prob. 7.19.2 The laws required to represent the elastic displacements 

and stresses are given in Table P7.16.1. In terms of As and W, as 

defined in Prob. 7.18.1, Eq. (e) becomes 

I 
I 

Given that because V. A?=o,7X x•~ 

satisfied if 

'a _AG,sGs v'IIs 

= -- As 

(4GL 

, this expression is 

,A YA/) (2) 

I 

In the second equations, A(, A(K ,)i ( , 

represent the two-dimensional motions of interest. 

Given solutions to Eqs. 2 and 3, ý is evaluated. 

t,) , to 

I 

(5) 

The desired stress components then follow from Eqs. (a) and (b) 

from Table P7.16.1. 

,xx ~3G (6) 

1 

In particular, solutions of the form A= e A()Y - and 

I

3
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Prob. 7.19.2 (cont.)


•= g,•c-/,"X' 
are substituted into Eqs. 2 and 3 to


obtain


A XA-~=1,
8 Xýt 

where Y• •• /G and 


With the proviso that is and Wc 


A A +AWX, ,A 

A= A, e , W,= 

are solutions appropriate to infinite


to a lower half space while the lower


It follows from Eq. 10 that the


AA 

-~~e. 

(8) 

(9) 

R-- /2 4 AS)


have positive real parts,


A, +,x


W-V, c (10) 

half spaces. The upper signs refer


ones refer to an upper half space.


displacements of Eqs. 4 and 5 are


(7•i 6 " (11) 

(12) 
AA


These expressions are now used to trade-in the (A1 , ) on the 

displacements evaluated at the interface. 

(13) 

Inversion of this expression gives
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I
Prob. 7.19.2 (cont.)


S1C. 

I (14) 

A 

+ If-ii i
I ~ I


In terms of complex amplitudes, Eqs. 6 and 7 are


(15)


- (16)
5 A -4 s 

and these in turn are evaluated using Eqs. 11 and 12. The resulting


expressions are evaluated at =O0 to give
 14 
(17)

A A 

S +2 Gs~ [-(2Gt;l,)~!=SF~;I,] A, I

I;ol 

S Z X~-eKz '-dcaab; I
ax 

I

I


Finally, the transfer relations follow by replacing the column matrix


on the right by the right-hand side of Eq. 14, and multiplying out the two I

2x2 matrices. Note that the definitions,t =_(a • 7o " -s/• (and 

hence 1 -24 =?•s / ) from Prob. 7.18.1 have been used. 

G I'+)/ a 
I
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Prob. 7.19.3 (a) The boundary conditions are on the stress. Because 

only perturbations are involved, > and S are therefore zero. It 

follows that the determinant of the coefficients of is therefore


zero. Thus, the desired dispersion equation is


Z + C21(1) ,''÷ 2-~. ' (i .- zl&) ~• • 5Z•• o 

This simplifies to the given expression provided that the definitions of


Sand are used to eliminate O through the condition 

gn = Zy f1 

(b) Substitution of = /4;,y I'-~ - into 

the square of the dispersion equation gives 

(Z - T 	 (2) 

SDivision 
by gives


where C4 •, it clear the 	 is i /2,.1w and is that only parameter 

I, Multiplied out, this expression becomes the given polynomial. 

(c) 	Given a valid root to Eq. 3 (one that makes Rel > O and 

e 6 " , it followso =>ol 	 that 

i• -- • P 	 (4) 

Thus, the phase velocity, dJi , is independent of k. 

(d) From Prob. 7.18.1


! _ = Gs/( 2 G -v 	 (5) 
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Prob. 7.19.3 (cont.)


I

while from Eq. g of Table P7.16.1


E, = (Y4-1)2 G, 3

Thus, EsS is eliminated from Eq. f of that table to give 

-A = a--Y'G's (I-?- S IF 
The desired expression follows from substitution of this expression for
 I
A5 in Eq. 5. 

Prob. 7.19.4 (a) With the force density included, Eq. 1 becomes I

I7Ay v-A-G) o (1) I


In terms of complex amplitudes, this expression in turn is


( - AAdA A G(x) o (2) 
I

I
The solution that makes the quantity in brackets [ ] vanish is now called


A A A A 

AP(x) and the total solution is A = A + P with associated velocity and

A A1 A I 

stress functions of the form G4,•). +( x')p and S(+ (S")p 

The transfer relations, Eq. 7.19.13, still relate the homogeneous solutions, so I

I2)

5X-tp 

AI pjAS) I

.= '7 P . 

i

IF


With the particular stress solutions shifted to the right and the velocity
 I& 
components separated, this expression is equivalent to that given.


(b) For the example where C = Fox, I
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Prob. 7.19.4 	(cont.)


uP e a of 

Thus, evaluation of Eq. 3 gives
'' '
I ofX =	 ah 

(5)'a * oJ Fo4 O 

-II 	 gA 

Prob. 7.19.5 The temporal modes follow directly from Eq. 13, because the


velocities are zero at the respective boundaries. Thus, unless the root


happens to be trivial, for the response to be finite, F=O. Thus, with


IA = d, the required eigenfrequency equation is 

where once d 	 is found from this expression, the frequency follows from 

iI 	 the definition 

I+ 	 (2) 

Note that Eq. 	1 can be written as


Cos 	 (3) 

The right-hand side of this expression can be plotted once and for all,


I 	 as shown in the figure. To plot the left-hand side as a function of /l , 

it is necessary to specify kd. For the case where kd=l, the plot is as 

shown in the figure. From the graphical solution, roots O/f= Cfollow. 

The corresponding eigenfrequency follows from Eq. 2 as 

I 
I 
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Prob. 7.19.5 (cont.)


Prob. 7.20.1 The analogy is clear if the force and stress equations are


compared. The appropriate fluid equation in the creep flow limit is Eq. 7.18.12.


c(1)


To see that this limit is one in which times of interest are long compared to


the time for propagation of either a compressional or a shear wave through a


length of interest, write Eq. (e) of Table P7.16.1 in normalized form


where (see Prob. 7.18.1 exploration of wave dynamics)


and observe that the inertial term is ignorable if


.< (4) 
C-. vS
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Prob. 7.20.1 (cont.)


With the identification p~ V , the fully quasistatic elastic
+•)is) 

equations result. Note that in this limit, it is understood that V.P? o and


Prob. 7.21.1 In Eq. 7.20.17, =0,O1= and h=- . Thus, 

A R AvA=-ý IY- A4 - ( 

and so Eq. 7.20.13 becomes


z z r(2) 

The e dependence is given by Eq. 10 as ;in e i(Cos e) so finally


'I the desired stream function is Eq. 5.5.5.


Prob. 7.21.2 The analogy discussed in Prob. 7.20.1 applies so that the


transfer relations are directly applicable(with the appropriate substitutions)


to the evaluation of Eq. 7.21.1. Thus, U-~.-- and --wG . Just as the rate


of fall of a sphere in a highly viscous fluid can be used to deduce the viscosity


through the use of Eq. 4, the shear modulus can be deduced by observing the


displacement of a sphere subject to the force fz


/1:


I


I




I 
I
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8.1


I 	 Prob. 8.3.1 In the fringing region near the edges of the electrodes (at a 

distance large compared to the electrode spacing) the electric field is 

5E(8 	 (1) 

This field is unaltered if the dielectric assumes a configuration that is


essentially independent of 8. In that case, the electric field is everywhere


I tangential to the interface, continuity of tangential E is satisfied and there 

is no normal E (and hence D) to be concerned with. In the force density and 

istress-tensor representation of Eq. 3.7.19 (Table 3.10.1) there is no electric 

force density in the homogeneous bulk of the liquid. Thus, Bernoulli's 

equation applies without a coupling term. With the height measured from the


fluid level outside the field region, points (a) and (b) just above and


below the interface at an arbitrary point are rel ted to the pressure at infinity


3 	 by 

(2)


I F + bc¶ Pe 	 (3) 

The pressure at infinity has been taken as the same in each fluid because there


is no surface force density acting in that field-free region. At the interfacial


position denoted by (a) and (b), stress equilibrium in the normal direction


requires that


I p1,I = BTin 	 (4) 

Thus, if a < (/4 , it follows from Eqs. 2-4 that 

, ,I • ,• '-• : IEE,nD -iWa--(5)= - .W, 

EI 	 To evaluate the coenergy density, W', use is made of the constitutive law. 
E 

EG

--- =_o__.+_ _•_ _ 	 ,, (6) 

Thus, Eq. 5 can be solved for the interfacial position. 	 d


L1 =7+ 
!U'I61 0 -	 (7)



8.2
 I 
I 

Prob. 8.3.2 Because the liquid is homogeneous, the electromechanical 

coupling is, according to Eq. 3.8.14 of Table 3.10.1, confined to the I 
interface. To evaluate the stress, note that 

I 
.L


(o) 6' 

blS= o 8 
F I 

IHence, with points positioned as shown in the figure, Bernoulli's equation


requires that


(3) 

I 
and stress balance at the two interfacial positions requires that


(4)R, : Pi 

(5) 

Addition of these last four expressions eliminates the pressure. Substitu


tion for E with VOo/s(z) then gives the required result 

o, oJ(•.vo 3(6) 
- d ' -<a) 

Note that the simplicity of this result depends on the fact that regard-
 I 
less of the interfacial position, the electric field at any given z is
 I
simply the voltage divided by the spacing.


I

I




I 

8.3


Prob. 8.4.1 (a) From Table 2.18.1, the normal flux density at the surface


of the magnets is related to A by B =B cos ky = DA/Dy. There are no magnetic


materials below the magnets, so their fields extend to x+---. It follows


that the imposed magnetic field has the vector potential (z directed)


Given that = (O0 at y=O where A=O, Eq. 8.4.18 is adapted to the case at hand. 

hand. 
- -m -~ e(2)


I and it follows from Eq. 8.4.19 with - that 

=_+ (3) 

Variables can be regrouped in this expression to obtain the given f(y). 

g (b) Sketches of the respective sides of the implicit expression are 

as shown in the figure. .. t I( .@ 

L·e. 030o 

The procedure (either graphically or numerically) would be to select a y,


evaluate the expression on the right, and then read off the deformation


relative to go from the expression as represented on the left. The peak


in the latter curve comes at k( - o)=l where its value is l/e. If the


two solutions are interpreted as being stable and unstable to left and


right respectively, it follows that if the peak in the curve on the right


I is just high enough to make these solutions join, there should be an instab


ility. This critical condition follows as


I 



5 

I 
Prob 8 4 2 (a) Stress e uilibrium i th l di .. . q n LLeJIIm ULrectL Lon 

at the interface requires that


P r~~~ ~P 

The normal vector is related to the interfacial deflection by 

--X4 (2) 1

In the long-wave limit, the electric field at the interface is essentially I 

SV (3)


Finally, Bernoulli's equation evaluated at the interface where the height,


is t becomes I 

These last three expressions are substituted into Eq. 1 to give the required 'I

1 4

L ± UII (L 

+E 4 -y-b)= Ti (5) 

(b) For small perturbations of from b, let . ? "small".I 4b where is 

Then, the linearized form of Eq. 5 is


+ 2- (6) 

With the "drive" put on the right, this expression is


where .V 

[ (8)-ý)7 

is real to insure stability of the interface. To satisfy the asymptotic


condition as •-oeo , the increasing exponential must be zero. Thus, the


I 



I 
8.5


Prob. 8.4.2 (cont.)


combination of particular and homogeneous solutions that satisfies the


; 
boundary condition at y=O is 

£v:( -(8) 

(c) The 

I1 
where 

multiplication of Eq. 5 

(ý')C A 
by aL 

Ap 
cki/jd 

= 
gives 

(9) 

5 

To integrate, define 

V I -i-lo) 
so that z 

£ = ((1-1V•3 v 

Then, Eq. 9 can be written as 

() 

V dv + ?=o (12) 

I 
I 

and integration gives 

1 - iP+= co0s t. 

This expression can be written in terms of dg/ (A 

(13) 

by using Eq. 10. 

I_ __ _ + (14) 

Because d•/c½..o 

Eq. 14 becomes 

as Y--*T , the 

-- P(-)( 

constant 

++ 

is ( ) - ) and 

(15) 

Solution for 41/4leads to the integral expression 

II A-- I = 

6 +P(T. -P(Tl-t I a 
Note that the lower limit is set by the boundary condition at y=0. 

(16) 

I 
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Prob. 8.6.1 In view of Eq. 31 from problem solution 7.9.2, the require


ment that 1Pr =0 be zero with d=R but shows if pthat P-bo is 

to be finite then


provided that WZ t 2 CL . By the definition of this function, given 

in Table 2.16.2, this is the statement that I 

J j ______ (2) 3

So the eigenvalue problem is reduced to finding the roots, o)Coof


31 (i Y R) - O (3) 

In view of the definition of ' , the eigenfrequencies are then written I 

in terms of these roots by solving 

_rh=k t-(aa) (4) 

for w. W+O 2 

(b) According to this dispersion equation, waves having the same frequency


have wavenumbers that are negatives. Thus, waves traveling in the. z I

directions can be superimposed to obtain standing pressure waves that


vary as cos 91. According to Eq. 14, if p is proportional to coS R• 

then 1Ld • and conditions 7R(o)o=0 aresi a the that IJ()=O satis

fied if a= Or/?fn =o0,i. . For these modes, which satisfy both 

longitudinal and transverse boundary conditions, the resonance frequencies 

are therefore 

C -(6)


I


I
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Problem 8.7.1 The total potential, distinguished from the perturbation 

potential by a prime, is ' = - eno 
. Thus, 

I or'j~V_a~.~.a 4 4 LE,*Ži~ o (1)


to linear terms, this becomes 

= o0 
__ (2) 

which will be recognized as the limit a--poof Eq. 8.7.6 integrated twice on x. 

3, Problem 8.7.2 What is new about these laws is the requirement that the 

I 
I 

current linked by a surface of fixed identity be conserved. In view of the 

generalized Leibnitz rule, Eq. 2.6.4 and Stoke's Theorem, Eq. 2.6.3, integral 

condition (a) requires that 

A vJi1 4 v A (3) 

The laws are MQS, so J is solenoidal and it follows from Eq. 3 that 

V Y, C 4a X (4) 

i 
With the understanding that 

remaining laws are standard. 

0 is a constant, and that B =,~U~I , the 

Problem 8.7.3 Note that v and Jf are automatically solenoidal if they take 

I 
the given form. The x component of Eq. (c) from Prob. 8.7.2 is also an identity 

while the y and z components are 

-3, O (1) 

3 
I "t 

Similarly, the x component of Eq. (d) from Prob. 8.7.2 is an identity while 

(2 

the y and z components are 

* 

1t 
(3) 

(4) 

Because B is imposed, Ampere's Law is not required unless perturbations in the


magnetic field are of interest.


I 
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Prob. 8.7.3(cont.)
 I 
In terms of complex amplitudes 1= MJxi , Eqs. 1 and 2 show that 

-- A
-bs~ ~ a bZ (5) 

Substituted into Eqs. 3 and 4, these relations give


(6) 

The dispersion equation follows from setting the determinant of t:he coefficients


equal to zero.


(7) 1(7ý'- Ac t)8.6 = 

with the normalization -~/& - ,T3ot ,t 

it follows that


Thus, solutions take the form


,A , -6 A -L A+ 

4 Ae k As XA% + Ae + A a 4 

From Eq. 6(a) and the dispersion equation, Eq. 8, it follows from Eq. 9 that (9) I 
,,A,=e,+ -3 A - ,A eA (10) 

The shear stress can be written in terms of these same coefficients using


Eq. 9.

, A0 4X^_. 2(1 A, - e.A. T, A3e - I..4Aa ) (11) 3 

Similarly, from Eq. 10,
 I 
(12)
=A, e 4" Ae e aA) I 

Evaluated at the respective CL and /3 surfaces, where x = A and x=0, 

IEqs. 9 and 10 show that


I 
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Prob. 8.7.3(cont.) 

A .!z 

i FA 

(13)


A
'- IýI e." I I 

Similarly, from Eqs. 11 and 12, evaluation at the surfaces gives


AtS A, ie' ,ah "6i 

^ 
 -- •L (14)
-=6C 41L 

;_ K -16, e-

AA~


The transfer relations follow from inversion of 13 and multiplication with 14


Sp, 
A a 

(15)£KW1 IWrub x Ot-

A;'I lyý I


All required here are the temporal eigen-frequencies with the velocities 

constrained to zero at the boundaries. To this end, Eq. 13 is manipulated 

to take the form (note thatApe+Ate -(A,+XL" x + (A,-A,4 ",X )* 

~3 

Aji a
"y1 

1 


AA04 

A-A
0AX 

A0 0 A+Z 
A


IJ( oAJ6 c*c1a A;PA4 
(16) 

The condition that the determinant of the coefficients vanish is then


- - =- LbO ) 12 (17) 

Transformation suggested by Mr. Rick Ehrlich.
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Prob. 8.7.3(cont.) 

This expression is identical to C04 ( -r) = t and therefore I 
has solutions 

(18) 

With the use of Eq. 8, an expression for the eigenfrequencies follows


(19) 3 
Manipulation and substitution s= c shows that this is a cubic in s. 

A V+ o 
(20) 

If the viscosity is high enough that inertial effects can be ignored, the ordering 

of characteristic times is as shown in Fig. 1 , I
Then, there are two roots to Eq. 20 fo


Fig. 1
 i 
given by setting 'r =0 and solving for


A-=tI ,, ,(21) 

Thus, there is an instability having a growth rate typified by the magneto-
 I 
viscous time VT1ýV"


IIn the opposite extreme, where inertial effects are dominant, the ordering of


times is as shown in Fig. 2 and the middle


term in Eq. 20 is negligible compared to


,r_~- ,c~i I,--~-
IA& .V I 

In th 
two. 

e, w v• 
the other v 

(22) I 
Note that substitution back into Eq. 20 shows that the approximation is in fact
 I 
self-consistent. The system is again unstable, this time with a growth rate
 Idetermined by a time that is between 1 and 9AV. 

Prob. 8.7.4 The particle velocity is simply U=bE = a9E;/ 7 . Thus, I 
the time required to traverse the distance 2a is actaU= yE. 

U

I




I 
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Prob. 8.10.1 With the designations indicated in the


figure, first consider the bulk relations. The


perturbation electric field is confined to the


I I nsult-
4 

n lar wher 

I -'--. ^e • .- -"C 
eI Ae(1)

e.Ikd1d 1 
The transfer relations for the mechanics are applied three times. Perhaps it is


best to first write the second of the following relations, because the


transfer relations for the infinite half spaces (with it understood that k > 0)


follow as limiting cases of the general relations.


P (2) 

4(4) 

* A/• .1W A (3)
Ae _--" I anj 

Now, consider the boundary conditions. The interfaces are perfectly conducting, so


y• -o 3 _• - e (5) 

In terms of the potential, this becomes


A C"'(6) 

I Similarly, 

Stress equilibrium for the x direction is


I t1 D7 - -67 (8) 

In particular, 

'C ' z(9 z ) 

Hence, in terms of complex amplitudes, stress equilibrium for the upper interface is 

I

I
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Prob. 8.10.1(cont.) 

In 
Similarly, for the lower interface,


P̂ p ^e (11
P +i-P +4E 'E e-x  I 

Now, to put these relations together and obtain a dispersion equation, insert 

Eqs. 5 and 6 into Eq. 1. Then, Eqs. 1-4 can be substituted into Eqs. 9 and 10, I 
which become 

F +' 
A4k 

TIciL±Z)3 'Y; + z 
t,, 

,C~A, CEO4 
I 
I 

~Ž~cW +14A-.~ 0= 

(12 

I 

For the kink mode ( - )),both of these expressions are satisfied if I 
(13 

With the use of the identity C t.i)/s;,LIJ=t/&/pethis expression reduces to 

, - ,° * (14 

I 
For the sausage mode ( ), both are satisfied if 

u 4-JA- + E t?- k[COcZ0 (15 I 
and because( uli•VS L# " .. 

(16 

In the limit kd( 1<,Eqs. 14 and 16 become


(17 

(18
,I 
I 



I 

I 
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Prob. 8 .10.1(cont.)


Thus, the effect of the electric field on the kink mode is equivalent to


having a field dependent surface tension with y • -- E~d~/ 

The sausage mode is unstable at k-O (infinite wavelength)with Eo=O while 

the kink mode is unstable at E = . If the insulating liquid 

filled in a hole between regions filled by high conductivity liquid, the


hole boundaries would limit the values of possible k's. Then there would be


a threshold value of E

o 

Prob. 8.11.1 (a) In static equilibrium, H is tangential to the interface and 

hence not affected by the liquid. Thus, H = ieoH (R/r) where Ho=I/ZR. The 

surface force densities due to magnetization and surface tension are held 

in equilibrium by the pressure jump (• -/, , E-=) 

(1)


(b) Perturbation boundary conditions at the interface are, at r =R+ 
- - -. ,-- a 

which to linear terms requires


T'k (3) 

and kXS 0=o which to linear terms requires that fO-oo• and hB o 

These are represented by 

A 0 o11 (4) 

With nr,-JpJ=Tt•- - h stress equilibrium for the interface requires that
T s 


BpI= I1i240-5 + ý'7. -ý (5) 

To linear terms, thisexpression becomes Eq. (1) and


Ilý J_ +A O (6) 
A 

where use has been made of fi = ýU// 

Perturbation fields are assumed to decay to zero as r-ep• and to be finite 

at r = 0. Thus, bulk relations for the magnetic field are (Table 2.16.2) 

I 
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Prob. 8.11.1 (cont.) I


IA" (8) 

From Eqs. (3) and (4) together with these last two expressions, it follows
 I

that 


(9)


This expression is substituted into Eq. (6), along with the bulk relation
 I

for the perturbation pressure, Eq. (f) of Table 7.9.1, to obtain the desired
 U
dispersion equation.


I

I

I
(c) Remember (from Sec. 2.17) that Fm(O,R) and fm(0,R) are negative while


term on the 
fm(a/ ,R) is positive. For /4., the first "imposed field" I

right stabilizes. The second "self-field" term stabilizes regardless of


the permeabilities, but only influences modes with finite m. Thus, sausage
 I 
modes can "exchange" with no change in the self-fields. Clearly, all modes


m#0 are stable. To stabilize the m=0 mode,
 I

2. (11) I


(d) In the m=0 mode the mechanical deformations are purely radial. Thus,
 I 
the rigid boundary introduced by the magnet does not interfere with the


motion. Also, the perturbation magnetic field is zero, so there is no
 I

difficulty satisfying the field boundary conditions on the magnet surface.
 I

(Note that the other modes are altered by the magnet). In the long wave


limit, Eq. 2.16.28 gives Fo(O,,)=ý
-I 

a IV,> - /V 
I 

and hence, Eq. (10) I

becomes simply .


, wa -/ (12) I

Thus, waves propagate in the z direction with phase velocity u/ 

I
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Prob. 8.11.1 (cont.) 

Resonances occur when the longitudinal wavenumbers are multiples of n


Thus, the resonance frequencies are


S.. = t (13) 

Prob. 8.12.1 In the vacuum regions to either


side of the fluid sheet the magnetic fields


I take the form 

(11


where 7 = -P e' 

I n the regions to either side.the mass density is


negligible, and so the pressure there can be taken


as zero. In the fluid,the pressure is therefore


.&%, I-"c-/T• 
P' r &.DLHy$.-r gi (3) 

where p is the perturbation associated with departures of the fluid from static


equilibrium. Boundary conditions reflect the electromechanical coupling and


I are consistent with fields governed by Laplace's equation in the vacuum regions 

and fluid motions governed by Laplace's equation in the layer. That is one 

boundary condition on the magnetic field at the surfaces bounding the vacuum, and 

one boundary condition on the fluid mechanics at each of the deformable 

interfaces. First, because F.B%=0 on the perfectly conducting interfaces, 

(6)


I (7)


In the absence of surface tension, stress balance requires that


In particular, to linear terms at the right interface


UP Y (9)= # 
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Prob. 8.12.1(cont.) 

Similarly, at the left interface 

P? 44. Wo S= oj (10) 

In evaluating these boundary conditions, the amplitudes are evaluated at the 

unperturbed position of the interface. Hence, the coupling between interfaces 

through the bulk regions can be represented by the transfer relations. For the 

I 

I 

fields, Eqs. (a) of Table 2.16.1


For the fluid layer, Eqs. (c) of


:i r a:d 

(in the magnetic analogue) give


,443~O Ib 

.I I 

~a~ I J~2ia 

Table 7.9.1 become


~ fd•II4 

(11) 

(12) 
i 
I 

(13) 
I 
I 

/ .'&-Because the fluid has a static equilibrium, at the interfaces, 


It sounds more complicated then it really is to make the following substitutions


First, Eqs. 4-7 are substituted into Eqs. 11 and 12. In turn, Eqs. llb and 12a


are used in Eqs. 9 and 10. Finally these relations are entered into Eqs. 13


which are arranged to give

I. - -^ 

%- O-C9 • (14)
=O


Ad AaL 
For the kink mode, note that setting ---Iinsures that both of Eqs. 14 are
 I 
satisfied if


I 
0.jt4 CJ~ 
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Prob. 8.12.1(cont.)


15) 

Similarly, if T =- so that a sausage mode is considered, both equations are


satisfied if L (


.(16) 

These last two expression comprise the dispersion equations for the respective


modes. It is clear that both of the modes are stable. Note however that


perturbations propagating in the y direction (kz=O) are only neutrally stable.


This is the "interchange" direction discussed with Fig. 8.12.3. Such perturbations


result in no change in the magnetic field between the fluid and the walls and


in no change in the surface current. As a result, there is no perturbation


magnetic surface force density tending to restore the interface.
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Problem 8.12.2


Stress equilibrium at the interface requires that


-T'44e-TY,=o P =r, + ,. ;" =4 ,o• (1) 

Also, at the interface flux is conserved, so


(2)


While at the inner rod surface


:= 0 (3) 

At the outer wall,


ta = (4)


Bulk transfer relations are


,o-) G., (oL T) 0,l 
III T(5)

PJ


The dispersion equation follows by substituting Eq. (1) for p in Eq.


(5b) with V substituted from Eq. (6a). On the right in Eq. (5b), Eq. (2)


is substituted. Hence,


A (7) 

Thus, the dispersion equation is


U ~(8) 

From the reciprocity energy conditions discussed in Sec. 2.17, F (a,R)> 0


and F (b,R) < 0, so Eq. 8 gives real values of c regardless of k. The 

system is stable.


II 
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Problem 8.12.3 In static equilibrium v=0,


= - and _ _ 
(1) 

' With positions next to boundaries denoted ' (4 

as shown in the figure, boundary conditions 

from top to bottom are as follows. For the conducting sheet backed by an 

infinitely permeable material, Eq. (a) of Table 6.3.1 reduces to


a 
 (2) 

The condition that the normal magnetic flux vanish at the deformed interface 

is to linear terms 

4- of = 0h (3) 

The perturbation part of the stress balance equation for the interface is


Ae ~. d _IbX s 

J - -. - / oq 

A A 

In addition, continuity and the definition of the interface require that ý=aA


Finally, the bottom is rigid, so


e A=o 
0 

Bulk relations for the perturbations in magnetic field follow from Eqs. (a)


of Table 2.16.1


(6) 
So -l

where - has been used. 
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Problem 8.12.3 (cont.) 

The mechanical perturbation bulk relations follow from Eqs. (c) 

of Table 7.9.1 

aI [6I (7) 

where 

Ae (8) 

Equations 2 and 6a give 

- a49z , (4J-V)o4 

This expression combines with Eqs. 3 and 6b to show that 

3 

Ai=__ _ __._ ? t_r) _-_ _ (1 0 ) 

Thus, the stress balance equation, Eq. 4, can be evaluated using R from 

Eq. 10 along with p from Eq. 7a, Eq. 5 and Eq. 8. The coefficient of 

is the desired dispersion equation. 

W c (11) 

IC.~b~i 

+ 

-- 

( 

I 

I 
*1 
I 
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Prob. 8.12.4 The development of this section leaves open the configuration


beyond the radius r=a. Thus, it can be readily adapted to include the effect


of the lossy wall. The thin conducting shell is represented by the boundary


condition of Eq. (b) from Table 6.3.1.


+'r(1)


where (e) denotes the position just outside the shell. The region outside the


shell is free space and described by the magnetic analogue of Eq. (b) from


Table 2.16.2.


A c (2) 

Equations 8.12.4a and 8.12.7 combine to represent what is "seen" looking


inward from the wall.


A6 =F 6Nt (3) 

Thus, substitution of Eqs. 2 and 3 into Eq. 1 gives


3 ) ") (4) 

Finally, this expression is inserted into Eq. 8.12.11 to obtain the desired


dispersion equation.


*'( -14.4) + Oc +12 
7 (5) 

The wall can be regarded as perfectly conducting provided that the last term


is negligible compared to the one before it. First, the conduction term in


the denominator must dominate the energy storage term.


1 Jc (6) 

3O
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Prob. 8.12.4(cont.)


Second, the last term is then negligible if


,a, S I_W - - G., , ( ) .), G. js.( k, (7) 

In general, the dispersion equation is a cubic in c> and describes the coupling


of the magnetic diffusion mode on the wall with the surface Alfven waves


propagating on the perfectly conducting column. However, in the limit where


the wall is highly resistive, a simple quadratic expression is obtained for


the damping effect of the wall on the surface waves. 


the denominator small compared to the first, (c-


' 
-/0r(o, E k) + o () + JI o 

where an effective spring constant is


and an effective damping coefficient is 


5 =- 01-,+ RM. G-c')G, 

Thus, the frequencies (given by Eq. 8) are


With the second term in 
 I 
0- i/C$#. C) and 

(8) I 

(R.a) 

(10)


Note that F (0,R) < 0, F (a,R))0, F (W ,a)-F (R,a)) 0 and G (R,a)G (a,R) < 
m m them m m m 

Thus, the wall produces damping. 

0. 

3 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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I Prob. 8.13.1 In static equilibrium, the 

radial stress balance becomes 

so that the pressure jump under this 

condition is 

-11 e°E _- _ (2) 

In the region surrounding the column, 

the electric field intensity takes the form 

- %^ (V. (3) 

while inside the column the electric field is zero and the pressure is given 

by (cat -E-l) 
I ? b P(rIt) (4) 

Electrical boundary conditions require that the perturbation potential vanish 

as r becomes large and that the tangential electric field vanish on the 

deformable surface of the column. 

I )e 

(5) 

I In terms of complex amplitudes, with P-, 

*I " -' (6) 

Stress balance in the radial direction at the interface requires that (with some 

linearization) (p• • 0O) 

To linear terms, this becomes (Eqs. (f) and (h), Table 7.6.2 for T ) 

P, =U-E - °E' -C.-( (8) 

Bulk relations representing the fields surrounding the column and the fluid 

I 
within are Eq. (a) of Table 2.16.2 and (f) of Table 7.9.1 

I 
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Prob. 8.13.1(cont.) 

S= (10) 

A- (11) 

Recall that ~ --(&o-4U) , and it follows that Eqs. 9,10 and 6 can be 

substituted into the stress balance equation to obtain 

A tA A (12 

If the amplitude is to be finite,the coefficients must equilibrate. The result 

is the dispersion equation given with the problem. 

I 
I 
I
I
I

I

I


I

I


I
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Problem 8.13.2


The equilibrium is static with the distribution of electric field


i i-


E II 
and difference between equilibrium pressures 

required to balance the electric surface force 

density and surface tension 
•Z . . 

T, =I- -t1.-' a!1 (2) 

With the normal given by Eq. 8.17.18, the perturbation boundary conditions


require n~j-EQ0Oat the interface.


A , A (3) 

that the jump in normal D be zero, 

A - A(4) 

and that the radial component of the stress equilibrium be satisfied


___ _ ? (5) 

In this last expression, it is assumed that Eq. (2) holds for the equilibrium


stress. On the surface of the solid perfectly conducting core,


= ', -- o (6) 

Mechanical bulk conditions require (from Eq. 8.12.25) (F(b,R) < 0 for i>b 

I (7) 

while electrical conditions in the respective regions require (Eq. 4.8.16)

I (1*0 

Now, Eqs. (7) and (8) are respectively used to substitute for ~?~ d, C 

in Eqs. (5) and (4) to make Eqs. (3)-(5) become the three expressions 

3* F(b., ) -/ . C,,) <o9r, 


I


I
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Problem 8.13.2 (cont.) 

I -I AC I 

~(n.+i) -~ .~b s ___ 

I 

Vr T 4rre C
Y1~ + 1) 

The determinant of the coefficients gives the required dispersion 

equation which can be solved for the inertial term to obtain 

(A-.>;?-(4 E I)- EI(,),*oi,

The system will be stable if the quantity on the right is positive. In the 

limit b < R, this comes down to the requirement that for instability 

or 

(-i,)(t-

oE 

2) 

hS (h+ 1) 

(11 

where C 

and it is clear from Eq. (11) that for cases of interest, the denominator 

of Eq. (12) is positive. 

I 



I 
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Problem 8.13.2 (cont.)


The figure shows how the conditions for incipient instability can be


calculated given w/ 4 What is plotted is the right hand side of Eq. (2).
e. 


In the range where this function is positive, it has an asymptote which


can be found by setting the denominator of Eq. (12) to zero


Sh - (13) 

The asymptote in the horizontal direction is the limit of Eq. (12) as CI/o-oo


Tn = n + (14) 

The curves are for the lowest mode numbers n = 2,3,4 and give an idea of


how higher modes would come into play. To use the curves, take /•o, =20


as an example. Then, it is clear that the first mode to become unstable is


n=2 and that instability will occur as the charge is made to exceed about a


value such that r = 6.5. Similarly, for 6/-o=10, the first mode to become


unstable is n=3, and to make this happen, the value of T must be T =9.6. The


higher order modes should be drawn in to make the story complete, but it


appears that as C/o is reduced, the most critical mode number is increased,


as is also the value of 1 required to obtain the instability.


I


I


I


I
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Problem 8.13.2 (cont.) 

I

I


U 

I

BI 
I

I
I


I

%I 
I


2 3 Q4 7 10 0o 30 4o So 70 /oo


I

I

I
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Prob. 8.14.1 As in Sec. 8.14, the bulk coupling can be absorbed in the


pressure. This is because in the bulk the only external force is


I -(1)


where Q•= ,/qR/is uniform throughout the bulk of the drop. Thus,


the bulk force equation is the same as for no bulk coupling if p--IT=E p44 . 

In terms of equilibrium and perturbation quantities,


3r= pU * r ) + e T(r) P co 9)(Cos (2) 

where• -o()T r) and i plays the role p in the mechanical 

transfer relations. Note that from Gauss' Law, = I 1- C/, , and that 

because the drop is in static equilibrium, Jf/dr=o and - is independent 

of r. Thus, for a solid sphere of liquid, Eq. (i) of Table 7.9.1 becomes 

In the outside fluid, there is no charge density and this same transfer


relation becomes


(4)
A
3470, 

At each point in the bulk, where deformations leave the charge


distribution uniform, the perturbation electric field is governed by Laplace's


equation. Thus, Eq. (a) of Table 2.16.3 becomes


= (4)
r•NV 


LR) 0 i (5) 

Boundary conditions are written in terms of the surface displacement


5 I(6)


I 
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Prob. 8.14.1 (cont.)


Because there is no surface force density (The permittivity is E. in eacih1 

region and there is no free surface charge density.) 

D 9 ___T1, 

This requires that


(8)


T++ 

Continuation of the linearization gives


(9)


for the static equilibrium and


(10) 
3Ea


for the perturbation. In this last expression. Eq. (1) of Table 7.6.2


has been used to express the surface tension force density on the right.


That the potential is continuous at r=R is equivalent to the condi


tion that F x•E•l=o there. This requires that


(11) 

where the second expression is the 4 component of the first. It follows 

from Eq. (11) that 

(12) 

and finally, because 2 E0 -

(13) 

The second electrical condition requires that •b• ) --O 

which becomes 

j e - ae q 
14)
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Prob. 8.14.1 (cont.)


Linearization of the equilibrium term gives


Tr + O 	 (15) 

Note that outside, E.= 3R /•.V while inside, Y/3 ..E.= Thus, 

Eq. 15 becomes 

M L 0o (16)

I, 
Equations 4 	and 5, with Eq. 13, enter into Eq. 16 to give


3(t) - < 	 ) A (17)(117) 

which is solved for . This can then be inserted into Eq. 10, along 

with P and IT given by Eqs. 2 and 3 and Eq. 6 to obtain the desired dis

persion equation 

(%V 	 3Ec (18) 

The functions 0I,••"( )andCOn({ n(0,')- (p,R)=(l)/• so it follows


I 	 that the imposed field (second term on the right) is destabilizing, and that


the self-field (the third term on the right) is stabilizing. In spherical


geometry, the surface tension term is stabilizing for all modes of interest,


I All modes first become unstable (as Q is raised) as the term on the 

right in Eq. 18 passes through zero. With I TIR(, this condition is 

therefore ( i ) 

3= 	 C -ý Rf(h+Z)(Z h + 1) (19) 

The n=0 mode is not allowed because of mass conservation. The n=1 mode,


which represents lateral translation, is marginally stable, in that it gives


I

I
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Prob. 8.14.1 (cont.)


LJ=0 in Eq. 18. The n=l mode has been excluded from Eq. 19. For ) 0, 

Q is a monotonically increasing function of n in Eq. 19, so the first 

unstable mode is n=2. Thus, the most critical displacement of the interfaces


have the three relative surface displacements shown in Table 2.16.3 for p


The critical charge is


Q, l/60 TTZ fn"Y 6 0 = 7.3 E0'`I( 

Note that this charge is slightly lower than the critical charge on a


perfectly conducting sphere drop (Rayleigh's limit, Eq. 8.13.11).


Prob. 8.14.2 The configuration is as shown in Fig. 8.14.2 of the text,


except that each region has its own uniform permittivity. This complica


tion evidences itself in the linearization of the boundary conditions,


which is somewhat more complicated because of the existence of a surface


force density due to the polarization.


The x-component of the condition of stress equilibrium for the


interface is in general 


This expression becomes


'~-~j,Iy T - ~i 'i1j (,5 4+e,) +b(1 + 0)=O(2) 

Note that Eo=Eo(x), so that there is a perturbation part of E 2 evaluated 

at the interface, namely DEo A/,/d. Thus, with the equilibrium part of 

Eq. 2 cancelled out, the remaining part is 

as4 (( 4' (Ad AP~-be)cA (3)O 

A 
It is the bulk relations written in terms of T that are available, so 

this expression is now written using the definition p =I - J'. Also, 

0o1jx=-Eoand EdEc 0 =X , so Eq. 3 becomes 

3 
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Prob. 8.14.2 (cont.)


I The first of the two electrical boundary conditions is 

=_0 0 (5) 

and to linear terms this is


+3 + 2 •'I (6) 

The second condition is


I '0V. (7)A 

By Gauss Law, e /fc-=j and so this expression becomes 

I AA. 

Cc0,cI + a 11 =o (8) 

These three boundary conditions, Eqs. 4, 6 and 8, are three equations

AA e AA -e - e 

in the unknowns T ,1! • ,. Four more relations are 

provided by the electrical and mechanical bulk relations, Eqs. 12b, 13a, 

14b and 15a, which are substituted into these boundary conditions to give 

r 

I 7- -3ýr

+.o!! -I (9) 
I ;i!
I 

ii 40U ReA.ec~oiLBc 

i· 
I This determinant reduces to the desired dispersion equation.


I 

I 
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Prob. 8.14.2 (cont.) 

I 
+- d(Eb-Ep) C3+ L (10) 

R(E,-E~j16' C-3 

In the absence of convection, the first and second terms on the


right represent the respective effects of gravity and capillarity. The i

third term on the right is an imposed field effect of the space charge,


due to the interaction of the space charge with fields that could largely


be imposed by the electrodes. By contrast, the fourth term, which is also I


due to the space-charge interaction, is proportional to the square of the


space-charge discontinuity at the interface, and can, therefore, be inter


preted as a self-field term, where the interaction is between the space


charge and the field produced by the space charge. This term is present,


even if the electric field intensity at the interface were to vanish. The I


fifth and sixth terms are clearly due to polarization, since they would not


be present if the permittivities were equal. In the absence of any space-


charge densities, only the sixth term would remain, which always tends to


destabilize the interface. However, by contrast with the example of


Sec. 8.10, the fifth term is one due to both the polarizability and the I


space charge. That is, Ea and Eb include effects of the space-charge. 

(See "Space-Charge Dynamics of Liquids",Phys. Fluids, 15 (1972), p. 1197.) 3


I

I

I
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Problem 8.15.1


Because the force density is a pure gradient, Equation 7.8.11 is


applicable. With . =. /r-- it follows that A = -•Tl/r .•(•lrO 

so that & =- ,A and Equation 7.8.11 becomes 

Note that there are no self-fields giving rise to a perturbation field, as in


Section 8.14. There are also no surface currents, so the pressure jump at


the interface is equilibrated by the surface tension surface force density.


3· (2)


while the perturbation requires that


3 , (3)\ S 

I Linearization of the first term on the left (P.( tvX) x substitution to 

I obtain complex amplitudes and use of the pressure-velocity relation for a 

column of fluid from Table 7.9.1 then gives an expression that is homogeneous 

I• )(=cJ O . Thus the dispersion equation, )(jt)= O , is 

(c) Recall from Section 2.17 that Fm (0,R) (0 and that the m = 0 mode is


excluded because there is no z dependence. Surface tension therefore only


tends to stabilize. However, in the m = 1 mode (which is a pure translation


of the column) it has no effect and stability is determined by the electro-


I mechanical term. It follows that the m = 1 mode is unstable if 3:~ < 0 

Higher order modes become unstable for - 0=(H"-I)/~U . Conversely, 

I 
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Problem 8.15.1 (cont.)


all modes are stable if ~)9O. With Jo and I of the same sign, the


po0 4M force density is radially inward. The uniform current density


fills regions of fluid extending outward providing an incremental increase


in the pressure (say at r = R) of the fluid at any fixed location. The


magnetic field is equivalent in its effect to a radially directed gravity 

that is inward if 0T)> 3O 

Problem 8.16.1 In static equilibrium


- TT (1)


In the bulk regions, where there is no electromechanical coupling, the


stress-velocity relations of Eq. 7.19.19 apply


61 
 (2) 

and the flux-potential relations, Eq. (a) of Table 2.16.1, show that


(3) 1 
The crux of the interaction is represented by the perturbation boundary 
 3 
conditions. Stress equilibrium in the x direction requires that


iSKJ4 + ti r1, =o (4) 

With the use of Eq. (d) of Table 7.6.2 and =1¶/4 the linearizedx , 

version of this condition is 
Ae A 

The stress equilibrium in the y direction requires that


and the linearized form of this condition is


E ae 0 (7), 

I 
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Prob. 8.16.1 (cont.)


The tangential electric field must vanish on the interface, so


I d = 	 (8) 

I 	 and from this expression and Eq. 7, it follows that the latter condition


can be replaced with


Equations 2 and 3 combine with (9)


Equations 2 and 3 combine with Eqs. 5 and 9 to give the homogeneous equations


L^ I 
I	 C-a)e id ~7/ ~dt, ) j(8-rB 

-Ae-A,•	 (10)

I 
aclr-"~(a 	 * a) ^Pj 

m 
'5 	 Multiplied out, the determinant becomes the desired dispersion equation.


With the use 	of the definition 6 


I L 

I Now, in the limit of low viscosity, 


A 

which can be 	solved for C .


I 

iL this expression becomes


-(12)


9/I--6 0 and Eq. 12 become


E: 0 	 (13) 

_ 	 (14)4rcDJ) 

Note that in this limit, the rate of growth depends on viscosity, but the


I field for incipience of instability does not.


In the high viscosity limit, / • and Eq. 12 become


I [ 	 (15) 

I3 
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Prob. 8.16.1 (cont.) 

Further expansion of the denominator reduces this expression to 

S+c +f'Y, -E. (16) 

Again, viscosity effects the rate of growth, but not the conditions for 

incipience of instability. 

Problem 8.16.2 In static equilibrium, there is no surface current, and 

so the distribution of pressure is the same as if there were no imposed H. 

S-Ito- ; ()>o 

SX A 

The perfectly conducting interface is to be modeled by its boundary conditions. 

The magnetic flux density normal to the interface is taken as continuous. 

Fi. •l•=o (2) 

With this understood, consider the consequences of flux conservation for a 

surface of fixed identity in the interface (Eqs. 2.6.4 and 6.2.4). 

r ii d 4vx($)]. 4 =oI(3) S I 

Linearized, and in view of Eq. 2, this condition becomes 

(4) 

Bulk conditions in the regions to either side of the interface represent the 

fluid and fields without a coupling. The stress-velocity conditions for the 

lower half-space are Eqs. 2.19.19. 

I 

While the flux-potential relations for the magnetic fields, Eqs. (a) of 

Table 2.16.1, reduce to I 

5X ' T' /U(6 I 


I 
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Prob. 8.16.2 (cont.)


Boundary conditions at the interface for the fields are the linearized versions


I of Eqs. 2 and 4. For the fluid, stress balance in the x direction requires


where V;- t . Stress balance in the y direction requires 

S-1 A+L/ o \ o 	 (8) 

I	 Z' 'A"el 
[(9)


AOQ 	 =0I	 ýlzý 
I I
I	 I 

It follows that the required dispersion equation is


I) 	 = 0 (10) 

In the low viscosity limit, 4/jL'1 and therefore


the last term goes to zero as -- so that the equation factors into the


dispersion equations for two modes. The first, the transverse mode, is repre-


I sented by the first term in brackets in Eq. 10, which can be solved to give the


dispersion equation for a gravity-capillary mode with no coupling to the


magnetic field.


The second term in brackets becomes the dispersion equation for the mode 

involving dilatations of the interface. Z3 

{ 3 C ] ; GPO3O dI(12) 1 
I 	 If )CW,, then in the second term in brackets of Eq. 10, jj~ )> . . 

and the dispersion equation is as though there were no electromechanical 

coupling. Thus, for o )>>LJ the damping effect of viscosity is much as in 

Problem 8.16.1. In the opposite extreme, if WO<<QJ , then the second term 
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Prob. 8.16.2 (cont.)


has (f•)<(K / and is approximated by the magnetic field term. In 

this case, Eq. 10 is approximated by


+=4j ?- (13) 

In the limit of very high Ho, the last term is negligible and the remainder 

of the equation can be used to approximate the damping effect of viscosity.


Certainly the model is not meaningful unless the magnetic diffusion


time based on the sheet thickness and the wavelength is small compared to I


times of interest. Suggested by Eq. 6.10.2 in the limit d--eo is a typical


magnetic diffusion time A,&rc/P , where a is the thickness of the perfectly


conducting layer.


I


I

I

I

I


I
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Prob. 8.16.3 A cross-section of the configuration is shown in the figure.


I 

I £E= O=,EoE•_= pe 

.'(eC7

I 
In static equilibrium, the electric field intensity is 

= o (1) 

and in accordance with the stress balance shown in the figure, the mechanical


stress, Sxx, reduces to simply the negative of the hydrodynamic pressure.


S7. _L _ (2) 

Electrical bulk conditions reflecting the fact that E=-Vi where


satisfies Laplace's equation both in the air-gap and in the liquid layer are 

Eqs. (b) from Table 2.16.1. Incorporated at the outset are the boundary 

conditions =O and I=0, reflecting the fact that the upper and lower 

I electrodes are highly conducting. 

3x =iCd k ý (3) 

e (4)

5 The mechanical bulk conditions, reflecting mass conservation and force equilibrium 

for the liquid which has uniform mass density and viscosity)are Eqs. 7.20.6. 

3 At the outset, the boundary conditions at the lower electrode requiring that 

I both the tangential and normal liquid velocities be zero are incorporated in 

writing these expressions( 1 , -=O). 

I + (5)


3e ee (6) 
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Prob. 8.16.3 (cont.)


Boundary conditions at the upper and lower electrodes have already been


included in writing the bulk relations. The conditions at the interface


remain to be written, and of course represent the electromechanical coupling.


Charge conservation for the interface, Eq. 23 of Table 2.10.1 and Gauss'law,


require that


4 - -V% (•) - .11a (7) 

where by Gauss'law C0.- Efl .


Linearized and written in terms of the complex amplitudes, this requires that


dkE Sjý + (re- (8) 

The tangential electric field at the interface must be continuous. In linearized


form this requires that


F-0 = 0 (9) 

Because I /ca and 4 , this condition becomes 

Ag ^e (10) 

In general, the balance of pressure and viscous stresses (represented by S..)


of the Maxwell stress and of the surface tension surface force density, require


that


S TA h + hjý 0 (11) 

With i=x (the x component of the stress balance) this expression requires that


to linear terms


+ ((O F (12)


By virtue of the forsight in writing the equilibrium pressure, Eq. 2, the


equilibrium parts of Eq. 12 balance out. The perturbation part requires that 

E - (13)*<a.•-
0-0

El


I

I


I

I

I


II

I

3


I

I

I

I

I

I


I
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Prob. 8.16.3 (cont.)


I With i-y, (the shear component of the stress balance) Eq. 11 requires that


Obrs( ' )a y (14)a 
Observe that the equilibrium quantities VtSI=k-L E- and ~T-1V -E-

so that this expression reduces to


" o E 7-.l o O (15) 

The combination of the bulk and boundary conditions, Eqs. 3-6,8,10,13 and


15, comprise eight equations in the unknowns(C> ,Sxt, 9, )*•s c 

The dispersion equation will now be determined in two steps. First, consider


the "electrical" relations. With the use of Eqs. 3 and 4, Eqs. 8 and 10


become


aj·

I

(16) 

I S-1 rC0^e

I 1"E"ca ~oa~bo *j9X 
U i ·· 

From these two expressions, it follows that


4 (E 
(17) 

I 

In terms of , is easily written using Eq. 3. 

The remaining two boundary conditions, the stress balance conditions of 

Eqs. 13 and 15 can now be 

/\ 
written in terms of ( 1 )alone. 

r 

S(18)


L 
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where


rY, = - jw3Fg -P% -`ba+CE,) dALa oRe (lr<c +<r) 

/c(ECAod +Ccf L)+i O4R+ 

M s= + , E'WaR-73 kD 

(C.( ctv-Ra + b)+6d) (cid ý I


M"= - +JP3,-CE.e+ ieJ (Jic4EC)+O~CAA+ 

yU (E~ ~t ccd rae dCo)+o-c~dsh 

% 2


Mi(( .c( ,C4PCRa a ti)+ c c bE e 

T he dispersion equation follows from Eq. 18 as


M•II,,Mý - i..2 MV = o 
Here, it is convenient to normalize variables such that


-_= ' *, p = bP . 
. o o '- - . 

and to define / 

so that in Eq. 19,


s_ I' -_ 

a~ s 4 ~ -i ¶b: '


1 - j( --+ 
Lo C ?

I

I

I

I

I

3

I

I


(19) 1


3

I

I


(21) 1

I

I


(22) I


I

I

I
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Prob. 8.16.3 (cont.)


' 

I(23)

I 


I 


I 


If viscous stresses dominate those due to inertia, the P.. in these 

expressions are independent of frequency. In the following, this approximation


of low-Reynolds number flow is understood. (Note that the dispersion equation


can be used if inertial effects are included simply by using Eq. 7.19.13 to


define the P... However, there is then a complex dependence of these terms


on the frequency, reflecting the fact that viscous diffusion occurs on time


scales of interest.)


With the use of Eqs. 22, Eq. 19 becomes


That this dispersion equation is in general cubic in CJ reflects the coupling 

it represents of the gravity-capillary-electrostatic waves, shear waves 

and the charge relaxation phenomena (the third root). 

Consider the limit where charge relaxation is complete on time scales of


interest. Then the interface behaves as an equipotential,r -- 0 , and Eq. 23


reduces to


L= 4V, - 0 (24) 

( Fill F31 - 3 F)31 
That there is only one mode is to be expected. Charge relaxation has been


eliminated (is instantaneous) and because there is no tangential electric field


on the interface, the shear mode has as well. Because damping dominates inertia,


the gravity-capillary-electrostatic wave is over damped, or grows as a pure


exponential. The factor 1 z 

5.. AZ X a4 (25) 

is positive, so the interface is unstable if


I ( a-+ (26) 
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Prob. 8.16.3 (cont.) i 

In the opposite extreme, where the liquid is sufficiently insulating 

that charge relaxation is negligible so that r >> 1, Eq. 23 reduces to a I 
quadratic expression(Pi -PSI ) 

U 
F-+,P,+.j; b:_+(4)P,3 +Y(-P •-LŽ ,)-•t-. -'• •s (2J) .3 

The roots of this expression represent the gravity-capillary-electrostatic 

and shear modes. In this limit of a relatively insulating layer, there are 
I 

electrical shear stresses on the interface. In fact these dominate in the I 
transport of the surface charge. 

To find the general solution of Eq. 23, it is necessary to write it as I 
a cubic in j . 

I 
(C, +4p(<) + Q ,7) + = o 

(28) 3 
I 

13r•c,-- 13) Ca__+ I 

I 
60 ry's) C P. 4 P £ 

jr13 

I 
R C 

I 
I 
I 
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Prob 8.16.4 Because the solid is relatively


conducting compared to the gas above, the


tEa LW 
equilibrium electric field is simply 3iL~ (40

c--Op 

: go
(1) 

Sx<o0 

In the solid, the equations of motion are

* c~ 

,oeZ'-V.+ =- (2)


3 Vtz

.h1r 

S = - +G, + (3) 
Ty~ 

It follows from Eq. 2b that


-x = 0 : = Co•s= 0 (4) 

so that the static x component of the force equation reduces to


7•T P=Y.>, 0 (5) 

This expression, together with the condition that the interface be in stress 

equilibrium, determines the equilibrium stress distribution 

= p 0+ 20 (6)SX 

In the gas above, the perturbation fields are represented by Laplace's equation,


and hence the transfer relations (a) of Table 2.16.1


Al (7)
I 

Perturbation deformations in the solid are described by the analogue transfer


relations


wher - - (8) 
At = ~j P e ere GA( 

The interface is described in Eulerian coordinates by C ) with this 

variable related to the deformation of the interface as suggested by the figure. 
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Prob. 8.16.4 (cont.) Boundary conditions on the fields in the gas recognize that 5

the electrode and the interface are each equipotentials.


Stress equilibrium for the interface is in general represented by 

hý + 0 (11) 

where i is either x or y. To linear terms, the x component requires that 

5+ Co o .. 0 (12) 

where the equilibrium part balances out by virtue of the static equilibrium, Eq. 5.5 

The shear component of Eq. 11, i=y, becomes

)+s•+ e e) 

Because there is no electrical shear stress on the interface, a fact represented by


Eq. 10, this expression reduces to

At 

5,, -- 0 (14) 

In addition, the rigid bottom requires that 

0 0 (15) 1 

The dispersion equation is now found by writing Eqs. 12 and 14 in terms of ( , 

Ae A4 

To this end, Eq. 8a is substituted for SIX using Eas. 15 and e is substituted 

using Eq. 7b evaluated using Eqs. 9 and 10. This is the first of the two expressio 

I


O (16)


e
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5 Prnb. 8.16.4 (cont.)


The second expression is Eq. 14 evaluated using Eq. 8c for S with Eqs. 15.


5 It follows from Eq. 16 that the desired dispersion equation is 

P P 3 3  P31 .EAotk-- - PP3 = O (17) 

where in general, Pij are defined with Eq. 7.19.13 ( ( defined with Eq. 8). In 

I the limit where >G , the Pij become those defined with Eq. 7.20.6. 

With the assumption that perturbations having a given wavenumber, k, become 

I unstable by passing into the right half jeo plane through the origin, it is possible 

to interprete the roots of Eq. 17 in the limit CJ-0o as giving the value of 

SCoE/G 5 required for instability. 

P33  G, , 
In particular, this expression becomes


e"•'o•- =I
o ig i 4 TLSiH abC 4 (19) 

3 so that the function on the right depends on kb and a/b. In general, a graphical 

solution would give the most critical value of kb. Here, the short-wave limit of 

II Eq. 19 istaken, where it becomes 

£0,E, = G,0/ (20) 

I

I
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Problem 8.18.1 For the linear distribution of charge density, the equation 

is Yle +0lex . Thus, the upper uniform charge density must have value 

of(34/4) while the lower one must have magnitude of /4) . Evaluation 

gives 

+-De ; 4 (1) 3 
The associated equilibrium electric field follows from Gauss' Law and the 

condition that the potential at x=0 is V d 

EXV CO ( (2) 

and the condition that the potential be V at x=0 and be 0 at x=d. 

Vo= A a )(3) 
With the use of Eqs. 1, this expression becomes


I1 
Similar to Eqs. 1 are those for the mass densities in the layer model.


p s= 7 Mc L (5)
7 

For the two layer model, the dispersion equation is Eq. 8.14.25, which


evaluated using Eqs. 1, 4 and 5, becomes


In terms of the normalization given with Eq. 8.18.2, this expression becomes


SwF•_._ _ )s ZandI 
With the numbers D =Z i,!C=>, e._ =0 and S , 

Eq. 7 gives J =0.349. The weak gradient approximation represented by Eq. 

!

I 
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Prob. 8.18.1(cont.) 

j 

3 

I 

8.18.10 gives for comparison W = 0.303 while the numerical result representing 

the "exact" model, Fig. 8.18.2, gives a frequency that is somewhat higher 

than the weak gradient result but still lower than the layer model result, 

about 0.31. The layer model is clearly useful for estimating the frequency 

or growth rate of the dominant mode. 

In the long-wave limit, II<4 , the weak-gradient imposed field 

result, Eq. 8.18.10, becomes 

In the same approximation it is appropriate to set S=0 in Eq. 7, which becomes 

I @. / (2. 

where D0,-OO . Thus the layer model gives a frequency that is -v/7=l.ll times 

that of the imposed-field weak gradient model. 

In the short-wave limit, >),I, the layer model predicts that the 

frequency increases with ' . This is in contrast to the dependence 

typified by Fig. 8.18.4 at short wavelengths with a smoothly inhomogeneous 

layer. This inadequacy of the layer model is to be expected, because it 

5 
presumes that the structure of the discontinuity between layers is always 

sharp no matter how fine the scale of the surface perturbation. In fact, 

at short enough wavelengths, systems of miscible fluids will have an 

interface that is smoothly inhomogeneous because of molecular diffusion. 

I 
5 

To describe higher order modes in the smoothly inhomogeneous system 

for wavenumbers that are not extremely short, more layers should be used. 

Presumably, for each interface, there is an additional pair of modes 

introduced. Of course, the modes are not identified with a single inter

face but rather involve the self-consistent deformation of all interfaces. 

The situation is formally similar to that introduced in Sec. 5.15. 

i 
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Problem 8.18.2 The basic equations for the magnetizable but insulating


inhomogeneous fluid are


(1)


(2)


(3) I

V? = 0 

(4) 
 1 

(5)


(6)


where _= ( L-) + . 

In view of Eq. 4, = -V . This means that -- CV and for the 

present purposes it is more convenient to use h as a scalar "potential"


J-d (7) 

With the definitions /,UA(x)+,L' and -- (() +r( , Eqs. 5 and 6 link thE 

perturbations in properties to the fluid displacement e I 

(8)


Thus, with the use of Eq. 8a and Eqs. 7, the linearized version of Eq. 3 is


(9) 3 
and this represents the magnetic field, given the mechanical deformation. !


To represent the mechanics, Eq. 2 is written in terms of complex amplitudes.


I
4S4i· (1) 

and, with the use of Eq. 8b, the x component of Eq. 1 is written in the I 
linearized form 

T.rz 

IGZpD3~t+ +Z XH~(~L·~ -U~y~l=' O (1 I 
5 
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Prob. 8.18.2(cont.)


Similarly, the y and z components of Eq. 1 become


S)l(12)


With the objective of making ^a scalar function representing the mechanics, 

these last two expressions are solved for v anf v and substituted into 
y z 

Eq. 10.


A 

This expression is then solved for p, and the derivative taken with respect


to x. This derivative can then be used to eliminate the pressure from Eq. 11.


I ~(15) t7 

I Equations 9 and 15 comprise the desired relations.


In an imposed field approximation where H =H = constant and the s o 

,k,e~pia,properties have the profiles =a.eppx and- Eqs. 9 and 15 

become


[Lr4 4 P O 7. J zo (16) 

go -0 o (17) 

where L o Do 

I 
For these constant coefficient equations, solutions take the form .2Y I


and L - 1% -w3 . From Eqs. 16 and 17 it follows that 

SL + L_,+ §.- o 18oIL + (18) 
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Prob. 8.18. 2 (cont.) 

Solution for L results in 

(]L9) 

From the 	definition of L, the Y's representing the x dependence follow as


2O)


I

In terms of these d's, 

I
-A xA CX -CK CX A _Cx 
Se A, +Ae e + A 	 ( 21) 

The corresponding l is written in terms of these same coefficients with the


help of Eq. 17


d 	 Ceire IT on io +ry4 -C X e 22) 

Tu theo+ub a-ib a-b 

Thus, the four boundary conditions require that 
.-C. I 	 A 


IA


eC+ 	 .C.1 c-. .-c9 - 0 (23) 
ec 	 e e Al 
*I+ I I- a	 I


This determinant is easily reduced by first subtracting the second and fourth
 I 
columns from the first and third respectively and then expanding by minors.


I
S(= 0=o (24)


Thus, eigenmodes are C*R 4 TT and C_Rjvs i . The eigenfrequencies follow I

from Eqs. 19 and 20.


I
7-k 	 Z- (25) 

For perturbations with peaks and valleys running perpendicular to the imposed I

fields, the magnetic field stiffens the fluid. Internal electromechanical waves


I 
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Prob. 8.18.2(cont.)


5 propagate along the lines of magnetic field intensity. If the fluid were


confined between parallel plates in the x-z planes, so that the fluid were


indeed forced to undergo only two dimensional motions, the field could be


I used to balance a heavy fluid on top of a light one.... to prevent the grav


itational form of Rayleigh-Taylor instability. However, for perturbations


I with hills and valleys running parallel to the imposed field, the magnetic


field remains undisturbed, and there is no magnetic restoring force to pre-


I vent the instability. The role of the magnetic field, here in the context


I of an internal coupling, is similar to that for the hydromagnetic system


described in Sec. 8.12 where interchange modes of instability for a surface


-I coupled system were found.


The electric polarization analogue to this configuration might be as


f shown in Fig. 8.11.1, but with a smooth distribution of E and 1 in the x


direction.


Problem 8.18.3 Starting with Eqs. 9 and 15 from Prob. 8.18.2, multiply 

the first by 6 and integrate from 0 to . 

'Iý 0 (1)
lo~~?j ~ dA 

C 

Integration of the first term by parts and use of the boundary conditions


on , gives integrals on the left that are positive definite.


I - 4Axd t* X= oD (2) 

In summary 

Now, multiply Eq. 15 from Prob. 8.18.2 by x and integrate. 

1 0 0 
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Prob. 8.18.3(cont.)


Integration of the first term by parts and the boundary conditions on A


gives AAjt 

0x(5)W 

0 0 o 

and this expression takes the form


A (6) 

50 
Multiplication of Eq. 3 by Eq. 6 results in yet another positive definite


quantity i


Tw X.3 (7) 

and this expression can be solved for the frequency


Because the terms on the right are real, it follows that either the 

eigenfrequencies are real or they represent modes that grow and decay i 

without oscillation. Thus, the search for eigenfrequencies in the general 

case can be restricted to the real and imaginary axes of the s plane. I 

3
Note that a sufficient condition for stability is l > 0 ,because 

that insures that 13 is positive definite.


I 
I

I


I 
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9.1	 U

I


Prob. 9.3.1 (a) Witho and T =0, 	 Eq. (a) reduces to V= +(y-(g) I

Thus, the velocity profile is seen to be linear in x. (b) With 1 3_,9=o 

and T =0, Eq. (a) becomes Iyx 

and the velocity profile is seen to be parabolic. The peak velocity
 I 
is at the center of the channel, where it is- (~i'/ )P}t . The volume 

rate of flow follows as 

Qv wiji4 A(= Wa..&&( 1 =2 -I &	 I

Hence, the desired relation of volume rate of flow and the difference S 
between outlet pressure and inlet pressure, hP , is 

I

i


Prob. 9.3.2 The control volume is as shown


with hybrid pressure p' acting on the longi


tudinal surfaces (which have height x) and 


'	 p'cfd+day Ishear stresses acting on transverse surface. 


With the assumption that these surface stresses

XI
 I 

represent all of the forces (that there is no I
 w0)14x(C)I 

acceleration), the force equilibrium is repre


sented by
 I

IB


Divided by dy, this expression becomes Eq. (5)


I
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Prob. 9.3.3 Unlike the other fully developed flows in Table 9.3.1,


this one involves an acceleration. The Navier-Stokes equation is


V).DI+vp =( )+2 + .-(1)


With v = v(r) 1 , continuity is automatically satisfied, V-9 =0. The 

radial component of Eq. 1 is 

+•-•F#') (2) 

It is always possible to find a scalar e(r) such that F = ---)/ 

and to define a scalar T(r) such that T = - (i/'r),cr. Then, Eq. (2) 

I reduces to 

C) +-T(r) i- (3) 

The 9 component of Eq. (1) is best written so that the viscous shear 

3 stress is evident. Thus, the viscous term is written as the divergence 

of the viscous stress tensor, so that the 9 component of Eq. (1) becomes 

I e'-,~(- +-rr) (4)+-T.V)++(T 


where


I ) (5)
2


Multiplication of Eq. (4) by r makes it possible to write the right hand


side as a perfect differential.


3. (-r (6) 

Then, because the flow is reentrant, )@U =-O and Eq. (6) can be integrated.


Id (3 C)]= (7) 

a a second integration of Eq. (7) divided by r3 gives 

13IV3 3 - (8 



I 
Prob. 9.3.3 (cont.) I; 
The coefficient C is determined in terms of the velocity V) on the I 
outer surface by evaluating Eq. (8) on the outer boundary and solving


for C. 
d ,, 

ow- zr~ 1oc /3/ 

This can now be introduced into Eq. (8) to give the desired velocity


distribution, Eq. (b) of Table 9.2.1.


Prob. 9.3.4 With Tr=0, Eq. (b) of Table 9.2.1 becomes


1I (, 2 A, Yi v(1) I 
The viscous stress follows as 

V (2) I 
Substituting 1 :dO and 3 " , at the inner surface where r =13 this 

becomes IE 
-7 I~ 

The torque on the inner cylinder is its area multiplied by the lever-arm 

/ and the stress Tr. I 

Note that in the limit where the outer cylinder is far away, this becomes


in Eq. (1) letting r = I'S(b) Expand the term multiplying vt • C <(< 

so that r-1 =(I/ - ' Z). In the term multiplying v8 , expand := d•,t 

so that r-1=(1/ +'C*tz) . Thus, Eq. (1) becomes 

- (o(-(3) (4-43)C . " OL" (6) 

I 
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Prob. 9.3.4(cont.)


The term out in front becomes approximately L/Cd-/3).a 

Thus, with the identification f'x ,' -W A- and OL-12-A the 

velocity profile becomes 

+I-1o (7) 

which is the plane Couette flow profile (Prob. 9.2.1).


Prob. 9.3.5 With thq assumption v = v(r)iz , continuity is automatically


satisfied and the radial component of the Navier Stokes equation becomes


so (+ (1)


so that the radial force density is balanced by the pressure in such a way


that p' is independent of r, where p'"m --p•. + .


Multiplied by r, the longitudinal component of the Navier Stokes equation


is t ) (2)
5 
This expression is integrated to obtain


I + __ (3) 

A second integration of this expression multiplied by r leads to the


velocity v(r)


in terms of the constant (O/Va)Y. To replace this constant with the 

velocity evaluated on the outer boundary, Eq. (4) is evaluated at the 

outer boundary, r = , where 1)~t= and that expression solved for 

5 Substitution of the resulting expression into Eq. (4) gives an expression 

that can be solved for the velocity profile in terms of 75 and 2) Eq. (c) 

of Table 9.2.1. i 
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Prob. 9.3.6 This problem is probably more easily solved directly 
 a 
than by taking the limit of Eq. (c). However, it is instructive to take I

the limit. Note that Tzr=0, v =0 and d=R. But, so long as 1 is


finite, the term (31"11A) / of11) goes to zero as4-w0. Moreover,


so that the required circular Couette flow has a parabola as its profile I


(b) The volume rate of flow follows from Eq. (2)


Q V= Trr -IYP -_ '-= I

82 .41 a T 

where &p is the pressure at the outlet minus that at the inlet. I


Prob. 9.4.1 Equation 5.14.11 gives the surface force density in the


form


Thus, the interface tends to move in the positive y direction if the upper


region (the one nearest the electrode) is insulating and the lower one is I


filled with semi-insulating liquid and if SE is greater than zero, which 5

it is if the wave travels in the y direction and the interface moves at


a phase velocity less than that of the wave. i

For purposes of the fluid mechanics analysis, the coordinate origin


for x is moved to the bottom of the tank. Then, Eq. (a) of Table 9.3.1 I


is applicable with v3 =0 and v = U (the unknown surface velocity). There


are no internal force densities in the y direction, so T =0. In this

yx 

expression, there are two unknowns, U and 'r . These are determined j 

I




I Prob. 9.4.1 (cont.)


by the stress balance at the interface, which requires that


'X---oI =7 
and the condition that mass be conserved.


6 

I These require that 

r7b 
z 

v K-Tl=

and it follows that U= ,T,/'/,/=S and •,,/b 

so that the required velocity profile, Eq. (a) of Table 9.3.1 is 

I Prob. 9.4.2 The time average electric surface force 

density is found by adapting Eq. 5.14.11. That o " 

configuration models the upper region and the infinite . 
c-

half space if it is turned upside down and -"c), ~-~)

I v~ 
S-L E C ---.E C ,, -o-- X ) 0 o and b *. c• , Then, 

SE 
• - (1)<Ta>=~tLI~vo1V2Keec I.• 

I where 

k
e= 


I ty 0 + ýfý A. +C- C 0 

N cO+ tfacd 

I I5;vk Fcljj co+igo'.+EccrcO4L411 
Note that for (0I'>IRU, the electric surface force density is negative.




I 
Prob. 9.4.2 (cont.) 

With x defined as shown to the right, Eq. (a) of KI 
Table 9.3.1 

by setting 

so that 

is adapted to the flow in the upper section 

U1 = 0 -& and O 
'If J • x= 

From this, the viscous shear stress follows as 

(2) 

x 5¢ 7[ z (g 
-I) 

Thus, shear stress equilibrium at the interface requires that 

(3) 1 
I 

KjxcC) f+_j&Y+ (4) 

Thus, 

z 
(5) 

and Eq. 2 becomes I 
K 2i 1 (6) 

It is the volume rate of flow that is in common to the upper a 

regions. For the upper region 

nd lower 

0Sl2 T'1 3T 

In the lower region, where A - b- 6--- "= - O 

Eq. (a) of Table 9.3.1 becomes ( P p' and p • ' ) 

Thus,inthelowerregion,thevolume rate of flow is 

272 ( zL-b ! 

(7) 

(8) 

1 

Thus, in the lower region, the volume rate of flow is 
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Prob. 9.4.2 (cont.)


i 
S aV= 

o 
Tdx 	 (9)


Because Q in the upper and lower sections must sum to zero, it follows 

from Eqs. 7 and 9 that 

ao
3 	 3 (10) 

This expression is then substituted into Eq. 5 to obtain the surface


velocity, U.


3 3 

Note that because /-r\ is negative (if the imposed traveling wave of potential


I 	 travels to the right with a velocity greater than that of the fluid in that same


direction) the actual velocity of the interface is to the left, as illustrated


in Fig. 9.4.2b.


5 	 Prob. 9.4.3 It is assumed that the magnetic skin depth is very short


compared to the depth b of the liquid. Thus, it is appropriate to model


the electromechanical coupling by a surface force density acting at the


interface of the liquid. First, what is the magnetic field distribution 

under the assumption that <<(C3/ , so that there is no effect of the 

5 liquid motion on the field? In the air gap, Eqs. (a) of Table 6.5.1 with


TO =0 show that


Al 	 ~c 	 -6I (1) 
while in the liquid, Eq. 6.8.5 becomes 

~ 4L (2) 

I 	 Boundary conditions are


I	
Aq. A' A AA. 



Prob. 9.4.3 (cont.)


Thus, it follows that

s-

It follows from Eq. 6.8.10 that the time- (c)


average surface force density is


<a I -".(5)


Under the assumption that the interface remains flat, shear stress balance


at the interface requires that


The fully developed flow, Eq. (a) from Table 9.3.1, is used with the bulk


shear stress set equal to zero and v =0. That there is no net volume rate


of flow is represented by


C. 7) D0_ 

So, in terms of the "to be determined" surface velocity, the profile is


8 
9) 

The surface velocity can now be determined by using this expression to


10)

evaluate the shear stress balance of Eq. 6.


Thus, the required surface velocity is


) aB 
91) 3 

Az A!.Z= /uIol ( 
Note that /d/ ( • 1, this expression is closely approximated by 21 

CCos 
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Prob. 9.4,3 (cont.)


E This result could have been obtained more simply by approximating Hbi 0 in

x


Eq. 1 and ignoring Eq. 2. That is, the fields in the gap could be approxi


mated as being those for a perfectly conducting fluid.


Prob. 9.4.4 This problem is the same as Problem 9.4.3 except that


the uniform magnetic surface force density is given by Eq. 8 from


I Solution 6.9.2. Thus, shear stress equilibrium for the interface 

3, requires that 

Using the velocity profile, Eq. 8 from Solution 9.4.3, to evaluate Eq. 1


results in


H_ (2) 

I Prob. 9.5.1 With the skin depth short compared to both the layer


thickness and the wavelength, the magnetic fields are related by Eqs. 6.8.5.


I In the configuration of Table 9.3.1, the origin of the exponential decay is


I the upper surface, so the solution is translated to x= A and written as


I It follows that the time-average magnetic shear stress is


z -* /IZ


6? 1^01x 

This distribution can now be substituted into Eq. (a) of Table 9.3.1 to 

obtain the given velocity profile. (b) For %/& = O.1 , the magnetically 

i induced part of this profile is as sketched in the figure. 

I

I
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Prob. 9.5.1 (cont.)


Prob. 9.5.2 Boundary conditions at


the inner and outer wall are


AO. - A • o 

(1)


Thus, from Eq. b of Table 6.5.1, the


complex amplitudes of the vector


potential are


a 

o .2 .4 .( .8 

A 
In terms of these amplitudes, the distribution of A(r) is given by


Eq. 6.5.10. In turn, the magnetic field components needed to evaluate


the shear stress are now determined.


+A


- A (4)-• 

Thus,


Tr = or zZIA 

and the velocity profile given by Eq. b of Table 9.3.1 can be evaluated.
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I Prob. 9.5.2 (cont.) 

Because there are rigid walls at r=a and r=b, 1$ =0 and =-0 . 

Sthe 

The evaluation of these integrals is conveniently carried out numerically, 

as is the determination of the volume rate of flow Q. For a length in 

z direction, 

T( 

S(7) 

I 

I 

I 
Prob. 9.5.3 With the no slip boundary conditions on the flow, 1) =0 and 

=0, Eq. (c) of Table 9.3.1 gives the velocity profile as 

U-a 
(1)In IIt A>r+( )O± 

47)? 7 r 
6 b 

To evaluate this expression, it is necessary to determine the magnetic stress 

distribution. To this end, Eq. 6.5.15 gives 

-

Sand :
because t/P)a H follows as 
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Prob. 9.5.3 (cont.)


Here, Eq. 2.16.26d has been used to simplify the expressions.


Boundary conditions consistent with the excitation and infinitely I


permeable inner and outer regions are 

= ) I~ O (5)
0 

Thus, the transfer relations f of T'able 6.5.1 give the complex amplitudes


needed to evaluate Eqs. (3) and (4)


b u 

and the required magnetic shear str'ess follows as

-A 

The volume rate of flow
 I
(7) 
is related to the axial pressure


gradient and magnetic pressure


/IK2 by integrating Eq. (1).


qv=II··" 

Prob. 9.6.1 The stress tensor coxIsistent with the force density F i is

ooy


T =F x. Then, Eq. (a) of Table 9.3.1 with v = 0 and v'- 0, as well as 
yx o 

-p'/ =- , reflecting the fact thLat the flow is reentrant, gives the 3 

I




o
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Prob. 9.6.1 (cont.)


velocity profile


-

For the transient solution, the appropriate plane flow equation is


SF(2)


The particular solution given by Eq. 1 can be subtracted from the total


solution with the result that Eq. 2 becomes


__h (3) 

A 

Solutions to this expression of the form V,(x)exp snt must satisfy the 

equation A 

l.+A o where (4) 

The particular solution already satisfies the boundary conditions. So must 

the homogeneous solution. Thus, to satisfy boundary conditions tKOt)=O, 0(6,t)f 

, A, (5) 

G--7) (6) 

Multiplication by sin (WA.X/n ) and integration from x=O to x= & serves to 

evaluate the Fourier coefficients. Thus, the transient solution is 
"' 

1. (4A (nL (7) 

Although it is the viscous diffusion time that determines how long


is required for the fully developed flow to be established, the viscosity is


0 
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Prob. 9.6.1 (cont.)


not involved in determining how quickly the bulk of the fluid will respond. I 
Because the force is distributed throughout the bulk, it is the fluid inertia 

that determines the degree to which the fluid will in general respond. This 

can be seen by taking the limit of Eq. 7 where times are short compared to 

the viscous diffusion time and the exponential can be approximated by the 

first two terms in the series expansion. Then, for •/o) r/A(T 1, 
00 

which is what would be expected by simply equating the mass times accelera-
 I 
tion of the fluid to the applied force.


Prob. 9.6.2 The general procedure for finding the temporal transient


outlined with Prob. 9.6.2 makes clear what is required here. If the i


profile is to remain invariant, then the fully developed flow must have


the same profil as the transient or homogeneous part at any instant.


The homogeneous response takes the form of Eq. 5 from the solution to


Prob. 9.6.1. For the fully developed flow to have the same profile


requires 
 3 

where the coefficient has been adjusted so that the steady force equation


is satisfied with the force density given by


=o FX, /Q(2) 

The velocity temporal transient is then the sum of the fully developed and


the homogeneous solutions, with the codfficient in front of the latter


adjusted to make v(x,O)=0.


I 
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SProb.9.6.2 (cont.)


"I 	 -7 (.3)


Thus, if the force distribution is the same as any one of the eigenmodes,


the resulting velocity profile will remain invariant.


I, 
Prob. 9.7.1 The boundary layer equations again take the similarity form


of Eqs. 17. However, the boundary conditions are


where U now denotes the velocity in the y direction adjacent to the plate.


ZI 	 The resulting distributions of f, g and h are shown in Fig. P9.7.1. The 

I 	 condition as -Poo is obtained by iterating with h(O) to obtain h(O) = 

Thus, the viscous shear stress at the boundary is (Eq. 19) 

(2)IS (o,)=-	 0) 

and it follows that the total force on a length L of the plate is 

S--wUj) 	 (3) 

0 

I
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Prob. 9.7.2 What is expected is that the similarity parameter, , is essentially 

where Tt is the time required for a fluid element at the interface to reach


the position y. Because the interfacial velocity is not uniform, this time


must be found. In Eulerian coordinates, the interfacial velocity is given by Eq.


9.7.28. / .Z 


47 
For a particle having the position y, it follows that 

dt·. ' dj(3)= 

and integration gives -3 

0 0 
Substitution into Eq. 1 then ives 


In the definition of the similarity parameter, Eq. 25, 


been set equal to unity.


(2) 
1 
(2)


I 

(5)


the numerical factor has


I 
I 
I 
I 
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I 	 Prob. 9.7.3 Similarity parameter and function are assumed to take 

the forms given by Eq. 23. The stress equilibrium at the interface, 

Syx (x=0) = -T(y), requires that 

-7 C,C? L) 
so that m+2n=k and C, CZ = CL . Substitution into Eq. 14 shows 

that for the similarity solution to be valid, 2m+2n-1 = m+3n or m=n+l. 

Thus, it follows that n=(i-1)/3 and m=(R43)/3 . If (/ ,)(C, /C)-

the boundary layer equation then reduces to 

_____ f(2) 

which is equivalent to the given system of first order equations. The only


boundary condition that appears to be different from those of Eq. 27 is on


the interfacial shear stress. However, with the parameters as defined,


Eq. 1 reduces 	 to simply V(o)=-i. 

SProb.9.7.4 (a) In the liquid volume, the potential must satisfy Laplace's


£ 	 equation, which it does. It also satisfies the boundary condition imposed 

on the potential by the lower electrodes. At the upper interface, the 

electric field is E = V6/6Li , which satisfies the condition that there 

be no normal electric field (and hence current density) at the interface. 

I (b) With the given potential at x=a, the x directed electric field is the 

potential difference divided by the spacing: Ex= [V /•Y 4 •~ A 

density T=Eo E./4/ V4) (c)Thus, the surface force is , 	 (V 3 . With 

I 	 the identification -a( -(CoV4ý )(\-Vb)and k=3, the surface force density takes 

the form assumed in Prob. 9.7.3.


I 
I

I
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Prob. 9.8.1 First, determine the electric fields and hence the 

surface force density. The applied potential 

can be written in the complex notation as 

a, ýV *+ 4! so that the desired 

standing wave solution is the superposition (e.r
;b------------ _c(4) 

of two traveling wave solutions with ampli

tudes =V./2. Boundary conditions are 

&C#VA-4 e V.e v'4 \1
,A, AT = 0 I = G'4 E 3 1 -

And bulk transfer relations are (Eqs. (a), Table 2.16.1) 

FV C- C 0+ (3 0.L 1 

'E^ S V1 (3CL L 

E 3 O1___s 

1rJ

EX ~ 1 

It follows that


where then


=e e EO ;(3 = 

COTV1 0(Zoh(La 

~e 

Now, observe that E and W are real and even int/ while Ez is imaginary 

and odd in . Thus, the surface force density reduces to 

ad evaluation - , z (6)ives 6+o 

and evaluation gives 'T .T0 sý 

TO0 67 V. (7) 

5;(Gt+ok¾.~~~ 'hJ e~at" b~k(3ot h. 
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Prob. 9.8.1 (cont.)


The mechanical boundary conditions consistent with the assumption that gravity


holds the interface flat are


oK =ofL =0 0•=O O0- (8) 

Stress equilibrium for the interface requires that


- e (9)+ 0 , T~s7, 1· =0 

In terms of the complex amplitudes, this requires


+-T, + S I -- e 
(10) 

With the use of the transfer relations from Sec. 7.20 for cellular creep


flow, Eqs. 7.20.6, this expression becomes


T c7 P( - 'P } o (11) 

and it follows that the velocity complex amplitudes are


I+ -T (12) 

The actual interfacial velocity can now be stated


S e T (13) 

?A 4" 6bP3 S 
where, from Eq. 7.20.6,


44 _ 

Note that P.. and P, are positive. Thus, ~1- ~ 

44 33 

is positive


and circulations are as sketched and as would


the coefficient of sin 2 igy 


be expected in view of the sign of af and Ez


at the interface.
I 
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Prob. 9.8.1 (cont.)


Charge conservation, including the effect of charge convection at the interface,


is represented by the boundary condition


-+ (14) 

The convection term will be negligible if


<P (15)< < 1 

where C/v" is the longest time constant formed from E % and .-bcr 

(A more careful comparison of terms would give a more specific combination 

of C 's and aV's in forming this time constant.) The velocity is itself a I 

function of three lengths, 2TF/A , a and b. With the assumption that 4a 

and pb are of the order of unity, the velocity given by Eqs. 13 and 7 is


typically (I(~V,/716and it follows that Eq. 15 takes the form of a


condition on the ratio of the charge relaxation time to the electroviscous


time.


e-7 < < (16) 5 

Effects of inertia are negligible if the inertial and viscous force densities


bare the relationship


P : <<I" ,<<(17) 

With the velocity again taken as being of the order of E ((0 V/j• 2 , this 

condition results in the requirement that the ratio of the viscous diffusion 

time to the electroviscous time be small. a 
< <(18)


I 
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I 

j 

£ 

if; 


'ax(s.•)Prob. 9.9.1 The flow is fully developed, so = 

Thus, inertial terms in the Navier-StoKe's


equation are absent. The x and y components of


that equation therefore become


~-2O (1)


--~I +O(E, tYaAo)Q.A (2) 

Because Ez is independent of x, this expression is written in the form


so that what is on the right is independent of x. Solutions to this expression


that are appropriate for the infinite half space are exponentials. The growing 

exponential is excluded, so the homogeneous solution is exp-x where YE•A•J, 

The particular solution is (--+ HF/(Guo~ lo~Z . The combination of 

these that makes v =0 at the wall where x=0 is 

l·d( = (cY·i t0 E) (l-e ) (4)o 

Thus, the boundary layer has a thickness that is approximately -1


Prob. 9.14.1 There is no electromechanical coupling, soE =0 and Eq. 3 

becomes p= -jO(K -V) . Thus, Eq. 5 becomes +m x=,At and in turn 

Eq. 4 is =O (1) 

Because = .-- , Eq. 9 is 

•+ L - " 0 (2) 

In the steady state, Eq. 2 shows that 

while Eq. 1 gives 

V z 1 (0 (4) 

Combined, these expressions show that 

TW (5) 

The plot of this function with the bottom elevation (y) as a parameter is


1 
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Prob. 9.14.1 (cont.) 3 
shown in the 

w 
figure. The


Flow condi


tions


establish the


vertical line
 I 
along which


the transi- I 
tion must


evolve.
 I 
Given the
 I 
bottom ele


vation and


hence the


particular curve, Fig. S9.14.1


the local depth follows from the intersection with the vertical line. If 

the flow is initiated above the minimum in H( • ), the flow enters sub- I 

critical, whereas if it enters below the minimum ( <~( ), the flow enters 

supercritical. This can be seen by evaluating I 

L 0 3 z 7 (8) 

and observing that the critical depth in the figure comes at


(9) 

Consider three types of conservative transitions caused by having a


positive bump in the bottom. For a flow initiated at A, the depth decreases


where increases and then returns to its entrance value, as shown in


Fig. 2a. For flow entering with depth at B, the reverse is true. The 
 f 
depth increases where the bump occurs. These situations are distinguished


I 
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Prob. 9.14.1 (cont.)


by what the entrance depth is relative to the critical depth, given by


Eq. (9). If the entrance depth q is greater than critical, (1,7


then it follows from Eq. 9 that the entrance velocity, :• is less than


the gravity wave velocity\W -)f or the critical depth. A third possi


bility is that a flow initiated at A reaches the point of tangency between


the vertical line and the head curve. Eqs. 3 and 8 combine to show that


(10) 

Then, critical conditions prevail .. .


at the peak of the bump and the flow //


can continue into the subcritical


regime, as sketched in Fig. 2c. A ' / / /


similar super-subcritical transition , . . P"


is also possible. (See Rouse, H.,


Elementary Mechanics of Fluids,

Fig. S9.14.2


John Wiley & Sons, N.Y. (1946), p. 139.


Prob. 9.14.2 The normalized mass conservation and momentum equations are


= (i) 

Thus, to zero order in (d/L) 2 , the vertical force equation reduces to a 

static equilibrium; p = -10(x -¶) . The remaining two expressions then 

comprise the fundamental equations. Observe that these expressions in them

selves do not require that v =v (y,t). In fact, the quasi-one-dimensional

y y 

model allows rotational flows. However, if it is specified that the flow


is irrotational to begin with, then it follows from Kelvin's Theorem on


vorticity that the flow remains irrotational. This is a result of the


expressions above, but is best seen in general. The condition of irrota
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Prob. 9.14.2 (cont.)


tionality in dimensionless form is


IF 
7

and hence the quasi-one-dimensional space-rate expansion, to zero order,
 I 
requires that v =v (y,t). Thus, Eqs. 1 and 2 become the fundamental laws


y y 

for the quasi-one-dimensional model I 
a+0 - o 

'I 
with the requirements that p is determined by the transverse static
 B 
equilibrium and v =v (y,t).


y y


I.
Prob. 9.14.3 With gravity ignored, the pressure is uniform over the liquid


cross-section. This means that it is the same pressure that appears in the
 I 
normal stress balance for each of the interfaces.


It follows that the interfacial positions are related.


I/3Tb = 01T, (2) 

Within a constant associated with the fluid in the neighborhood of the origin, I 
the cross-sectional area is then


/1 V 0 - (3) i 
or essentially represented by the variable . Mass conservation, Eq. 9.13.9, 

gives
 3 

Because the pressure is uniform throughout, Eq. 9.13.3 is simply the force a 
balance equation for the interface (either one). 

- IS-( ) (5) 

Thus, the force equation, Eq. 9.13.4, becomes the second equation of motion.


1 ý (6) I 
_Lýý + ,) * 

d' (~)Z 3 0 
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Prob. 9.16.1 Substitution of Eq. 8 for T in Eq. 2 gives


· +cr CAoPP
Manipulation then results in 

Note that 
ZPT dV 

Note that 

1 o0 
2 C,-RTT Z C, * 

Se
Cv
ZCP 

7 zL
MO=(g-i)Ž2. 

where use has been made of the relations J=-C /CV and R=c -c and it follows

that Eq 

that Eq. 2 is - - - K 
(A (100)

so that the required relation, Eq. 9, results.


Prob. 9.16.2 The derivative of Eq. 9.16.9 that is required to be zero is


A(PA/ = -~(- I4 ) MO'.
-- I 

M"' I I+ (S-_)' 

This expression can be factored and written as
 I 
4
d (ln 7

+ \ Ao I+ 
21, II-I 

By definition, the Mach number is


AA O 

NJ


Thus,


Through the use of Eq. 9.16.8, this expression becomes -1


Substitution of the quantity on the left for the group on the right as it
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Prob. 9.16.2 (cont.)


appears in Eq. 2 reduces the latter expression to 


S(J/i7) (6) 

1Thus, the derivative is zero at M = 1. 

Prob. 9.16.3 Eqs. (c) and (e) require that i 

so that the force equation becomes


4 O-) =/'C Ada (2) 

In view of the mechanical equation of state, Eq. (d), this relation becomes


With the respective derivatives placed on opposite sides of the equation, 

this expression becomes 

and r (4) 

and hence integration results in the desired isentropic equation of state.


0C =(5) 

1I

I


a 

I 
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5 Prob. 9.17.1 Equations (a)-(e) of Table 9.15.1 with F and EJ provided 

by Eqs.5, 7 and 8 are the starting relations 

Itý 
(CI-T , -L 

r vt (2) 

(3) 

pp•-• 

That the Mach number remains constant requires that 

"•'V/d R"t = M D 

(4) 

(4) 

and differentiation of this relation shows that 

TRm4AT (5) 

Substitute for p in Eqs. 2 and 3 using Eq. 4. Then multiply Eq. 2 by -K 

and add to Eq. 3 to obtain 

-E- -•I-X)L +S2-° (6 

1 
In view of the constraint from Eq. 5, the first term can be expressed as 

a function of T 

p IT + (j -1 dT 
Then, division by p and rearrangement gives 

SAT 
where 

< -cEjC4 -•(-,)M T_(S. -')i 
Hence, 

6 __ 

o (7)o> 

(8) 

(9) 

SIn turn, it follows from Eq. 4 that 

I; (0 (4 (10) 
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Prob. 9.17.1 (cont.) 
 I


The velocity is already determined as a function of T by Eq. 4. 5


O oIo


Finally, the area follows from Eq. 1 and--these last two relations.


(12)

Ao 

The key to now finding all of the variables is T(z), which is now found I 
by substituting Eq. 11 into the energy equation, Eq. 3


ol - 3/2


This expression can be integrated to provide the temperature evolution with z.


'(14)


Given this expression for T(z), the other variables follow from Eqs. 9-12.


The specific entropy is also now evaluated. Equation 7.23.12 is evaluated 
 5

using Eqs. 9 and 10 to obtain


Note that Cf -l) = Cp- . t-' 

1

I
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I 	 Prob. 9.17.2 First arrange the conservation equations as given.


Conservation of mass, Eq. (a) of Table 9.15.1, is


j: 	 d tA)=A((oiL , 4) =0 (1) 

Conservation of momentum is Eq. (b) of that table with F given by Eq. 9.17.4. 

4+ aIIs3A13a-- (2) 

Conservation of energy is Eq. (c) JE expressed using Eq. 9.17.5. 

Because tcp/e 	 R= Ce-c , and -AAE -T4 1T , this expression becomes 

,)i.' + + ( crTE 

The mechanical equation of state becomes 

I Tp -+ 	 -1 3 i-r o (5) 

,
Finally, from the definition of M 2 

A V_)0M A = A (6) 

Arranged in matrix form, Eqs. 1,2,4,5 and 6 are the expression summarized in


the problem statement.


SThe
matrix is inverted by using Cramer's rule. As a check in carrying out


this inversion, the determinant of the matrix is


_Pt -	 (7) 

£ Integration of this system of first order equations is straightforward if


conditions at the inlet are given. (Numerical integration can be carried out using


I standard packages such as the Fortran IV IMSL Integration Package DEVREK.)


As suggested by the discussion in Sec. 9.16, whether the flow is "super-critical"


or "sub-critical" will play a role in determining cause and effect and hence in


establishing the appropriate boundary conditions. When the channel is fitted into


a system, it is in general necessary to meet conditions at the downstream end.


This could be done by using one or more of the upstream conditions as interation


variables. This technique is familiar from the integration of boundary layer


I 	 equations in Sec. 9.7.


11 
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Prob. 9.17.2 (cont.)


If the channel is to be designed to have a given distribution of one of


the variables on the left, with the channel area to be so determined, these 

expressions should be rewritten with that variable on the right and I/'A on 

the left. For example, if the mach number is a given function of z, then the 

last expression can be solved forfVA as a function of(/M '/ , 3(E4?t)• 

and YIE_ (~ +3) . The other expressions can be written in terms of these same 

variables by substituting for A/A with this expression. 

Prob. 9.17.3 From Prob. 9.17.2, A'=O , reduces the transition equations 

to [7-d(Ea .

P - (f- I) 

pvI, 

I 

I-M 

T 
-(-)M 'L-I ES 

(M4O s' 
t"'


(a) For subsonic and supersonic generator operation, M 1 and 3)> 0 
while ~< O . Eq. la gives I - "(E +%) 

(~~' ~(I ~pi> \r 

Eq. lb can be written as


= ]jo 
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Prob. 9.17.3 (cont.)


Except for sign, Eq. Ic is the same as Eq. la, so


1>0 
SEq.Id is 

(4) 

I and finally, Eq. le is 

Q -1) M-ýA :S ET3 ) (5) 

With -a 0, the force is retarding the flow and it "might be expected" 

that the gas would slow down and that the ma density would increase. What 

has been found is that for subsonic flow, the velocity increases while the 

mass density pressure and temperature decrease. From Eq. (6), it also 

follows that the Mach number decreases. That is, as the gas velocity goes 

up and the sonic velocity goes down (the temperature goes down) the critical 

sonic condition MA = I is approached. 

For supersonic flow, all conditions are reversed. The velocity


decreases with increasing z while the pressure, density and temperature


£
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Prob. 9.17.3 (cont.)


increase. However, because the Mach number is now decreasing with increas


ing z, the flow again approaches the critical sonic condition. I 
(b) In the "accelerator" mode, F 3)O and 3•(O . For the discussion, 

Itake B as positive so that 5 < 0 , which means that 

o0 1< 1-" (7) I 
Note that this means that EJ is automatically greater than zero. Note that


this leaves unclear the signs of the right-hand sides of Eqs. 2-6. Consider


a section of the channel where the voltage is uniformly distributed with z.
 IThen E is constant and the dependence on J of the right-hand sides of


Eqs. 2-6 can be sketched as shown in the figure. In sketching Eq. 3,


it is necessary to recognize that = --1e so that Eq. 3 is also 
a, 

-- I +(f-e)AO~j (8Pe (i-PA) pL~ j J -, E1 a_P6 

1 
1os' A 1 I 

M<1. Nr) 
/h) 

1 'I
c 

/7\N 

-Y P 

a-E (ý) + cr '--
3"=


+ V,, I~ A`'-
if


N 

~---

/ 

I 
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Prob. 9.17.3 (cont.)


By way of illustrating the significance of these sketches, consider the


dependence of-T/T on . If at some location in the duct 4 0~


then the temperature is increasing with z if the flow is subsonic and


decreasing if it 	 is supersonic. The opposite is true if J < G-E/ZtAz 

S(Remember that E is negative.)


SProb.9.18.1 The mechanical equation of state is Eq. (d) of Table 9.15.1


F ( Rk(1) 

The objective is now to eliminate ~, I and P from Eqs. 9.18.21 and 

9.18.22. 	Substitution of the former into the latter gives 

S •V O- (2) 

I Now, with T eliminated by use of Eq. 1, this becomes 

b a -Iý = O (3) 

i Because = C~ -CV , (Eq. 7.22.13) and -- Cp/Cv so 

p•= '/(1-I) , it follows that Eq. 3 can be written as 

(4)


Integration from the "d" state to the state of interest gives the first of


the desired expressions


. ýS) - (L 	 (5) 

a 	 The second relation is simply a statement of Eq. 1 divided by d on the 

left and R T 7- on the right. 

I

I
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 1 

Prob. 9.18.2 Because the channel is designed to make the temperature I

constant, it follows from the mechanical equation of state (Eq. 9.18.13) 
 3

that ?/-T • E (1) 

At the same time, it has been shown that the transition is adiabatic, so


Eq. 9.18.23 holds. (2)

"• (2) 

3Thus, it follows that both the temperature and mass density must also be 


constant

P (3) I 

In turn, Eq. 9.18.10, which expresses mass conservation, becomes 

VA (4) 

and Eq. 9.18.20 can be used to show that the charge density is constant j

1 (5)


So, with the relation E = -d/d, Eq. 9.18.9 is (Gauss' Law) 

_d (o d A L (6)
C1 t jq 1o 6 (6) 

In view of the isothermal condition, Eq. 9.18.22 requires that


The required relation of the velocity to the area is gotten from Eq. 3.


A. t(8) I 
and substitution of this relation into Eq. 7 gives the required expression


for in terms of the area. 
 f 
- +

Substitution of this expression into Eq. 5 gives the differential equation


for the area dependence on z that must be used to secure a constant temperature.


zI f\0 __ _ _ (10)Sn 
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5 Prob. 9.18.2 (cont.) 

¶ Multiplication of Eq. 10 by c -yt results in an expression that 

can be written as 

d [z )-\is.,Aj 0 . (11) 

(Note that this approach is motivated by a similar one taken in dealing 

with potential-well motions.) To evaluate the constant of integration for 

Eq. 10, note from the derivative of Eq. 9 that E is proportional to d -/d 

3 3 

E A ý (12)-4PAa dA 
T A 

Thus, conditions at the outlet are 

8 A-'_: (13)0 


and Eq. 12 becomes


The second integration proceeds by writing Eq. 14 as


+ 2Z l (15) 

and introducing as a new parameter 

I x~=Ac#)4 &(W')= Ad eK1 (16) 

5 Then, Eq. 15 is 00 

e den =X (17)


i This expression can be written as (choosing the - sign) 

I
(18) 

! (L)e c-, ~dJa/(e 
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Prob. 9.18.2 (cont.) 

where X ( 1 

=F(K) e 4 X (19) I 
and Eq. 5 has been used to write / =L /f . 

Eq. 12 and Eq. 14 evaluated at the entrance give 

3 / _ T3__ 2 (20) 

while from Eq. 4 Eo 0 2a0 . Because =/O, this expression 

therefore becomes the desired one. 

91S -. 

(21) 

Finally, the terminal voltage follows from Eq. 9 as 

v -P - (22)• 

Thus, the electrical power out is I


3 A 
v 7 4-'J -= (23) 

The area ratio follows from Eq. 20 and can be substituted into 

Eq. 22, written using the facts that td 9 A /oF1j as 

I (-C A )/(o. 1• ) so that (A/1A.)= e ] , 

10 -L9 A"C ý(( -1) (24) f 

Thus, it is clear that the maximum power that can be extracted I


( •~1,-_Cro) is the kinetic power Oeo,a (o~ o')I 

I


I

L I
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Prob. 9.18.3 With the understanding that the duct geometry is given, so that 

PI¶ is known, the electrical relations are, Eq. 9.18.8 

3 - ývr1*( F %v)+ a Tr T, (1) 

or with primes indicating derivatives,


'I 4 ¶'(bE '..')4P ¶T ( ')44'6bE41)+iZCyfe2.G =0o(2) 
Eq. 9.18.9


2(¶E) (3)-

which iso


The mechanical relations are


2) 0O (5) 

which can be written as


Eq. 9.18.11


P • p - O (7) 

Eq. 9.18.12


0(8)


and Eq. 9.18.13


jo+ -tA C9 -T)- - o 

?,_£0-• _ ' o (9) 
Although redundant, the Mach relation is


Mz (10) 

Y R -7 
which is equivalent to


+ - =o (11) 

With the definition

I E 0+T-- 'if z[ (12)(1-a+ --
Eqs. 6,7,8,2,4,9 and 11 are respectively written in the orderly form
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(13) 5Prob. 9.18.3 (cont.)


o o o 0r I

o 0 0 o o -a / 

IY (I-1) O o a o 0 E'/4
('/9


S o a0 P (b6+2 5 )EO 0 

M'/
o 0 0 I 0 0 -T,/F 'I 

6


0 -I I o o I o
 I 
o I p o 

In the inversion of these equations, the determinant of the coefficients is 

(14) 1required relations are 

Thus, the required relations are 

(15)p /P 

fE/p 1 

po'/p-r'"/T A
EYE 

- (bE X )EZ_7
(6--t E3

A' /IAv 
j 

-I I -1 0


N~~''


0 
0 0 

- I I (1- (b 
0 o o z -. 

0 

-I,,,?-,+il'+I)
rI r-,), -(, 0 
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I 	 Prob. 9.18.4 In the limit of no convection, the appropriate laws 

II 	 represent Gauss, charge conservation and the terminal current. These


are Eqs. 9.18.8, 9.18.9 and 9.18.10.


aE)4a ti(S) P(2) 

I4'P 0 e~ ++z IT 	 z W S 0(3)0 

This last expression serves to determine the entrance charge density,


given the terminal current I.


Z-IT 	 Z(4) 

Using this expression, it is possible to evaluate the integration constant


needed to integrate Eq. 1. Thus, that expression shows that


I I - 2 rT jol 	 (5) 

Substitution of this expression (of how the charge density thins out as the


channel expands) into Eq. 2 gives a differential equation for the channel


I 	 radius. 

Ei. + Z.sE.tr1 T _ 2_-W____ 	 (6) 

This expression can be written so as to make it clear that it can be


integrated.


where


Thus, integration from the entrance, where Z=o and o , gives 

I

I
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Prob. 9.18.4 (cont.)


-3 [A, 0 - 7-T)-1 (-F? 
Given a normalized radius I , this expression can be used to find the


associated normalized position z , with the normalized wall conductivity, J, 
as a dimensionless parameter. 

Prob. 9.19.1 It is clear from the energy equation, Eq. 9.16.2, that


because the velocity decreases (as it by definition does in a diffuser),


then the temperature must increase. The temperature is related to the


pressure by the mechanical equation of state, Eq. (d) of Table 9.15.1.


_ P -,s = J_-

In the diffuser, the transition is also adiabatic, so Eq. 9.16.3 also


applies


Po 
These equations can be combined to eliminate the mass density.


"=-
I -oTo 

Because >5 , it follows that because the temperature increases, so 

does the pressure. 
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Prob. 9.19.2 The fundamental equation representing components in the 

cycle is Eq. 9.19.7 

IV 
"V = 4 r A X (') 

In the heat-exchanger the gas is raised in temperature and entropy 

i 

I 
I 

I 

as it passes from 1--w . Here, the electrical power input represented 

by the left side of Eq. 1 is replaced by a thermal power input. Thus, with 

the understanding that the vaporized water leaves the heat exchanger at f 

with negligible kinetic energy, 

thermal energy input/unit time P 

mass/unit time 
T (2) 

In representing the turbine, it is assumed that the vapor expansion that 

turns the thermal energy into kinetic energy occurs within the turbine and 

I 
that the gas has negligible kinetic energy as 

turbine power output _V 
mass/unit time Ap 

it leaves the turbine 

T T 

Heat rejected in the condensor, 5-- , is taken as lost. The 

power required to raise the pressure of the condensed liquid, from h--b , 

is (assuming perfect pumping efficiency) 

I 
pump power in 

mass/unit time 

L ( 

(4) 

* 

Combining these relations and recognizing that the electrical power output 

is 7 times the turbine shaft power gives 

electrical power output 

thermal power in 
- pumping power 

, ,( )- ( -R (5) 

I 
I 

HT - Hf 
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Prob. 9.19.2 (cont.) 

'Now, let the heat input '-. be that rejected in e -- o. 

of the MHD or EHD system of Fig. 9.19.1. 
o a 

To describe the combined systems, let MT and M 3 represent the


mass rates of flow in the topping and steam cycles respectively. The effi


ciency of the overall system is then


electrical power out of topping cycle - compressor power 

2- + electrical power out of steam cycle - pump power 

heat power into topping cycle 

(6)


)]
M'I ,-PTO tkg 

Because the heat rejected by the topping cycle from e- is equal ti0 

that into the steam cycle, 

T H ;- 4)
'T T 

ASr N-~4


and it followý 

'7=


I Cc b 
T T 

With the requirement that -_ , and again using Eq. 7 to reintroduce 

AA_ / M4 , Eq. 8 can be written as 

;AT( 4T)T S(CI( _- 14) 

MOr( 14 I - .76 

This efficiency expression takes the form of Eq. 9.19.13.
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10.1


Prob. 10.2.1 (a) In one dimension, Eq. 10.2.2 is simply


ZT _ _ (1)


The motion has no effect because v is perpendicular to the heat flux.


This expression is integrated twice from x=O to an arbitrary location, x.


Multiplied by -kT, the constant from the first integration is the heat flux


at x=0, -P The second integration has To as a constant of integration.


Hence, I
T - - (,a(x")dx"dx - +-T" (2) 

Evaluation of this expression at x=0 where T = T gives a relation that can 

be solved for 7 . Substitution of -T back into Eq. 2, gives the desired 

temperature distribution. 

TJ4(N /f " dxJdx' (3) 

0o 0


(b) The heat flux is gotten from Eq. 3 by evaluating


T -S JdT =I t(K' + ( (4) 

o A 0


At the respective boundaries, this expression becomes ,


= (O)dK/ + 6 r - - X (5) 

a oAA 

Prob. 10.3.1 In Eq. 10.3.20, the transient heat flux at the surfaces is 

zero, so -O 0 

AI% 

These expressions are inverted to find the dynamic part of the surface


temperatures.


Xo " 

A4 X T (2) (2)
,t 8. a -CA Y~f
L)~· 

TO 5 'Sr A 

I 

http:10.3.20


10.2 

Prob. 10.3.2 (a) The EQS elec- )Y RA e of(ct 
1. Re I 

1J
trical dissipation density is


= o-~'E -r -E_. ::Pl , L v 
| 

\Re 1 e cEt-L) 

W A 

Ar r_ _4(Ljt_9b) ' -

1= a-fE E - E.--e E CI=2

-Ir -T-I 

Thus, in Eq. 10.3.6


A 

-b G- . E - 47-F 
~o= ~ t 

The specific _E() follows from 

$(j 
aAd shk 

A(3kC ~kO 
-~ ~ ____h a 

so that


Ae
C[ X 

* ]Co-( 
stab L 

s b 

Thus,

S4 

4 - Ax 4- 101 _10 COS6 Ex cosA (x-6) 
· [t*P;a~qd) ?osk Co a a5 Ad ( ) .sI 

(i~P~O·5 i h Y, S,-h 4 It (1-6) (i 

4I-AA

V r 
it 

S 9-( ,K-6)3 
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Prob. 10.5.1 Perturbation of Eqs. 16-18 with subscript o indicating


the stationary state and time dependence, exp st, gives the relations


-+(. -*( T =0o (1) 3 

+-R, 0 (-A.+' L 

Thus, the characteristic equation for the natural frequencies is


(2) 

To discover the conditions for incipience of overstability, note that it


takes place as a root to Eq. 2 passes from the left to the right half s


plane. Thus, at incipience, s=je. Because the coefficients in Eq. 2 

are real, it can then be divided into real and imaginary parts, each of 

which can be solved for the frequency. With the use of Eqs. 23, it then 

follows that


The critical R is found by setting these expressions equal to each other.


The associated frequency of oscillation then follows by substituting that 3
critical R into either Eq. 3 or 4.


L I 

I


I
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Prob. 10.5.2 With heating from the left, the thermal source term enters


I in the x component of the thermal equation rather than the y component.


Written in terms of the rotor temperature, the torque equation is unaltered.


Thus, in normalized form, the model is represented by


_ () 

In the steady state, Eq. 2 gives T y in terms of T x and JCL ,and this sub

stituted into Eq. 1 gives T as a function of fl. Finally, T M( ), 

substituted into the torque equation, gives 

The graphical solution to this expression is shown in Fig. P10.5.2. Note 

that for T >)0 and )O the negative rotation is consistent with the left 

half of the rotor being heated and hence rising the right half being cooled 

and hence falling. 

I 

I 
U 
I 
I 
I 
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Prob. 10.6.1 (a) To prove the exchange of stabilities holds, multiply


Eq. 8 by X and the complex conjugate of Eq. 9 by T and add. (The


objective here is to obtain terms involving quadratic functions of ex and


T that can be manipulated into positive definite integrals.) Then, inte


grate over the normalized cross-section.


o I 
The second-derivative terms in this expression are integrated by parts


to obtain


o o 

(9' 

1+ z -- 110 [of + TIt]d xI= 0ax Tor+ A I% 

0 0 r 

Boundary conditions eliminate the terms evaluated at the surfaces. With


the definition of positive definite integrals


o o Q) 

I , 
The remaining terms in Eq. 2 reduce to


M 

U
Now, let s= o 4•L , where O- and 4 are real. Then, Eq. 4 divides into 

real and imaginary parts. The imaginary part is 

, 
CP3 (5)

PT
A


I 
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Prob. 10.6.1 (cont.)


It follows that if Ram) 0, then Wý =0. This is the desired proof. Note


that if the heavy fluid is on the bottom (Ram < 0) the eigenfrequencies


can be complex. This is evident from Eq. 17.


(b) Equations 8 and 9 show that with s=0


which has the four roots t Y evaluated with A =0. The steps 

to find the eigenvalues of R are now the same as used to deduce Eq. 15, 

except that A =0 throughout. Note that Eq. 15 is unusually simple, in 

that in the section it is an equation for -W . It was only because of 

the simple nature of the boundary conditions that it could be solved for 

Sand b directly. In any case, the Y are the same here, nr, 

Eq. 6 can be evaluated to obtain the criticality condition, Eq. 18,


for each of the modes.


Prob. 10.6.2 Equation 10.6.14 takes the form


Iand 


I a i; 
In terms of these same coefficients . * . T. , it follows from 

Eq. 10.6.10 that the normalized heat flux is


(2)


and from Eq. 11 that the normalized pressure is


V^ ^ 

?"["=I C( (3) 

Evaluation of these last two expressions at X = . where 
 1


and p = P and at X = 0 where = and PP gives 

I 
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Prob. 10.6.2 (cont.)


i, 

V( t [ 
p \IjJ 

P 
T2> 

where (note 	that B B-- 

-. 6 
et,

-B1 
Y6 -61L -•be

Z6 c	 16, 
66, 

Thus, the required transfer relations are 

Tri	 -T 
A 

P 
A" 

C,:*: [-I 

The matrix is therefore determined in two steps. First, Eq. 10.6.14


is inverted 	to obtain
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Prob. 10.6.2 (cont.)


-i 

2. skd Yb 

-26b s5,4b6 

- 2_ OL 5.k, br 

2 s5abhf 

2b s; hYbe 

2--66-z26 s;hYeZG~s~A.& 

-2.- Oy".


-I


--2a s;nhk zsi~ &be ' ." 

2 S;h1k~ -2.s;hkbbe 

- s: , ', -2s;.l-, 

-z s;.Lk(. 2;.sed 

Finally, Eq. 7 is evaluated using Eqs. 5 and 8.


where


[Cf= 

lad sinhY~bcos'b~b 
- b6(csInh'bb cosh%,j 

Ibit6 5b.iflsubhTb CoSkleao16bd l 

-a'Obs;nk oshf~b ~ 

b6s1knkA 

-a Bs;"h6bIS 

-I 

[0 S*n kyb- I\dS;k~bC~sb`b, C~S;k~l(c, 
sih-fbA 5 ýý - ~bSihh\6~e~sh~dbl -'b,,;nh'bb~ 

-b WS-hkid ýCOVa .cSh 

- al S ak`boshl b 

6 s ;hý Y +bB, 

&Bb S;inh 1ý 

6 .c 6 sk4hs s-aco 
-6b8coshr.sinnb} 

b5 -1 CCos1 

I(bSikh'h >;%\11osh 

1-B~s~khIe,4b LB~~bc5J~1~ 
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Prob. 10.6.3 (a) To the force equation, Eq. 4, is added the viscous force 

density, 2'J . Operating on this with [-curl(curl)], then addsto Eq. 7, 

V4 . In terms of complex amplitudes, the result is 

Normalized as suggested, this results in the first of the two given equations.


The second is the thermal equation, Eq. 3, unaltered but normalized.


(b) The two equations in (vx,T) make it possible to determine


the six possible solutions exp 'x.


IL ZI-T I. 1 

The six roots comprise the solution


The velocity follows from the second of the given equations


-, = -(6- e- (4) IIW (T 

To find the transfer relations, the pressure is gotten from the x


component of the force equation, which becomes


1D'FI)I (5)D1P K-i' "4 TP4T 

Thus, in terms of the six coefficients,


For two-dimensional motions where v =0, the continuity equation suffices I 
A A 

to find vy in terms of vx. Hence, 
y x 

'• I "•U
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I 
Prob. 10.6.3 (cont.) 

From Eqs. 6 and 7, the stress components can be written as 

A =(8) 

and the thermal flux is similarly written in terms of the amplitudes . 

3T 	 (10) 

These last three relations, respectively evaluated at the d and /3 surfaces 

provide the stresses and thermal fluxes in terms of the -r5. 

I•13 SIT,/ 

3By evaluating Eqs. 3, 4 and 7 at the respective surfaces, relations are obtained


ITI 

3 	 (12)

Ai 	 Tz

3 	 Inversion of these relations gives the amplitudes T- in terms of the


velocities and temperature. Hence, A


rI--
4 

[ 
-1. 	 (13) 

1 T 

I 
V; 	 A 
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Prob. 10.7.1 (a) The imposed electric field follows from Gauss'


integral law and the requirement that the integral of E from r=R to r=a be V.


~ •· 1(1) 

The voltage V can be constrained, or the cylinder allowed to charge up, in 3

which case the cylinder potential relative to that at r=a is V. Conservation


of ions in the quasi-stationary state is Eq. 10.7.4 expressed in cylindrical


coordinates.


1 r ) I =0(2) 
r'- V' I 

One integration, with the constant evaluated in terms of the current i to


the cylinder, gives


zVrrX) A*4 l =C (3) 1 
The particular solution is -/JoL7 , while the homogeneous solution follows 

from S~ Si Y (4)


Thus, with the homogeneous solution weighted to make I aC)= o , the 

charge density distribution is the sum of the homogeneous and particular 

solutions, / 1 

/a ( 4-oCo €-o < 

where f = jT/zE.- •-T. 

(b) The current follows from requiring that at the surface


of the cylinder, r=R, the charge density vanish.


L2 Ps- ¶rgji")Pn _ I(6) 

With the voltage imposed, this expression is completed by using Eq. lb.


U

I 
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Prob. 10.7.1 (cont.)


(c) With the cylinder free to charge up, the charging rate 

I*-7 
is determined by (7) 

in the form


(8)


I 

I
+ + +-(9) 

,.! 3.31 
w 

= -  By defining t ( I//T r/ / ) this takes the 

normalized form 

33! 

where


I 
Prob. 10.7.2 Because there is no equilibrium current in the x direction,


Z(1)O 

For the unipolar charge distribution, Gauss' law requires that


(2)


Substitution for 1 using Eq. 2 in Eq. 1 gives an expression that can


be integrated once by writing it in the form


A ( -z B -o (3) 

As x---oo , E--bO and there is no charge density, so AE/Acx-- 0. Thus, 

I the quantity in brackets in Eq. 3 is zero, and a further integration can be 

performed Eo o 

3 jX (4) 
JcL .~f'i 
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Prob. 10.7.2 (cont.)


It follows that the desired electric field distribution is


E = E./(I - -- ) (5) 

where a 2K4 /b•E. I 

The charge distribution follows from Eq. 2 

S- (6)


The Einstein relation shows that -P- / 2 (-AT/O-)/E)/OC -= 

Prob. 10.8.1 (a) The appropriate solution to Eq. 8 is simply 3 
co&ý (
aX t 

(1)

Evaluated at the midplane, this gives 

C,0oS(z/a) (2) 

(b) Symmetry demands that the slope of the potential vanish


at the midplane. If the potential there is called 1), evaluation of the term 3

in brackets from Eq. 9 at the midplane gives -cosk 1., and it follows that 

W--f C,, I = - COS h -,. (3) 3 
so that instead of Eq. 10, the expression for the potential is that given


in the problem.


(c) Evaluation of the integral expression at the midplane


gives i 

- -_V2(cs 

2

In principal, an iterative evaluation of this integral can be used to determine 3

c and hence the potential distribution. However, the integrand is singular


at the end point of the integration, so the integration in the vicinity of I


this end point is carried out analytically. In the neighborhood of I_ CsOi•
5 

Cos 1 +SSh i(ý -k)and the integrand of Eq. 4 is approximated by


With the numerical integration ending at J,+•_6 , short of ,_ , the I 

remainder of the integral is taken analytically.
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Prob. 10.8.1 (cont.)


Thus, the expression to be evaluated numerically is


wr 

a+,&(( 


-)


where C and i are negative quantities and S is a positive number. 

At least to obtain a rough approximation, Eq. 7 can be repeatedly evaluated


with L altered to make & the prescribed value. For /. =/ g =-33 thet


distribution is shown in Fig. P10.8.1 and •e • l.


a* I 
0.4 

-3 -z -i 

Fig. P10.8.1. Potential distribution over

half of distance between parallel boundaries

having zeta potentials S=-3.
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ZetaPotentials

istep,imid
delta,delx,phi(9999),phic,phi err,zeta,perror

common istep,delta,delx,phi,phic,phierr,zeta

call input
2 delx = delta/real(istep-l)

imid = 1 + istep/2
phic = 0.0

3 continue

C CALCULATE THE VALUE OF PHIc

do 4 i=l,imid-1
phi(i+l) = phi(i) + delx * sqrt(2*(cosh(phi(i))-cosh(phic)))

4 continue
C
C DETERMINE IF THE UNCERTAINTY IN PHIc IS LESS THAN THE ERROR

perror = (phi(imid)-phic)/(phic + 1.0e-06)
if(abs(perror).gt.abs(phierr)) then

phic = phi(imid)
goto 3

endif
C
C PREPARE AND SEND THE DATA TO THE OUTPUT FILE

do 5 i=l,imid-1
phi(istep-i+1)=phi(i)

5 continue
call output
STOP 'GOOD BYE'
END

SUBROUTINE INPUT
integer istep
real*4 delta,delx,phi(9999),phic,phierr,zeta
common istep,delta,delx,phi,phic,phierr,zeta

C INPUT THE NECESSARY PARAMETERS FOR THE PLOT

8 write(*,*) 'Enter the zeta potential:'
read(*,*,err=8) zeta

9 write(*,*) 'Enter the normalized distance:'
read(*,*,err=9) delta

10 write(*,*) 'Enter the (odd) number of steps across the layer:'
read(*,*,err=10) istep

11 write(*,*) 'Enter the error fraction for the midplane phi:'
read(*,*,err=ll) phierr

phi(l) = - zeta
RETURN
END



rINE OUTPUT
istep

delta,delx,phi(9999),phic,phierr,zeta,x
istep,delta,delx,phi,phic,phierr,zeta

THE DESIRED DATA TO AN OUTPUT FILE, READY FOR ENABLE TO PLOT
iit=6,file='e:zeta.out',status='new')
5,*) 'The potential parameters are'
5,9500) istep,delta,phic,zeta,phierr

9500 rormat(' Steps= ', ',15,/,' Delta= ', ',',F10.4,/,
& ' Phic= ', ',',F10.4,/,' Zeta= ',',F10.4,/,
& ' Error= ', ',', F10.4)

write(6,*) ' X position Phi(x) I
do 100 i=l,istep

x = real(i-1) * delx
write(6,9510) x,phi(i)

100 continue
9510 format(' ',F10.5,',',F10.5)

close(unit=6)
RETURN
END

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
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Prob. 11.17.6 (cont.) . 1 - I 
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I

See, Briggs, R.J., Electron-Stream Interaction With Plasmas, M.I.T. Press (1964)


pp 32-34 and 42-44.
 I
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Prob. 	10.9.1 (a) In using Eq. (a) of Table 9.3.1, the double layer is


I 	 assumed to be inside the boundaries. (This is by contrast with the use made


of this expression in the text, where the electrokinetics was represented by


a slip boundary condition at the walls, and there was no interaction in the


bulk of the fluid.) Thus, •=O, =O and Ty x = Ax . Because the 

potential has the same value on each of the walls, the last integral is zero.


'KAxK A 6 	 C (1)S'Er AX= W -1Co)1= 
and the 	next to last integral becomes


I 	 = C.6 ~'7) +Sj (2) 

Thus, the velocity profile is a superposition of the parabolic pressure


I driven flow and the potential distribution biased by the zeta potential so


I that it makes no contribution at either of the boundaries.


(b) If the Debye length is short compared to the channel


width, then I =0 over most of the channel. Thus, Eqs. 1 and 2 inserted


into Eq. (a) of Table 9.3.1 give the profile, Eq. 10.9.5.


I (c) Division of Eq. (a) of Table 9.3.1 evaluated using 

Eqs. 1 and 2 byet , 7 gives the desired normalized form. For example, 

if Se23 and A =2, the electrokinetic contribution to the velocity profile 

is as shown in Fig. P10.8.1. 

Prob. 10.9.2 (a) To find Syx, note that from Eq. (a) of Table 9.3.1 

with the wall velocities taken as E > /7 

2 
Thus, the stress is


I =? -) 	 (2) 

This expression, evaluated at x=0, combines with Eqs. 10.9.11 and 10.9.12


to give 	the required expression.


(b) Under open circuit conditions, where the wall currents


I 

I 
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Prob, 10.9.2 (cont.) 

due to the external stress are returned in the bulk of the fluid and where 

the generated voltage also gives rise to a negative slip velocity that tends 

to decrease E , the generated potential is gotten by setting i in the given 

equation equal to zero and solving for Ey and hence v. 

Prob. 10.10.1 In Eq. 10.9.12, what is (5E ~or0/)E compared to 'z S ? 
To approximate the latter, note that S 0/R7 , where from Eq. 10.10.10, 

U is at most (E /7)E . Thus, the stress term is of the order of o CS/R 

and this is small compared to the surface current driven by the electric 

field if R>>) * 

Prob. 10.10.2 With the particle constrained and the fluid motionless at 

infinity, U=O in Eq. 10.10.9. Hence, with the use of Eq. 10.10.7, that 

expression gives the force. 

1 

I 

I 

-r, I(1) 

The particle is pulled in the same direction as the liquid in the diffuse 

part of the double layer. For a positive charge, the fluid flows from 

south to north over the surface of the particle and is returned from 

north to south at a distance on the order of R from the particle. 

Prob. 10.10.3 Conservation of charge now requires that 

(E-3 •+p s• = 0 (1) 

with K again taking the form of Eq. 10.10.4. Using the stress functions 

with 9 dependence defined in Table 7.20.1, Eq. 1 requires that 

3 

I 

- (-'E0 .2A 
-Cr 

2 14(-E4A >)"'is 
S"" 

(2) 
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Prob. 10.10.3 (cont.)


The viscous shear stress can be substituted into this expression using


Eq. 10.10.8b with 1e given by Eq. 7 and E in turn written using Eq. 10.10.4.


Hence,


I2 _ U 3E SI3)+ _,+A 0(3 )WV-FE.+A)-

This expression can be solved for A/R3


A E-(-a++ - .e)+(4Uz cr• 2_ Ts (,(4) 

Substituted into Eq. 10.10.4, this expression determines the potential dis

tribution. With no flow at infinity, the field consists of the uniform 

imposed field plus a dipole field with moment proportional to A. Note 

that the terms in / resulting from the shear stress contributions are 

I negligible compared to those in <, provided that <1g . With no


applied field, the shear stress creates a streaming current around the


particle that influences the surrounding potential much as if there were


I a dipole current source at the origin. The force can be evaluated using


Eq. 10.10.9.


-IT + •
11 + Z (r.0( 0 (a r (5) 

Again, note that, because (<<•,all terms involving / are negligible. 

Thus, Eq. 5 reduces to 

-F6= - ý Ru + (o (6) 

which makes it clear that Stoke's drag prevails in the absence of an


applied electric field.


I

I
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Prob. 10.11.1 From Eq. 10.11.6, the total charge of a clean surface is


1=A ad-(1) 
For the Helmholtz layer,


q =c%1 (2)


Thus, Eq. 10.11.9 gives the coenergy function as


, A 1  Z P (3) 

In turn, Eq. 10.11.10 gives the surface tension function as


and Eq. 10.11.11 provides the incremental capacitance.


C - (5) 

The curve shown in Fig. 10.11.2b is essentially of the form of Eq. 4.


The surface charge density shows some departure from being the predicted


linear function of vd, while the incremental capacitance is quite differ


ent from the constant predicted by the Helmholtz model.


Prob. 10.11.2 (a) From the diagram, vertical force equilibrium for the I


control volume requires that


-I'( I1-• + ( - = 0-

so that


)# 6EEt (2) 

and because E. =, 1I 

Compare this to the prediction from Eq. 10.11.1 (with a clean interface


so that Vr-wO and with B- = T I 

- With the use of Eq. 4 from Prob. 10.11.1 with T - ,Pd-2~e gn=T, (! this becomes I 
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I 

Prob. 10.11.2 (cont.) 

2 _j (5) 

in agreement with Eq. 3. Note that the shift from the origin in the 

potential for maximum Ye is not represented by the simple picture of 

the double layer as a capacitor. 

(b) From Eq. 5 with )R + (6) 

d 

P  + ?.( _ ) ( 

and it follows from the perturbation part of this expression that 

--

I 

I 

If the volume "within" the double-layer is preserved, then the thickness 

of the layer must vary as the radius of the interface is changed in accord

ance with S (8) 

(Itfollows from the evaluation of Eq. 3 with the voltage across the layer 

held fixed, that 

(3 + 2 (9) 

I 2 2 

In view of Eq. 8, 

P z A- (10) 

I 
What has been shown is that if the volume were actually preserved, then 

the effect of the potential would be just the opposite of that portrayed 

by Eq. 7. Thus, Eq. 10 does not represent the observed electrocapillary 

effect. By contrast with the "volume-conserving" interface, a "clean" 

interface is one made by simply exposing to each other the materials 

on each side of the interface. 

I

I

I




I 
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Prob. 10.12.1 Conservation of charge


for the double layer is represented using


the volume element shown in the figure. 

I 
It is assumed that the drop remains spherical 

and is biased away from the maximum in the 
:o) 

electrocapillary curve at %=%'. Thus, with 

the electric potential around the drop repre

sented by 

-=  OEcos G + A cos (2) 

I 

Eq. 1 becomes 

-- (- l:E Cos e-..3 cc&e) + Ta Z s;ooS! h e to0s 

RS k in 
and it follows that the 6 dependence cancels out so that 

7-649 + A= - -Eo (3, 

I 

1 
Normal stress equilibrium requires that 

S - S" -0ziXeo (4) 
With the equilibrium part of this expression subtracted out, it follows that 

rr, cos e - 5,, 2 cos + 2- =o (5) 
In view of the stress-velocity relations for creep flow, Eqs. 7.21.23 and 

7.21.24, this boundary condition becomes 

+( A3+ ,4R7,"A+U4= 2-CTo E (6) 

where additional boundary conditions that have been used are --=7 and 

= ~~ar = 0. The shear stress balance requires that 

Sy Sini5n - + -QE = o (7) 

In view of Eq. 2 and these same stress-velocity relations, it follows that 

I 
' (7. + "0 A + ,(8)(Yo F_ 0 
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Prob. 10.12.1 (cont.)


Simultaneous solution of Eqs. 3, 6 and 8 for U gives the required relation


ship between the velocity at infinity, U, and the applied electric field, Eo


V= TREo 

To make the velocity at infinity equal to zero, the drop must move in the z-


direction with this velocity. Thus, the drop moves in a direction that would


be consistent with thinking of the drop as having a net charge having the same


sign as the charge on the "drop-side" of the double layer.


Prob. 10.12.2 In the sections that have both walls solid, Eq. (a) of Table


9.3.1 applies with 1 =0 and l =0.


Integration relates the pressure gradient in the electrolyte (region a) and


in this mercury free section (region I)to the volume rate of flow. 

I jLAa3W (2) 

Similarly, in the upper and lower sections where there is mercury and electro


lyte, these same relations apply with the understanding that for the upper


region, x=0O is the mercury interface, while for the mercury, x=b is the inter


face. Z T 

The volume rates of flow in the upper and lower parts of Section II are then


aLus oCg i (5)i o
Q6 

z 12- t~/ b·-• 


Because gravity tends to hold the interface level, these pressure gradients
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Prob. 10.12.2 (cont.)


need not match. However, the volume rate of flow in the mercury must be zero.


Xn • 7 6(o U (7) 

and the volume rates of flow in the electrolyte must be the same I


=cI(j2 _ P (8) 

Hence, it has been determined that given the interfacial velocity U, the


velocity profile in Section II is I


(X) = -. h_ (9)6 

Stress equilibrium at the mercury-electrolyte interface determines U. First,


observe that the tangential electric field at this interface is approximately


(11) I 

5
Thus, stress equilibrium requires that 


cvT 1.I j,= 0 (12) 

where the first term is the double layer surface force density acting in shear 

on the flat interface. Evaluated using Eqs. 9 and 10, Eq. 12 shows that the 

interfacial velocity is 

U (13)= 

Finally, the volume rate of flow follows from Eqs. 5 and 8 as


_ Ca W (14) 

Thus, Eqs. 13 and 14 combine to give the required dependence of the electro


lyte volume rate of flow as a function of the driving current I.


6 = (15) 

4r(5 I+ 
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11.1 1 

Prob. 11.2.1 With the understanding that the time derivative on the left


is the rate of change of t' for a given particle (for an observer moving


with the particle velocity ' ) the equation of motion is


-= ( +(1) 

Substitution of = and dot multiplication of this expression with 

v gives (2) I 

Kcl
Because y is perpendicular to , 

3t •--IV 1~~ (3) 

By definition, the rate of change of ) with respect to time is 

r I -> ý I -) + . (4) 

where here it is understood that / means the partial is taken


holding the Eulerian coordinates (x,y,z) fixed. Thus, this partial deriva


tive is zero. It follows that because the del operator used in expressing


Eq. 3 is also written in Eulerian coordinates, that the right-hand side of


Eq. 4 can be taken as the rate of change of a spatially varying I with I

respect to time as observed by a particle. So, now with the understanding


that the partial is taken holding the identity of a particle fixed (for


example, using the initial coordinates of the particle as the independent


spatial variables) Eq. 3 becomes the desired energy conservation statement.


a) + 0 (5) 1 
I 

I


U




-- 
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Prob. 11.3.1 (a) Using (x,y,z) to denote the


cartesian coordinates of a given electron between


the electrodes shown to the right, the particle t-


equations of motion (Eq. 11.2.2) are simply


h! 	 e 

m =Co 
 (3)


There is no initial velocity in the z direction, so it follows from Eq. 3


that the motion in the z direction can be taken as zero.


(b) To obtain the required expression for x(t), take the time derivative


of Eq. (1) and replace the second derivative of y using Eq. (2). Thus,


When the electron is at x = 0, 

= 0 A 	 0) ( (5) 

I 	 So that Eq. 4 becomes


++ -	 (6) 

Iote that for 	operation with electrons, V < 0 

I 	 (c) This expression is most easily solved by adding to the particular 

solution, .V/ 42?2,the combination of S;ir WAx and Cos w x(the 

homogeneous solutions) required to satisfy the initial conditions. 

However, to proceed in a manner analogous to that required in the text, 

Eq. 6 is multiplied by c4K/jt and the resulting expression written in 

the form IX[+Z ?-	 (7) 

I 	 so that it is evident that the quantity in brackets is conserved. To


satisfy the condition of Eq. 5, the constant of integration is zero


I 
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Prob. 11.3.1 (cont.)


(the initial total energy is zero) so it follows from Eq. 7 that


,./
?_ % (8) 

where e V<O. 1 
The potential well picture given by this 

expression is shown at the right. Rearrange- I

ment of Eq. 8 puts it in a form that can be
 I

integrated. First, it is written as


Z+ eV9X ~c t (9) 
I 

Then, integration gives
 I

.r _eV 

Cos ' • •t3 x- oS Wt -,• |M-• = (10) 

Of course, this is just the combination of particular and homogeneous


solutions to Eq. 6 required to satisfy the initial condition.


The associated motion in the y direction follows by using Eq. 10 to I

evaluate the right-hand side of Eq. 2. Then, integration gives the


velocity e-C• V () (11) 1 

dt ( Co. cj' 

where the integration constant is evaluated to satisfy Eq. 5. A second


integration, this time with the constant of integration evaluated to make


y=O when t=0, gives (note that . =-- C/Am ). 

Thus, with t as a parameter, Eqs. 10 and 12 give the trajectory of a


particle starting out from the origin when t=0. Electrons coming from


the cathode at other times or other locations along the y axis have


similar trajectories.


1 
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Prob. 11.3.1 (cont.)


(d) The construction shown in the figure is useful in picturing


particle motions that are the planar analogous of those found in cylind


rical geometry in the text.


I (e) The trajectory just grazes the anode if the peak amplitude given


I by Eq. 10 is just equal to the spacing, a. The potential resulting from


this equality is then the critical one.


1 (13)
I V~ -mL 2 (2 

I


I~f--- 1L 

S

I.

I

I

I

£ 

I

I
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0.883145 0.014083
0.912981 0.014548
0.945459 0.015053
0.981006 0.015604
1.020155 0.016209
1.063579 0.016789
1.112144 0. 17623
1 .166981 0.018460

1 .229610 0.".94_'

1.302123 2."SC507
1.387499 0.021785
1.490157 0.023309
1.616992 0.025167
1.779507 0.027511
1.998733 0.030603
2.318587 0.034970
2.852775 0.041888
4.053033 0.055937

ERR 0.034481

Divide by Z-er-c. error

'• eraclw tc iv r(•)

0 .287714
0.295376
0.303157
0 .311 062
0.319093
0.327255
0. 335552
0.343988
0.352569
0.361300
0.370185

0.379231
0.388443
0.397829
0.407395
0.417149
0.427098
0.437252
0.447621
0.458213
0.469040
(0.480114
0.491449
0.503058
(1.514957

0.527164
0.539697
0.552580
0.565834
0.579488
0.593572
0.608120
0.623174
0.638778
0.654988
0.671g66

0.689489
. 707950

U.727363
".747870
0.769656
u.792965
0 .818132
0 . 845644
0. 876248
0.911218
0.953106
1. 009043
1.0143524

- v
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11.5 £


Prob. 11.4.1 The point in this problem is to appreciate the quasi-one


dimensional model represented by the paraxial ray equation. First, observe 


that it is not simply a one-dimensional version of the general equations of


motion. The exact equations are satisfied identically in a region where


Er, 1E and .r are zero by the solution r = constant, 
= constant 

and a uniform motion in the z direction, z=Ut. That the magnetic field, 

Bz, has a z variation (and hence that there are radial components of B) I 

is implied by the use of Busch's Theorem (Eq. 11.4.2). The angular vel

ocity implicit in writing the radial force equation reflects the arrival 5

of the electron at the point in question from a region where there is no


magnetic flux density. It is the centrifugal force caused by the angular


velocity created in the transition from the field free region to the one 
 j

where B is uniform that appears in Eq. 11.4.9, for example.


Prob. 11.4.2 The theorem is a consequence of the property of solutions to


Eq. 11.4.9. (1)


In this expression, "y '•(t),reflecting the possibility that the Bz


varies in an arbitrary way in the z-direction. Integration of Eq. 1 gives I


d t i, (2)


Because the quantity on the right is positive definite, it follows that the


derivative at some downstream location is less than that at the entrance. 
 5

(3) 

a Il • 

Prob. 11.4.3 For the magnetic lens, Eq. 11.4.8 reduces to


-e (1)


Integration through the length of the lens gives


ItI


I,+d8[ · 5 Jda 
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Prob. 11.4.3 (cont.) 

and this expression becomes 

Ar r - - -ee r (3) 

On the right it has been assumed that the variation through the "weak" lens 

SI 
of the radial position is negligible. 

Fig. 11.4.2 is 

• _ 6-•(4) 

The definition of f that follows from 

I so that for electrons entering the lens as parallel rays, it follows from 

Eq. 3 that 

d-a 

I 
I 

which can be solved for f to obtain the expression given. As a check, 

observe for the example given in the text where B = B over the lengthz o 

of the lens, 

+ • R (6) 

I 
and it follows from Eq. 5 that 

1__M_ (7) 

This same expression is found from Eq. 11.4.12 in the limit j• (<( 1 

1 Prob. 11.4.4 For the given potential distribution 

•(1) 

3A 
the coefficients in Eq. 11.4.8 are 

C (2) 

I 
and the differential equation reduces to one having constant coefficients. 

0Ir---A +-1_ =o (3) 

At z = z+, just to the downstream side of the plane z=0, boundary


conditions are


I
I ,(4)
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Prob. 11.4.4 (cont.) 

Solutions to Eq. 3 are of the form 

Z>e + • - ((5) 

and evaluation of the coefficients by using the conditions of Eq. 4 

results in the desired electron trajectory. 

Prob. 11.5.1 

are 

A A 

In Cartesian coordinates, the transverse force equations 

e ea (1) R 

0 eULe+ 

With the same substitution as used in the zero order equations, these 

relations become 

e. 0 
_e"~V 

A 
- dX 

aim" 

where the potential distributions on the right are predetermined from 

the zero order fields. For example, solution of Eqs. 3 gives 

(2) 

(3) 

I 

I
1 

I1I 

If the Doppler shifted frequency is much less than the electron cyclotron 

frequency, lc = ./ I3 

Typically, A8/l l . and ' so that Eqs. 4 and 11.5.5 show 
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Prob. 11.5.1 (cont.)


I that A


-(- (J-( 	 ) - i) (6) 

so, if I J-kUj<L•3, then the transverse motions are negligible compared to the 

longitudinal ones. Most likely W'-QU "O•p so the requirement is essentially 

3 that the plasma frequency be low compared to the electron cyclotron frequency. 

Prob. 11.5.2 (a) Equations 11.5.5 and 11.5.6 remain valid in cylindrical


geometry. 	However, Eq. 11.5.7 is replaced by the circular version of Eq. 11.5.4


combined with Eq. 11.5.6


!15 	 0 (1) 

Thus, it has the form of Bessel's equation, Eq. 2.16.19, with k-.-'. The deriva

1 tion of the transfer relations in Table 2.16.2 remains valid because the displace

ment vector is found from the potential by taking the radial derivative and that 

" involves 1 and not k. (If the derivation involved a derivative with respect to 

z, there would be two ways in which k entered in the original derivation, and 

Icould not be unambiguously identified with k everywhere.) 

(b) Using 	(c), (d) and (e) to designate the radii r=a and r=+b and -b respect


ively, 	the solid circular beam is described by 

DI = Ef,(, ) e (2) 

I while the free space annulus has


S(3) 

Thusin ;]: 	 (b,) 61 [ i Eq 2 1 

Thus, in view of the conditions that : D= and ,Eqs. 2 and 

I 3b show that 

S__h,_(_6,_0___ (4) 

0Cb,•,6 ) (C_) 	 • 
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Prob. 11.5.2 (cont.)


This expression is then substituted into Eq. 3a to show that


6 )(5) 

which is the desired driven response.


(c) The dispersion equation follows from Eq. 5, and takes the same form as


Eq. 11.5.12


For the temporal modes, what is on the right (a function of geometry and the


wavenumber) is real. From the properties of the f determined in Sec. 2.17,


( ,Qb)) O for 406 and ;,(}b,<)(O, so it is clear that for Y real, 

Eq. 6 cannot be satisfied. However, for X=-d•where c1 is defined as real,


Eq. 6 becomes


-CL ___ _ (7) 

This expression can be solved graphically to find an infinite number of solutions,


dm . Given these values, the eigenfrequencies follow from the definition of


given with Eq. 11.5.7.


S= 'PJ -+ (8) 
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Prob. 11.6.1 The system of m first order differential equations takes


the form


!•__,S-A + i,-3) (1) 

where i =1 .... m generates the m equations. 

I (a) Following the method of "undetermined multipliers, multiply the ith


I equation by "• and add all m equations


1 + ýLx)= 

a 

= 0i (2) 

I 

I I . 

These expressions, j =di1 .... m can be written as equations in the 

I 
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Prob. 11.6.1 (cont.)


M 

The first characteristic equations are given by the condition that the


determinant of the coefficients of the As' vanish. i


&-=

(b) Now, to form the coefficient matrix, write Eq. 1 as the first m of


the 2 m expressions


N 
F,, G,, F,. , - Fm , 

XV 
0 

U 
K_, F?. G F G r-t o 

I 
X~,0

6F - . V,.G,, G,, .* * G.. a I 
drX,


* a I0 

ax, 

The second m of these expressions are


I

3t


To show that determinant of these coefficients is the same as Eq. 6,


operate on Eq. 7 in ways motivated by the special case of obtaining


Eq. 11.6.19 from Eq. 11.6.17. Multiply the(m+1) 'st equation through


'
2mth equation (the last m equations) by dt-1. Then, these last m


I

I


http:11.6.17
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Prob. 11.6.1 (cont.)


rows (m+l....2m) are first respectively multiplied by F1 1, F1 2 ... lm


and subtracted from the first equation. The process is then repeated


using of F2 1, F22 "... F2m and the result subtracted from the second


equation, and so on to the mth equation. Thus, Eq. 7 becomes


o -F GI r aS * 

o Gmt-, Ao . 
C7 

& 0 0o 0 

0 a * I 

Now, this expression is expanded by "minors" about the i is that appear 

as the only entries in the odd columns to obtain 

G,,-F, a G," _,P (10) 

J-4 E4 *t·'L mm 

Multiplied by (-1) this is the same as Eq. 6.
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Prob. 11.7.1 Eqs. 9.13.11 and 9.13.12, with V=0 and b=O are i 

I 
at _ +_ (1) 

a (01) )=O (2) 
a t CI 

In a uniform channel, the compressible equations of motion are Eqs. 11.6.3


and 11.6.4


I 

These last expressions are identical to the first two if the identification


1,1,--aw 6-X and -b- . =is male , 0 a 4 Because tx 

(Eq. 11.6.2) the analogy is not complete unless O /54 is independent 

of e . This .requires that (from Eq. 11.6.2)
c19 atZ' (3) 

I 

I 
`I 
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Prob. 11.7.2 Eqs. 9.13.4 and 9.13.9 with A f defined by =--((-E~and ,) 

and 6 = T•2 are 

s-s + -p . . r~~d 
Si *La1 PC 

40 
1.


These form the first two of the following 4 equations.


0 ____ _ -% 

11(3 rj3 (1+ 

At


The last two state that d 
I n 

and 
I-I are computed along the 

characteristic lines. 

The Ist characteristic equations f from requiring that the 

determinant of the coefficients vanish. 

To reduce this determinant divide the third and fourth columns by dt 

and At/? respectively, and subtract from the first and second respectively. 

Then expand by minors to obtain the new determinant 

Sdt 
dt (E- E.V -Y 

1 3 OIL 

= O 
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Prob. 11.7.2 (cont.)


Thus, the Ist characteristic equations are


or


--t _ _ on C (6) 

The IInd characteristics are found from the determinant obtained by substituting 

the column matrix on the right for the column on the left. I 

o a. 

0I

9 dt o 

(7)
do 


l1

itdgo dt de 

Solution, expanding in minors about a19 and c , gives 

d)tj (8) 

With the understanding the + signs mean that the relations pertain to C,


Eq. 6 reduces this expression to the IInd characteristic equations.


'Z D- . on C (9) 

I 
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Prob. 11.7.3 (a) The equations of motion are 9.13.11 and 9.13.12 with 

V= 0 and 6=o . 

C) + - + - o 

These are the first two of the following relations


,It 0 

'-' I~

o di L 
The last two define 4,6 and C as the differentials computed in the 

characteristic directions. 

The determinant of the coefficients gives the Ist characteristics. 

Using the same reduction as in going from Eq. 11.6.18 to 11.6.19 gives 

F A Sat

t I d 
cdt jt 

A I , - -Lý t I T-CT) n( (T) = -a 
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Prob. 	11.7.3 (cont.)
 I 
The second characteristics are this same determinant with the column matrix


on the right substituted for the first column on the left.
 I

I
o	 o0 3 (6) 

I 13 

a 13 E o0	 + AdT~ -) I 
o At 

In view of Eq. 5, this expression becomes
 II 
13L + A = o	 U 

Integration gives


I*1 

- t fX (T)= C* I 
(b) The initial and boundary conditions are as shown to the right. C+


characteristics 	are straight lines.


On C from A-13 the invariant is


A 
-At B, itfl-l (9) 

At B, it follows that 

fro= C- R ( 
(10) 

and hence from C-, I)s( ) 

C+ j- T2,( 5 S~,)X(P) + (F) = Z. R (TS)'5~ 

(11)


Also, from -o C


c= (12)
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Prob. 11.7.3 	(cont.)


Eq. 8 shows 	that at a point where C+ and C- characteristics cross 

:-: C++C. (13) 

I R) C+-C. 	
(14)


So, at any point on 1-'C , these equations are evaluated using Eqs. 11 

and 12 to give 

I -	 (15) 

(16)
SR(T) 	 = R (T,) 


'3 Further, the slope of the line is the constant, from Eq. 5, 

-aT 
(17)


Thus, the response on all C+ characteristics originating on the t axis is


3 determined. For those originating on the z axis, the solution is i'= 0 

and = 'Tr 

ft 	 (c) Initial conditions set the invariants C t 

3-+ct 	 2-y z(18)


The numerical values are shown on the respective characteristics in


IFig.
11.7.3a to 	the left of the z axis.

3 	 (d) At the intersections of the characteristics, 1Y and g follow 

from Eqs. 13 	and 14


I 
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Prob. 11.7.3 (cont.)


S-(C4 +C) 	 (19) 

(20)


The numerical values are displayed above the intersections in the


figure as ( t1, ). Note that the characteristic lines in this figure


are only schematic. 
 3

(e) The slopes of the characteristics at each intersection now follow from


Eq. 5.


(d _ 	 (21) 

The numerical values are displayed under the characteristic intersections I

as [A•)1 ( ) . Based on these slopes, the characteristics


are drawn in Fig. P11.7.3b.


(f) 	Note (t., 1) are constant along characteristics C* leaving the "cone".


All other points outside the "cone" have characteristics originating


where ~= I and T= 
 I (constant state) and hence at these points 	 I


the solution is IL = I 


function of z when f = 
O , and 4 in Fig. P11.7.3c. As can be seen 	 I

from either these plots 


into shocks.


and $ =I . The velocity is shown as a 

or the characteristics, the wavefronts steepen


I

I

I

I

I


http:P11.7.3b
http:P11.7.3c
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t=o


A i 
i Lm m g · 

i D 
Ig 1 a 

1 II 
1 1 I 

I I
5 I 

2.


I~_- -_L~L~
v 

|-- B iI I- I 

4 

Fig. P11.7.3c
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Prob. 11.7.4 (a) Faraday's and Ampere's laws for fields of the given 

forms reduce to 

7" 

0 

E 0 = ~-cE31 c)YEt 

E + 3 3 tEZ 

0
0 

o 

The fields are transverse and hence solenoida 1, as required by the remaining 

two equations with = 0 . 

(b) The characteristic equations follow from 

IVO 
'o7 

E 41E Z 0 

a t 

AN 

The I'st characteristic equations follow by setting the determinant


of the coefficients equal to zero. Expanding by minors about the two terms


in the first row gives


...( tt j( Io(-3~'1) o(_ 

VA,( + E)2) 
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I Prob. 11.7.4 (cont.) 

IInd characteristic equations follow from the determinant formed
SThe 

by substituting the column matrix on the right in Eq. 3 for the first column


I on the left.


U 
(5)
o 0o 1

I =O 

o o o o 

I AN o cit C( 

Expansion about the two terms in the first column gives


-dA dAt-cdi (dcr)-r)=O4 Ae+ dc-t (6) 

With ct/d+ given by Eq. 4, this becomes 

UdE+ k + d o (7)A'o 

This expression is integrated to obtain 

w N 6.(E)= C.± (8) 

where


Sa(E3 •{E4¾. 1 3 

I (c) At point A on the t=O axis t] 

invariant follows from Eq. 8


as


I- UR ( 0) 

I 
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Prob. 11.7.4 (cont.)


Evaluation of the same equation at B when E =o(t) then gives


kZ- 0A u)=- 6ý(o)4= 9 =- 9(0) + (R . (10) 

Thus, it is clear that if H were also given (l4•t))at z=0, the problem would 

be overspecified. 

On the C+ characteristic, Eqs. 8 and 11 and the fact that E=E at B 

serve to evaluate 

c4 = 1 t( .)= - (o)0 + 2-1 (E,) )(11) 

Because is the same for all C characteristics coming from the z axis,


it follows from Eqs. 8, 9 and 12 that


H + 6C(E)P = - (0) +- . J (E~ ) (12) 

- -W - ( ) (13) 

So, on the C+ characteristics originating on the t axis,


E .(E)- 6?(0) (14) 

X (E) (15) 

Because the slope of this line is given by Eq. 4 

--t (16) 

evaluated using E inferred from Eq. 16, it follows that the slope is the 

same at each point on the line. 

For 6 = E = , the C+ characteristics have the slopes 

and hence values shown in the table. These lines are drawn in the figure.


Remember that E is constant along these lines. Thus, it is possible to


I 

I 
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Prob. 11.7.4 (cont.) 

plot either the z or t dependence of E, as shown. t Eo 

Note that the wave front tends to smooth out. 0 0 I-I 
0.Z 8S 0.0o493 o.Bsl 
o,8s7 0.188 

1. 14 0.688 

0.813 

1.71 0.950o o.s9 

2.o 1.0 o.SO 

Prob. 11.7.5 (a) Conservation of total flux requires that


Thus, for long wave deformations, radial stress equilibrium at the interface


requires that "P o


P =(-TVB icQ -¶ (2) 

By replacing IrT - A(O) , the function on the right in Eq. (2) 

takes the form of Eq. 9.13.5. Thus, the desired equations of motion are 

Eq. 9.13.9 

) A + A A L = o+ (3) 

and Eq. 9.13.4


_ Ž2 ÷,1 c A (4) 

tI

where 1 w 

C. A)I-t:7-

I 



I 
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Prob. 11.7.5 (cont.)


Then, the characteristic equations are formed from


0 FAt 

C 
0 

SA 

0 0 

dt JI 9d 

The determinant of the coefficients gives the I'st characteristics


dt 

while the second follows from


0 

o


A


o dt 

which is


dtRR LI(L +d~i ý0)= 0 
with the use of Eq. 6, this becomes


dA 

The integral of this expression is 

-ot (A) (10) 

where 

atR 2Ao(A 
-q 
2 I 

FN' 
A

- A 
(11)tot/
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Prob. 11.7.5 (cont.) 

Now, given initial conditions 

= () A =A.9 (12) 

where the maximum A (z) is Amax , invariants follow from Eq. 10 as 

+= (Aa) - 6(Ac) (13) 

so solution at D is


2 2

Thus, the solution R at D is the mean of that at B and C. The largest


possible value for A at D is therefore obtained if either B or C is at the


maximum in A. Because this implies that the other characteristic comes


from a lesser value of A, it follows 
that A at D is smaller than Aax


I


I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I
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-

Prob. 11.8.1 For "plane-wave" motions of arbitrary orientation, v 

and H = A~-(At) , the general laws are: 

Mass Conservation 

= (Xt) 

+4(1) 

Momentum Conservation (three components) 

)(F +'•14 ,)- - ( °lo (3) 

Energy Conservation (which reduces to the insentropic equation of state) 

( =t+O 

The laws of Faraday, Ampere and Ohm (for perfect conductor), Eq. 6.2.3 

(5) 

0 (6) 

(8) 

* 

I 

These eight equations represent the evolution of the dependent variables 

( ', r r,I, J,-a+ HA, j-!,; H4) 
From Eq. 6, (as well as the requirement that H is solenoidal) it follows 

that H is independent of both t and x. Hence, H can be eliminated fromx x 

Eq. 2 and considered a constant in Eqs. 3, 4, 7 and 8. Equations 1-5, 7 

and 8 are now written as the first 7 of the following 14 equations. 

I

I

I

I
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Prob. 11.8.1 (cont.)


Following steps illustrated by Eq. 11.15.19, the determinant of the


coefficients is reduced to


0 p 0 0 0 0 

0 

o 
0 0 0 ) -At 4 x 0 

o (10) 

o 0, 0 0 
- (6.P cxt a (-) a o 

0 t 
-W1 0 -QL'.-•) o 

o o -0 o o -( ) 1 
The quantity - can be factored out of the fifth row. That row is then 

subtracted from the second so that there are all zeros in the second column 

except for the A52 term. Expansion by minors about this term then gives 

X 0 o o 

o /"l 

O3 (11)(x ) 
0 0 - o -uM 

=0 
0. o pN I(_) 0 

o - 1k, q-J o RT 

0 - o H4x o -jj-9)H 

Multiplication of the second row by -) p0/ and subtraction from the 
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Prob. 11.8.1 (cont.)


first generates all zeros in the first row except for the A12 term. Expansion


about that term then gives


I

" o o ___ 

Io 0 

-4"/K) (12) 

=0 

0o k Io aa -( 0 ~


H a 0 K I

Multiplication of the second column by /y -_dx ) and addition to the 

fourth column generates all zeros in the second row except for the A22 term, 

while multiplication of the third column by JoH_(-_)and addition to 

the last column gives all zeros in the third row except for the A33 term. 

Thus, expansion by minors about the A22 and A33 terms gives 
 I


-#1Y( 7>4.)ý{&(_AX 6 2 .c 

cJ;d~l H,-~ AH
 (13) I


d%-(f 

I


0I


I


I

I

I
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Prob. 11.8.1 (cont.)


This third order determinant is then expanded by minors to give


*,,N-(&- +? (14)


This expression has been factored to make evident the 7 characteristic


lines. First, there is the particle line, evident from the outset (Eq. 5)


as the line along which the isentropic invariant propagates.


c\X (15) 

The second represents the two Alfven waves


3 +KQ-* ~ S4I(16) 

and the last represents four magnetoacoustic waves 

4AL64(17) + 

where


I

I 

I
I

Olb 'ýe = Fn Ti 



I 
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Prob. 11.9.1 Linearized, Eq. 11.9.17 becomes 


de -- (1) 

Thus,


(2)


and integration gives 

e + , = Co~o• • (3) 

where the constant of integration is evaluated at the upstream grid where


oo

n=0 and e=e..


Prob. 11.9.2 Linearized, Eqs. 11.9.9 and 11.9.10 reduce to


S--e (1)


(2) 

Elimination of e between these gives 

A'¾ (3)-- + (3O 

The solution to this equation giving n=O when t=t is


U U 
and it follows from Eq. 1 that


To establish A(t ) it is necessary to use Eq. 11.9.15, which requires that


-A+A(fI ) ,A:a / (6) 

For the specific excitation 0 0
A 
V \?'e. (z)


it is reasonable to search for a solution to Eq. 6 in which the phase and


amplitude of the response at z=0 are unknown, but the frequency is the same


as that of the driving voltage.


I

I


3 

http:11.9.15


U
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Prob. 11.9.2 (cont.)


A= Oe A% 

Observe that · if I_. AIt-
A(t -U)e C - z. 

and ,2t 

V~\ (10)2 -cei~i~ e 
~a 

Thus,


U + i 
(11) 

.S(-4I-'I) 

Substitution of Eqs. 7, 8 and 11 into Eq. 6 then gives an expression that can 

be solved for A. 

Z (12)
U4 ( - )U 3
(I +'-')' ~(I- 02) 

Thus, the solution taking the form of Eq. 4 is


wheregivenAisby Eq. 12. (13)


where A is given by Eq. 12.
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Prob. 11.10.1 With P = O , Eqs. 11.10.7 and 11.10.8 are 

S+ d e (AAi)=+ 

+ 

- Mi+ ; C
4.6 

In this limit, Eq. 1 can be integrated.


Initial conditions are


eoz)0 

. = 9,(', o) () 

These serve to evaluate C+ in Eq. 3


At a point C
where the characteristics cross Eq. 3 can be solved simultaneously(6)


At a point C where the characteristics cross Eq. 3 can be solved simultaneously 

to give 

4 [1M4-I)c- (MA- c

C-i i • 

PM4I 

S[C- - C4 

Integration of Eqs. 2 to give the characteristic lines shown gives 

= (/ ) t ÷ :A

8




,,,,

I 1I1. J 

Prob. 11.10.1 (cont.)


3 For these lines, the invariants of Eqs. 6 are 

With A and B evaluated using Eq. 8, these


invarients are written in terms of the (z,t) at


point C.


C'+ + (,AA (A(10) 

and, finally, the solutions at C, Eq. 7, are written in terms of the (z,t) at C.


I

(11)


|-( AM-I*)- - (M•AI),(Me, •(M-o)to[ I)[,•-

e = 9, 4 - (M-I)t]4 (Mivi li - (M-') 61 (12) 

I 

I 

I

I
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Prob. 11.10.2 (a) With Y= O , Eqs. 11.10.1 and 11.10.2 combine to give 

+UC£ 
IL . 1g-

Normalization of this expression is such that


/-rI = T/ OIL l= = -/'-r 

gives


· b-Pk (I
(i rr 

where


(b) With the introduction of v as a variable, Eq. 3 becomes


a, __ 3~(k+ ~tl


R=Lr
+ 

where 3tP~ 

r 

The characteristics could be found by one of the approaches outlined,


but here they are obvious. On the I'st characteristics


Am.. 
'= 4 

the II'nd characteristic equations both apply and are
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Prob. 11.10.2 (cont.)


A- (7) 

0 z- j- (8)
at 

I Multiply the left-hand side of Eq. 7 by the right-hand side of 

Eq. 8 and similarly, the right-hand side of Eq. 7 by the left-hand side of 

Eq. 8. 

I (c) It follows from Eq. 9 that 

I z.?L (10)


or specifically


z 1T i ++T -o 

Phase-plane plots are shown in the first quandrant. Reflecting the 

unstable nature of the dynamics, the trajectories are open for P> , showing 

a deflection that has --- as 4 (the sheet approaches one or0oo i .-- the 

other of the electrodes). The oscillatory nature of the response with - 

is apparent from the closed trajectories. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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I --- q 

A 

04 
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Prob. 11.10.3 The characteristic equations follow from Eqs. 11.10.19


11.10.22 written as


I 
1 M, A, M,-I 0 oo o 

U) 
0 I -1 0 0 o o 0	 0

I	 ji, 

I 
ft dt 0 0 o o o a 

o o dt dz o o o o 
ell 

de, 
(1) 

I 
o a o ao I M ZM•M-I P.: 
0 o o a o I -I o 0 

o o o o d d1 o o0 VI 
e,it 

eza 
o 0 	 o o o 0o t lC de, 

I Also included are the 4 equations representing the differentials 

I 0,. * * Aez. These expressions have been written in such an order 

that the lack of coupling between streams is exploited. Thus, the determi-

I 	 nant of the coefficients can be reduced by independently manipulating the


first 4 rows and first 4 columns or the second 4 rows and second four


I 	 columns. Thus, the determinant is reduced by dividing the third rows 

I by dt and subtracting from the first and adding the third column to the


second.


0 00 0 
A 0 -aI o o -I o 

diAt o o At Ak o A (2)

I 	 o di di dn o A- dt At 

I 
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Prob. 11.10.3 (cont.)


This expression reduces to


,.zfI .4 .l.. ,4 . _ 
=Cat) I( ,i -"M ) -I I Ik "E- ',)Y -)-\ o 

and it follows that the Ist characteristic equations are Eqs. 11.10.24


and 11.10.26.


The IInd characteristics follow from


PI, M-Z 0 0 0 

0 I 
O o 0 0 

A19, dt 
0 

d e, 0 

0 I rA/ M. 

0 o I -I 
0a
0 

0 
0 

da 
dt dc o d• 

0 0 0 o o dit 

Expanded by minors about the left column, this determinant becomes


+ 012 M,=t (M,-0jID, 

Thus, so long as • 0\O (not on the second characteristic equatioin) 

Eq. 5 reduces to 

In view of Eq. 2, this becomes
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Prob. 11.10.3 (cont.)


Now, using Eq. Sa,


AA.(Mt ) +(M-1)(AM 1(Mt t Ae,=?T I(M,+ \·1 At 

and finally, Eq. 11.10.23 is obtained


d-01 4 (/v\A, de, = PSdt 
These equations apply on C1 respectively. To recover the IInd


characteristics, which apply where •t)= O and hence Eq. 4 degenerates,


substitute the column on the right in Eq. 1 for the fifth column on the


left. The situation is then analogous to the one just considered. 

The characteristic equations are written with Ad,-- AAon CI


originating at A, etc. The subscripts A, B, C and D designate the change


in the variable along the line originating at the subscript point. The


superscripts designate the positive or negative characteristic lines.


Thus, Eqs. 11.10.23 and 11.10.25 become the first, second, fifth and


sixth of the following eight equations.


I 	 0 0O 0 0 

I 0 M&I 0 IA 
-P~gIAIzABbtMý-I o 

0 
0 o eIB 

-I o 0 
-( 	eIAsI,3 

0 O	 M/I 0 

0 0 o M+JI - ( e -4 

0 0 0 0 
-1,9z- C- 30 

etc_~q,
0 o 	 0 0 1 -I 
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Prob. 11.10.3 (cont.) 

The third, fourth and last two equations require that 

+- + 

46E== C e A e 

Clearly, the first four equations are coupled to the second four only 

through the inhomogeneous terms. Thus, solution for 4 A and a A 

involves the inversion of the first 4 expressions. 

The determinant of the respective 4x4 coefficients are 

SI - 2 1 

and hence 

+ 

IA Z 

A I TZ 0 /I-*I 0 

(10) 

(11)I 

I 

So 
PL(IIAj A)&t 

fts 3)t-( 

-( IA- ,~s) 

e-( A-4,3) 

0 

AM 0 

-I 

O 

A11-I 

0 

o 

I 

-I 

0 

0 

o 

-I 

( 

r 

1 

I 

I 
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Prob. 11.10.3 (cont.)


which is Eq. 11.10.27 Similarly,


o P ýlAbt o0 

+ I 
IA


-I -( *IA"2LY) 0

-L9 0,M 

-o -(~IA- () O


-- tI+(,d_A7,1 3 ) o (13) 

F4 ,, 4t 
- (M,+I) 

IAt+()A" 

- 1 
-I 

-( e IA- e-IM) 

-(CIA 

which is the same as Eq. 11.10.28.


+ + 
The expressions for VZ _ and et, are found in the same way 

from the second set of 4 equations rather than the first. The calculation


is the same except that A -- C , --• D) 1- 2 and 
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Prob. 11.11.1 In the long-wave limit, the magnetic field intensity above


and below the sheet is given by the statement of flux conservation


Thus, the
x-directed force per unit area on the sheet is


Thus, the x-directed force per unit area on the sheet is


T , +.[(-/ol,[ Ad) Ai) 

This expression is linearized to obtain


To ,lD-.)44i 2-(-A 

-L~~~~~i·.~-~ 3 -74;2~YH3-;B~ 
o.I


CL 
Thus, the equation of motion for the sheet is


C) 'Z 
·pi~+UA_ T=/ Z~f 

+ Za4°A_OL 9 A 

Normalization such that


ý = t -T ) ? = ýZ VE 236'/~( 
gives


(ztC V 3t _Lr X 2 Z/IIUH>2AJ
(-rv T t4 

2. 2.~

which becomes the desired result, Eq. 11.11.3


-~+? 
t ~17) +where


p,_zU/ 
4loC CA 2 ,) = AAo/, 



I 
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.LI
'4 

Prob. 11.11.2 The transverse force equation for the "wire" is written


by considering the incremental length ~t shown in the figure


and in the imit 6Ia -.Divided by L 

I Divided by dt and in the limit 6 -- o , tabt 

this expression becomes


nI2 =L 4T (2) 

The force per unit length is


I + X, (3) 

Evaluated at the location of the wire, Y =- , this expression is inserted 

into Eq. 2 to give


This takes the form of Eq. 11.11.3 with 


VV and 

I _(5) 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I


/VM=O and ý=o with f=••' , 
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A A 
Prob. 11.11.3 The solution is given by evaluating A and B in 

Eq. 11.11.9. With the deflection made zero at a = , the first of the 

following two equations is obtained ( - = Y = = where X ./ 1"V ) 

-i 2


C

(1)


d *clj 

The second assures that (1) 6e". Solution for A and 
A 

b gives 

- A-AAa 

A


-;,a-Ca 

and Eq. 11.11.9 becomes


e- +e e cW. t 6e ýA C. 
e-a,k .R,-dlh, e 

With the definitions


Me -l -A 

Eq. 3 is written as Eq. 11.11.13


- 9'e 5{.j U eI ''' (5) 

For CO >p (z I) (sub-magnetic, < 0 and M ), 

is real. The deflection is then as sketched




I 
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Prob. 11.11.3 	(cont.)


I ON 	 - -- - -1-zt/ 

I	 a 

I

Note that for M < 1. , < and the phases propagate in the 

-z direction. The picture is for the wavelength of the envelope greater 

than that of the propagating wave ( zrr/I)2T/ I < 171 
I 	 The relationship of wavelengths depends on C. , as shown in the figure, 

and is as sketched in the frequency range 

I 	 C< e (J< . For frequencies 

, P- , 	the deflections are more


I 	 complex to picture because the wavelength of


the envelope is shorter than that of the


traveling wave. With the frequency below cut-


U -I 	 - j*~ .

I 	 off, - becomes imaginary. Let 0 =a and Eq. 5


becomes


I Q. 	 (6) 

I 	 Now, the picture is as shown below 

i 
I 
I 

Again, the phases propogate upstream. The decay of the envelope is likely


to be so rapid that the traveling wave would be difficult to discern.
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Prob. 11.11.4 Solutions have the general form of Eq. 11.11.9 where


A

° g.= Je( Ae + Z 
.e . 

) e. 

Thus 

-dl z 
e e )7-dL 

U° 
and the boundary conditions that 0 ) -

ýI /ý Z evaluated at Z =0 be zero require that 

AT 

-ý I 

so that A A 

i. -_ _ 

kZ - @I 

and Eq. 1 becomes


Ae 4Z, ~i1e ) a 

. Z - Q 1 

With the definitions


a / M_ -I M - - I 

Eq. 5 becomes




I Prob. 11.11.4 (cont.)


. _ ---	 -(7) 

Iz/

For CO ( - ) (< electric below "cut-off") is 

I imaginary, 'ji . Then, Eq. 7 becomes 

+ - (super 	 f 

At 	 .. Ct 7 

Note that the phases propagate downstream with an envelope that eventually


is an in
Iis 	 an inc 

I 
I	 L 

I 
U 	 This is illustrated by the experiment of Fig. 11.11.5. If the frequency 

is so high that C0 4 - /() )O , the envelope is a standing 

wave 

Note that at cut-off, where 4),= (a -I) , the envelope has an 

I infinite wavelength. As the frequency is raised, this wavelength shortens. 

3 This is illustrated with --O by the experiment of Fig. 11.11.4. 

I

I
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Prob. 11.11.5 (a) The analysis is as described in Prob. 8.13.1 except 

that there is now a coaxial cylinder. Thus, instead of Eq. 10 from the 

solution to Prob. 8.13.1, the transfer relation is Eq. (a) of Table 2.16.2 I 

with ~=O because the outer electrode is an equipotential. I 

^a ' (1) 

Then it follows that (m=l) I


PR Rz 
(b) In the long-wave limit, (2)


01 Kj= = ( 0o, (3) 

and in view.of Eqs. 28, for (<ci and = 0O 

(oj - (4) 

To take the long-wave limit of l(c•,3) , use Eqs. 2.16.24 

_S 1 2 1 

j
to evaluate 


R (ac. _•)+ (6) 

so that Eq. 2 becomes 

Z I R+ Z 

P @,U) (C + A(7) I 
The equivalent "string" equation is 

L ) * (8) 

3
Normalization, as introduced with Eq. 11.11.3, shows that 


-(9)-- 'V1io - .n) I 
i 
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5 	 Prob. 11.12.1 The equation of motion is 

and the 	 (1)
temporal and 	spatial 

and the temporal and spatial transforms are respectively defined as


2T (2)


I -0t	 2ff 

-	 & (3)
i(*,,= C • c ,•= •¢•,j8C•,,,,•(3)


00COZ 

i 	 The excitation force is an impulse of width At and amplitude O in space 

and a cosinusoid that is turned on when t=O. 

I ( 1)•=w a U" ( ) ý" Cs SC"0•ie 	 (4) 

It follows from Eq. 2 that


&-a U 	 (5) 

I 	 In turn, Eq. 3 transforms this expression to


I 	 With the understanding that this is the Fourier-Laplace transform of f(z,t),


it follows from Eq. 1 that the transform of the response is given by


where


I 	 Now, to invert this transform, Eq. 3b is used to write 

44I_I L (C~~-"') - I _ _(9)


I 	 -x 

I 
I

I
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1Prob. 11.12.1 (cont.) 


5This integration is carried out using the residue theorem 


=
d 2N. M• += zw• 

CU(k) N(k&) 

It follows from Eq. 7 that
 3- h =- - - (10) 

and therefore


-The open -called Eq. 8 is equivalent to the closedintegral contourfor with 

3The open integral called for with Eq. 8 is equivalent to the closed contour 


integral that can be evaluated using Eq. 9 

in Fig. 11.12.4. Poles,D (Lj) *=0, in the I 
k plane have the locations shown to the
 U 
right for values of C) on the Laplace 

contour, because they are given in terms I 
of CW by Eq. 10. The ranges of z assoc

iated with the respective contours are I 
those reauired to make the additional


parts of the integral added to make the contours closed ones make zero


contribution, Thus, Eq. 8 becomes


e r 7 e~ _I? 

I% 
Here, and in the following discussion, the uppei


Iand lower signs respectively refer to 2 <0 ana


I 
The Laplace inversion, Eq. 2b, is evaluatE


using Eq. 12
 I

I

I 
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Prob. 11.12.1 (cont.)


I C . . I •._ (13) 

Choice of the contour used to close the integral is aided by noting


Sthat (ti(•• • + - -wa(t+ (14) 
e e( 

5 and recognizing that if the addition to the original open integral is to 

be zero, t - ->0 on the upper contour and - +t <O0 on the lower one.
V \Vt 

The integral on the lower contour encloses no poles (by definition


so that causality is preserved) and so the response is zero for


3 (15)


V 
Conversely, closure in the upper half plane is appropriate for 

> ?-(16) 

3 > 'V 
By the residue theorem, Eq. 9, Eq. 13 becomes


W dt + WI 

gC / 
 C. (17) 

-J) '0()= W4-(OA- w) 

e O 

This function simplifies to a sinusoidal traveling wave. To encapsulate


I Eqs. 15 and 16, Eq. 17 is multiplied by the step function


P - ) 5itrw(t I) (t01; (18) 

I

I

I

I 
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1


Prob. 11.12.2 The dispersion equation, without the long-wave approximation,


is given by Eq. 8. Solved for CO it gives one root I

I


That is, there is only one temporal mode and it is stable. This is suffi


cient condition to identify all spatial modes as evanescent.
 I

The long-wave limit, if represented by Eq. 11, is not self-consistent. 

This is evident from the fact that the expression is quadratic in CJ and it I

is clear that an extraneous root has been introduced by the polynomial
 I 
approximation to the transcendental functions. In fact, two higher order


terms must be omitted to make the -k relation self-consistent, and Eq. 5.7.11 I

becomes


t
U-u I 
+ 

Solved for 0 , this expression gives I

w=IQ I


which is directly evident from Eq. 1.


To plot the loci of k for fixed 
0r -o.5
 I


values of Wr as O- goes from 60


to zero, Eq. 2 is written as


IU = o.2 

(4)
 I 
The loci of k are illustrated by
 I

the figure with U= 0,. 

I

CWr= -05 0.5 

a
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Prob.ll.13.1 With the understanding that the total solution is the super

position of this solution and one gotten following the prescription of Eq. 

11.12.5, the desired limit is tc 

M" r Ce(tt)=x.- C 
where Eqs. 11.13.8 and 11.13.9 supply


Aecsa 
(W) = t 

- -- %) -= 

IE J)63-v 

The contour of integration is shown to

It 

the right (Fig. 11.13.4). Calculated here is the CL


response outside the range z<o,#)Iso that the


summation is either n=l or n=-l. For the 

particular case where P ) 0 and M < 1 (sub-elect C'% 

Eq. 11.13.16 is 
rrr\ r 

(4)


Note that at the branch point, roots k coalesce at k From
nEq. in the k plane.11.13.15, 

Eq. 11.13.15,


t -- (5) 

as shown graphically by the coalescence of roots in Fig. 11.13.3. As t--~c , 

the contributions to the integration on the contour just above the c),axis 

go to zero. ( W = WC,4W&Jý makes the time dependence of the integrand in 

Eq. 1 (exp jCttXexp-&J t) and because W>)0, the integrand goes to zero 

as t -• .) Contributions from the integration around the pole (due to f(w)) 

at J = •o are finite and hence dominated by the instability now represented 

by the integration around the half of the branch-cut projecting into the lower 

half plane. 

The integration around the branch-cut is composed of parts C1 and C2


paralleling the cut along the imaginary axis and a apart C3 around the lower


branch point. Because D' on C2 is the negative of that on C1, and C1 and C2
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Prob. 11.13.1 (cont.)


are integrations in opposite directions, the contributions on C1+C2 are


twice that on C1. Thus, for C1 and C2, Eq. 1 is written in terms of 4(* =-8G) 5 

-2.o )(a 2 (6) 

In evaluating this expression approximately (for t-eo- ) let <, be the origin j 
by using G-4- as a new variable o ~ - Q ~ r-- - Then, Eq. 6 becomes 

Se (7) 

Note that (< O as the integration is carried out. Thus, as , 

contributions to the integration are confined to regions where 'C- -9•0. I 
The remainder of the integrand, which varies slowly with 3- ,is approximated 

by its value at a = - . Also, 0 is taken to co so the integral of 

Eq. 7 becomes (kl-7 k i--i ks ) 

Tat (_ý i O N I(ik't 

- . 0(8) 

The definite integration called for here is given in standard tables as


(9) 
The integration around the branch point is again in a region where all


but the ~ in the denominator is essentially constant. Thus, with 

C' 4-+ iGJ , the integration on C3 of Eq. 1 becomes essentially 

S' ~ g 3 q"s4 nt 

_- -, (10) 

Let n = R'Sp and the integral from Eq. 9 becomes 

In the limit R-- 0, this integration gives no contribution. Thus, the


asymptotic response is given by the integrations on C + C2 alone.


I

I
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Prob. 
11.13.1 

(cont.) 

TOM __ _ N- _ __ _ (12) 

The same solution applies for both z ( 0 and <(z. The z dependence in Eq. 11 

renders the solution non-symmetric in z. This is the result of the convection, 

as can be seen from the fact that as M-90, k--v 0. 
s


Prob. 11.13.2 (a) The dispersion equation is simply


Solved for CJ , this expression gives the frequency of the temporal modes. 

I + 72 4 Z (2)7 

I Alternatively, Eq. 1 can be normalized such that


= 
 l
WI )- TTV1• = (3) 

and Eqs. 1 and 2 become


I 

£ To see that f >V (M > i') implies instability, observe that for 

I "small" 9 , Eq. 2 becomes 

C' = (OV)+ +() M) (5) 

Thus, there is an .4 O A > I . Another examination of Eq.5 

j is based on an expansion of M about M=l, showing that instability depends 

on having /MI>1. 

I

I

I

I
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Prob. 11.13.2 (cont.)


.nmnl ,z t.) c n riin .t--nn nf' r•,l I ' , -- ; "11-e 114.,. FiV 4a 
r. ,. . L ..... 

M=2 
C.), 

k 
Fig. 11.3.2a


(b) To determine the nature of the instability, Eq. 4 is solved 

for compllex k as a function of C= C-) 

M-I 
or


(C c W- -? a (AAf)]+ Y[0,M(4rar-' + 

,=Mc.-·~\i~;~nnr;~AK-I~~,· 

Note that as O--0 c 

- I 

and for AK) both roots go to -- 0-0. Thus, the loci of complex k 

for 0 varying from -W to zero at fixed CJr move upward through the


lower half plane. The two roots to Eq. 7 pass through the kr axis where c3


reaches the values shown in Fig. 11.3.2a. Thus, one of the roots passes


into the upper half plane while the other remains in the lower half plane.


There is no possibility that they coalesce to form a saddle point, so the


instability is convective.


http:11.3.2a
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Prob. 11.14.1 (a) Stress equilibrium at the equilibrium interface 

P - =; 

In the stationary state, 

Eo = (1) 

(2) 

I 
P =Tb 

and so, Eq. (1) requires that 

OL 2-• -.'b - FO (3) 

All other boundary conditions and bulk relations are automatically 

satisfied by the stationary state where t-= rUC in the upper region, 

1)= 0 in the lower region and 

P= 9 2 (4) 

I 

I 

(b) The alteration to the derivation in Sec. 11.14 comes from 

the additional electric stress at the perturbed interface. The mechanical 

bulk relations are again 

-P raAL: [ co44i!ho*C0+ -~~c 

L 

141 (5) 

i [:] lSthh ,•J -I5 fýb 
The electric field takes the form =-

perturbations, e , are represented by 

S 

Lx 

I 

III
-= eL --

Ib 

I 
- and 

(6) 

I

I
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Prob. 11.14.1 (cont.) I 

SSi f(7) 1 

in the upper region. There is no E in the lower region. 

Boundary conditions reflect mass conservation, 

I (8) 

that the interface and the upper electrode are equipotentials, 

A A A C 
_ 0 Z El 1 

-Lc - -~
(9) 

and that stress equilibrium prevail in the x direction at the interface 

The desired dispersion equation is obtained by substituting Eqs. 8 into 

Eqs. 5b and 6a, and these expressions for P and p into Eq. 10, and 

Eq. 9 into Eq. 7b and the latter into Eq. 10. j 

To make 
A 

I' 

, 

o C•, • ,Y C) 

the term in brackets must be zero, so 

A/CB.+[ 4C"bc.",L k 

-( 11) 

(12) 

5 

I 
1 

This is simply Eq. 11.14.9 with an added term reflecting the self-field-

effect of the electric stress. In solving for C0, group this additional 

term with those due to surface tension and gravity (B 4-. (pb-- .)%· 

I 

+e - ~ a)C-OA i •O). It then follows that instability 

-- i;---3'b~f+(,qO p~g-e 
i 
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i 	 Prob. 11.14.1 (cont.) 

results if (Eq. 11.14.11) 

For short waves IeL' I k.( I>>i ) this condition becomes 

The electric 	field contribution has no dependence in this limit, thus


g making it clear that the most critical wavelength for instability remains


the Taylor wavelength


F I j(15)aI-1 

I 	 Insertion of Eq. 15 for P in Eq. 14 gives the critical velocity


U ( + - (-a -Q C-( E 	 (16)'-

By making


I 2-ý I Y 	 (17) 

£ the critical velocity becomes zero because the interface is unstable in 

the Rayleigh-Taylor sense of Secs. 8.9 and 8.10. 

I In the long-wave limit (IA << i• ,I I8I ) the electric field 

has the same effect as gravity. That is (- -g 4 --• 

Wea+ V(E-ht&-1 and the i dependence of the gravity andPE~ 2 


I 	 electric field terms is the same.


(c) Because 	the long-wave field effect can be lumped with that


I 	 due to gravity, the discussion of absolute vs. convective instability


given in Sec. 11.14 pertains directly.


I
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Prob. 11.14.2 (a) This problem is similar to Prob. 11.14.1. The


equilibrium pressure is now less above than below, because the surface I 
force density is now down rather than up. 
 3 

= • o(1)


The analysis then follows the same format except that at the boundaries


of the upper region, the conditions are D) I 

ik~,CL~c +5 A(2)


and :o I


=o 3) 
Thus, the magnetic transfer relations for the upper region are


W+I s.nh Fee,


4F1 S V1 1 1

The stress balance for the perturbed interface requires (VIA


+P -d ̂ &-++p H.;A =o0 (5) 1 
Substitution from the mechanical transfer relations for £P and 

^ d
(Eqs. 5, 6 and 8 of Prob. 11.14.1) and for Ad from Eq. 4 gives the 

desired dispersion equation. 

Z (6)


Thus, the dispersion equation is Eq. 11.14.9 with +±÷~(( -(---. 
 I 
- ((h -pc) 4/,74 '4 : Co' ~Q/, . Because the effect of stream- I 

ing is on perturbations propagating in the z direction, consider = a 

Then, the problem is the anti-dual of Prob. 11.14.2 (as discussed in B 
Sec. 8.5) and results from Prob. 11.14.1 carry over directly with the I 
substitution - E "a/4o 
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Prob. 11.14.3 The analysis parallels that of Sec. 8.12. There is now


an appreciable mass density to the initially static fluid surrounding the


I 	 now streaming plasma column. Thus, the mechanical transfer relations are 

(Table 7.9.1). 

) Gc F0l 	 (1) 

SG,,, 
(2)


where substituted on the right are the relations t1 -	 and 

) == • CA- • U (- The magnetic boundary conditions remain the 

same with d =-O (no excitation at exterior boundary). Thus, the stress 

equilibrium equation (Eq. 8.12.10 with p included) 

I 	 is evaluated using Eqs. lb, and 2, for p and p and Eqs. 8.12.4b, 

8.127 and = 00.for A to give 

IO V7-	 (4)

5 	 -/Ua1A~/O-Itc+ (*' + I)Mc L) 

This expression is solved for w.


k • F (5) 

to give an expression having the same form as Eq. 11.14.10
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Prob. 11.14.3 (cont.) I


(F., (o,j Z(a0)o, F , > o 

The system is unstable for those wavenumbers making the radicand


negative, that is for i


-z[10 (OV=/0 I(F.(I)- (6) 101 

Prob. 11.14.4 (a) The alteration to the analysis as presented in


Sec. 8.14 is in the transfer relations of Eq. 8.14.12, which become 1


[Inh= UjO_ Q3T) (1) 

where boundary conditions inserted on the right require that

AC AAd I 

and LK • , - = (W - 9,U)T. Then evaluation of the interfacial


stress equilibrium condition, using Eq. 1, requires that I


kI 

(2)


%(6 -ea- + E.( 66-9)+- E (c .1

(b) To obtain a temporal mode stability condition, Eq. 2 is solved


for W. I


CLi L T A dBk k ý + c o k P eL 1+ 
C b a


I, i

IZ


ýcr'i%A(O-+CA I


u-o'•i•C. ''-'-" 

I 



I 
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I Prob. 11.14.4 (cont.) 

Thus, instability results if 

CA Ratl,g. + coý Ub) 

5 ý'h b cot+ 4a 
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I
I

ItProb. 11.15.1 Equations 11.15.1 and 11.15.2 become


i

Thus, these relations are written in terms of complex amplitudes as


=O (3) 

and it follows that the dispersion equation is a I

L(w -&4+ P]?)j( M -&+P+ - 0 (4) 3


Multiplied out and arranged as a polynomial inQ , this expression is 

Jr + [z -2 g(e•,'- T p- 1=0Z-, (5) 

Similarly, written as a polynomial in k, Eq. 4 is


• •,•-,1i÷+ f P -2-C-•-,Z 6&I)+• 4,•f+2.• P+ X4---o I

These last two expressions are biquadratic in wJ and k respecively, and can


be conveniently solved for these variables by using the quadratic formula twice I

,
't ' 

- O'4 ) -F ) 4 9 7) A % 

o IM C)-P~l~l 7. 

ý-=+ I 
,zLMt _') (8) 

First, in plotting complex ( for real k, it is helpful to observe that


in the limit --+1*, Eq. 7 takes the asymptotic form 

W--D t_ (Mt 0) (9) I

These are shown in the four cases of Fig. 11.15.1a as the light straight lines.


I

Because the dispersion relation is biquadradic in both W and k, it is clear


that for each root given, its negative is also a root. Also, only the complex
 5 
i is given as a function of positive k, because the plots must be symmetric in k.


I
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j Prob. 11.15.1 (cont.)


The subcritical magnetic case shows no "unstable" values of c. for


j real k, so there is no question about whether the instability is absolute or


convective. For the subcritical electric case, the figure 
 00


below shows the critical b 

5 plot of complex k as


is varied along the trajectory

U 

U 

I' 

shown at the right. The plot makes it clear that the instabilities


are absolute, as would be expected' from the fact that the streams are sub-


Scritical.


Probably the most interesting case is the supercritical magnetic one,


I 	 because the individual streams thel tend to be stable. In the map of complex 

k shown on the next figure, there are also roots of k that are the negatives 

of those shown. Thus, there is a branching on the kr axis at both kr .56 

I 	 and at kr 'F -.56. Again, the instability is clearly absolute. Finally, the


last figure shows the map for a super-electric case. As might be expected,


from the fact that the two stable (P=-l) streams become unstable when coupled,


this super-electric case is also absolutely unstable.


I 
I 



Prob. 11.15.1 (cont.)
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3 

' ' 

P= 1


.4 .z .3 

i; 

I0 

o oa•" 
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Prob. 11.16.1 With homogeneous boundary conditions, the amplitude of an


eigenmode is determined by the specific initial conditions. Each eigen-


JI mode can be thought of as the response to initial conditions having just


the distribution required to excite that mode. To determine that distrib


one of the amplitudes in Eq. 11.16.6 is arbitrarily set. For example,


suppose A1 is given. Then the first three of these equations require that


Sution, 


IAz -A, 

5 A, -4 AA 

3, c? JqL A4 - pqA 

and the fourth is automatically satisfied because, for each mode, CG is


I zero.such that the determinant of the coefficients of Eq. 11.16.6 is 


With Al set, A2 , A3 and A4 are determined by inverting Eqs. 1. Thus,


within a multiplicative factor, namely AL, the coefficients needed to


I evaluate Eq. 11.16.2 are determined.


I 
I


I 
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I


3f
Prob. 11.16.2 (a) With M=-/Mi =AA 

and IIA) ( 1 , the characteristic lines if 
are as shown in the figure. Thus, by the 

arguments given in Sec. 11.10, Causality I

and Boundary Condition , a point on either
 I 
boundary has two "incident" characteristics.


Thus, two conditions can be imposed at each I

boundary with the result dynamics that do


not require initial conditions implied by
 Is 
subsequent (later) boundary conditions.


The eigenfrequency equation follows from evaluation of the solutions
 I

I


•,= 
h=1I
"•-Q A.ete 

'I

I;


where (from Eq. 11.15.2)


_z2I.W- • ~_A~p I

P 

Thus, a 
I


Ri 
e e"~ A. 

Q, Qz q4 A3 I

-ba 

Q4,e 4P- A4 I

S

I
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Prob. 11.16.2 (cont.) 

Given the dispersion equation, D(c•.,~) 

an eigenfrequency equation. 

Det (w) = 

In the limit ~-.-o , Eqs. 11.15.1 

and 11.15.2 require that 

(4()8, this is 

(5) 

For both of these equations are satisfied if 

zJ, 

and for 

and it follows that 

Q I= ) 

Thus, in this limit, Eq. 

I 

4 becomes 

Qq= -

cI 

e- I
e
-I 

- Z•, 

- I filla (10) 
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Prob. 11.16.2 (cont.) 

and reduces to 

U 
j 

The roots follow from I 

' Z --. = I ,3... (12) 

and hence from Eqs. 7 and 8 

, - P (13) 

Instability is incipient in the odd 

P r• 

m=l mode when 

(14) I 

(b) For M)1, the characteristics are as 

boundary has two incident characteristics. 

Thus, two conditions can be imposed at each 

boundary. In the limit where O , 

the streams become uncoupled and it is most 

likely that conditions would be imposed on 

the streams where they (and hence their 

associated characteristics) enter the region 

of interest. 

-- 

shown in the figure. Each 

I 
I 

I 
I 

From Eqs. 11.15.2 and 11.15.5 

4r~ -
6? 

t -tit 
A,(15) 

3tz 

4b ,BAR tA (16) 

I 
I 
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I Prob. 11.16.2 (cont.) 

I Evaluation of Eqs. 11.15.2, 15, 11.15.5 and 16 at the respective boundaries 

where the conditions are specified then results in the desired eigen-

I frequency equation. 

Q4 "A, 

I 1~3Q-3 f-4 P4, A? (17) 

=O


€ e 3 A, 
ra ýze AA 

Given that , = b( ) , the determinant of the coefficients comprises a 

complex equation in the complex unknown, c 

Prob. 11.17.1 The voltage and current circuit equations are


Ik%'t) L Lc (1)


I c&~t)= h 4 (2)) 

I 
In the limit Ly-P O, these become the first two of the given expressions. In 

I 
addition, the surface current density is given by 

K, ti + &V)-vi c~c~, (3)N( 

and in the limit Ay--O, this becomes


By Ampere's law, " J=Kz and the third expression follows. 

1I 
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r% , , .. ,r 1-· .*.)--- L - - A .. l 
prob. 11 ..L witn amplituaes designated as


in the figure, the boundary conditions


representing the distributed coils and


transmission line (the equations summarized in I


Prob. 11.17.1) are


L) 

Is -. "* - = •n (C


3) 
 1

The resistive sheet is represented by the boundary condition of Eq. (a) from
 I
Table 6.3.1.


^d ^-B 
3)


The air-gap fields are represented by the transfer relations, Eqs. (a), from
 I 
Table 6.5.1 with '2- k. 

5) I

These expressions are now combined to obtain the dispersion equation. Equatiic)ns 1

1 and 2 give the first of the following three equations


-CL- 0C-doM o A I
I 

A f-i.. 'C 
-'C 

AdC s) I_e -+tT:ic, .- __-.,,Cwo ,X~ a 9

' i .4-•(,- •"('
 Ado • • , .f. "÷A I
,-·p ~---7 

The second of these equations is Eq. 5a with H4 given by Eq. 3. The third is

Y


Eq. 5b with Eq. 4 substituted for . The dispersion equation follows from I

the condition that the determinant of the coefficients vanish.
 I


I

I
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Prob. 11.17.2 (cont.)


5( · (7) 

As should be expected, as n-- 0 (so that coupling between the transmission line


and the resistive moving sheet is removed), the dispersion equations for the


transmission line waves and convective diffusion mode are obtained. The coupled


system is represented by the cubic obtained by expanding Eq. 7. In terms of


characteristic times respectively representing the transite of electromagnetic


waves on the line (without the effect of the coupling coils), material transport,


magnetic diffusion and coupling,


I ___ ~~CO-/4~Th- hZc& (8) 

and the normalized frequency and wavenumber


S' = •/ r ' "/(9) 

the dispersion equation is


I 
tt+ C'4 

TVe 

L i 



I 
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Prob. 	11.17.2 (cont.) 


The long-wave limit of Eq. 10 is


'rfem N 

In the form of a polynomial in k, this is


: L 	 4t--iC 
- -- _ 	 - W (12),-, 	 I 

-C7 

where it must be remembered that <( t 

As would be expected for the coupling of two systems that individually I 

have two spatial modes, the coupled transmission line and convecting sheet


are represented by a quartic dispersion equation. The complex values of


for real k are shown in Fig. 11.17.2 a. One of the three modes is indeed g

unstable for the parameters used. Note that these are assigned to make the


material velocity exceed that of the uncoupled transmission-line wave.


It is unfortunate that the system exhibits instability even as k is


increased beyond the range of validity for the long-wave approximation < I


The mapping of complex shown in Fig. 11.17.2b is typical of a convective


instability. Note that for 0,= 0. the root crosses the k axis. Of course,
r 

a rigerous proof that there are no absolute instabilities requires considering 

all possible values of r> O 

I 
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Prob. 11.1 7 .2a(cont.)


Fig. 11.17.2a Complex tj for real k. 
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Prob. 11.17.2 (cont.) tI


I

£

I


~'F1


I

I

I

I


Prob. 11.17.3 The first relation requires that the drop in voltage across


the inductor be 

Divided by hI and in the limit where dt-PO this becomes 

- = L A•t (2) I

The second requires that the sum of currents into the mode at + •t


be zero. I


where 0 is the net charge per unit area on the electrode I

- ao• (4) 

Divided by • and in the limit htI O , Eq. 3 becomes 

- - c L0 + W (5)I 
T 3t at 

3 
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Prob. 11.17.4 (a) The beam and


air-gaps are represented by


Eq. 11.5.11, which is (%R=0 )


ACr 
1 	 o. 

(~b)

(1)	 a (C) 

' (d'· ·. :~ 

The transfer relations for the 

region a-b, with T -O require 

(n)
that 

D (2) 

.A A6 AC 
With the recognition that --i = I the traveling-wave structure 

equations from Prob. 11.17.3 require that 

A C =;o L 

(3)


dRT ~ A C_ ( A6 _A c-

The dispersion equation follows from substitution of Eqs. 1 and 2 (for


A C A6 
D and D, 	 ) and Eq. 3 (for t ) into Eq. 4. 

-.4-g- .. C +(5) 

As a check, in the limit where L--+ D and C--pO this expression 

should be the dispersion relation for the electron beam (D=o in Eq. 11.5.11) 

with a of that problem replaced by a+d. (This follows by using the identity 

In taking the long-wave limit of Eq. ) = tanhere , ) and , 

In taking the long-wave limit of Eq. 5, e,< I ( and,n <Iwhere 	 a< 

http:11.5.11
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Prob. 11.17.4 (cont.)


the object is to retain the dominant modes of the uncoupled systems. These I 

are the transmission line and the electron beam. Each of these is repre

sented by a dispersion equation that is quadratic in tj and in P I. 
Thus, the appropriate limit of Eq. 5 should retain terms in e3 and 

of sufficient order that the resulting dispersion equation for the coupled 

system is quartic in WJ and in . With .C 4WG/ , Eq. 5 

becomes 

L-(6) 7 

w 

With normalization


- WL C ) I 

this expression becomes


(~C_-C',.) "•
-
S(7)


Written as a polynomial in CO , this expression is 

(8) 3

3 -,,Z_\ (8).+I.,Zja. ,[YPP c _!iTJC 

I
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l Prob. 11.17.4 (cont.)


5 This expression can be numerically solved for C to determine if the 

system is unstable, convective or absolute. A typical plot of complex c 

I for real 


unstable.


II. 

I 
I

I

I


I~


fi

I·


I 

, shown in Fig. P11.17.4a, shows that the system is indeed 
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5
Prob. 11.17.4(cont.) 


To determine whether the instability is convective or absolute, it


is necessary to map the loci of complex k as a function of complex


4d = •'r- - . Typical trajectories for the values of j shown by 
... . . . . . 

r 
the inset are shown in Fig. 11.17.4b. 

I

I)

I

I


I

I

I


U


I 

i 



_I n_ 

I Prob. 11.17.5 (a) In a state of stationary equilibrium, - U (C) 


and p T = constant, to satisfy mass and momentum conservation condi-

I tions in the fluid bulk. Boundary conditions are automatically satisfied,


5 with normal stress equilibrium at the interfaces making 

I t I ., II 
II = Z tA H 0 %_L 

where the pressure in the low mass density media


I surrounding the jet is taken as zero.


(b) Bulk relations describe the magnetic


5 perturbations in the free-space region and the fluid 

I motion in the stream. From Eqs. (a) of Table 2.16.1, 

U with 

l = NC, ,+-= -V,+P (2) 

CSllh6 6CL Ce (3)A[A]~oko Sih1 iF,'1 
iL -J c JL.I, and from Table 7.9.1, Eq. (c),


b̂ l "[̂ :1 
rS1ii: iP (4); 

Because only the kinking motions are to be described, Eq. 4 has been


1 written with position (f) at the center of the stream. From the symmetry 

Iof the system, it can be argued that for the kinking motions the perturb

ation pressure at the center-plane must valish. Thus, Eq. 4b requires 

that _ 7) 

=x' s=nk e b _b cSl fab (5) 

3I so that Eq. 4a becomes


I

I
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Prob. 11.17.5 (cont.)


Ae(6)


p (-O s lnh%9b 6 f 

or


= ., )*Ib ,,i) |-revJ 

where the last equality introduces the fact that =(I(c,- U)p. 

Boundary conditions begin with the resistive sheet, described by Eq. (a)


of Table 6.3.1. 
 1 
(7)


which is written in terms of W as (V). 

AC _(8)


At the perfectly conducting interface, -̂ - - L ) 

Stress equilibrium for the perturbed interface is written for the x component,


with the others identically satisfied to first order because the interface is


free of shear stress. From Eq. C
7.7.6 with e-x


nph, = _'d(v.Th), (10) 3T j 
Linearization gives


Ae AA Z,A(11)


where Eq. (d) of Table 7.6.2 has been used for the surface tension term.


With - , Eq. 5 becomes 

e 0 (12) 

Now, to combine the boundary conditions and bulk relations, Eq. 8 is


expressed using Eq. 3a as the first of the three relations


I

I
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SProb.
11.17.5 (cont.)


5

I + 0TAa, 0 -C 
Y 

Ad (13) 

I -0 

I 
The second is Eq. 9 with h," expressed using Eq. 3b. The third is Eq. 12 

with 4p given by Eq. 6. 

Expansion by minors gives 

I' ' 4 QJ Co+~iP,.O..Jo,,44U1 

I (14) 

Some limits of interest are:


St--bo
so that mechanics and magnetic diffusion are uncoupled.


Then, Eq. 14 factors into dispersion equations for the capillary jet and


the magnetic diffusion


(co u)0 3 (15) 

(£'J C, (16) 

The latter gives modes similar to those of Sec. 6.10 except that the wall 

I opposite the conducting sheet is now perfectly conducting rather than 

I 
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Prob. 11.17.5 (cont.) 

infinitely permeable. 

q--wo , so that Eq. 14 

equations 

can be factored into the dispersion 

3 (17) 

This last expression agrees with the kink mode dispersion equation 

(with Y--'PO) of Prob. 8.12.1. 

In the long-wave limit, coth P-+I /~ , tanh -- 6- L and Eq. 14 

becomes 

) (19) 

1 

In general, this expression is cubic in 

limited to frequencies such that 

< i 

W . However, with interest 

(20) 

I 

f 

and , the expression reduces 

c. r OL' 

to 

- (21) 

I 

where and 

low frequency approximation, 

, //o)( ). Thus, in this long-wave 

SI (22) 

I 
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Prob. 11.17.5 (cont.)


- tu- v'_v-) 

-St(UL 7 VL VL) 

It follows from the diagram that if /V+V , the system is unstable.


To explore the nature of the instability, Eq. 21 is written as a polynomial


in .


T- - - -7.. . (23) 

This quadratic in q is solved to give 

(24)


With =.-8d' , this becomes 

Vu 
(25)
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Prob. 11.17.5 (cont.) I 

where


-c)(V'+MV)A (c= 4(V-VTVY ) Vq. 

The loci of complex k at fixed CJr as Or is varied from co to o for 

TZ>(VL 4 V.) could be plotted in detail. However, it is already I 
known that one of these passes through the k axis when c6( O (that one


temporal mode is unstable). To see that the instability is convective it


is only necessary to observe that both families of loci originate at 
 5

ý----C2 . That is, in the limit "-Poo , Eq. 25 gives 

' -_ '_ V_ýv_ - a-' (26)

u'•-rVt - VC 

and if LI V Vz it follows that for both roots A- -6-t as 

Cr-wco . Thus, the loci have the character of Fig. 11.12.8. The 

"unstable" root crosses the kr axis into the upper half-plane. Because the


"stable" root never crosses the kr axis, these two loci cannot coalesce, as 
 f

required for an absolute instability.


Note that the same conclusion follows from reverting to a z-t model


for the dynamics. The long-wave model represented by Eq. 21 is equivalent


to a "string" having the equation of motion


I& F _)L-2i (27) 

5The characteristics for this expression are 


_U \ z (28) 

and it follows that if tT t , the instability must bev, 

convective. I 

I 
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5 Prob. 11.17.6 (a) With the understanding that the potential represents an 

i electric field that is in common to both beams, the linearized longitudinal 

force equations for the respective one-dimensional overlapping beams are 

---- + - e (1) 

5 V )ar e aH (2) 

To write particle conservation, first observe that the longitudinal current


I density for the first beam is


S I =- e-k I.U, C,- e- ( h , + ho )(3) 

Sand hence particle conservation for that beam is represented by


-_I+ U + oho j 
(4) 

Similarly, the conservation of particles on the second beam is represented


I by V17. + T (5) 

Finally, perturbations of charge density in each of the beams contribute


to the electric field, and the one-dimensional form of Gauss' Law is


1 (6) 

The five dependent variables 19CI , 1, and t1 are described by 

Eqs. 1, 2, 4 and5 . In terms of complex amplitudes, these expressions are 

. represented by the five algebraic statements summarized byI n 

U Se o o 
0 

-Ont-, oo 0e, o 

I 0 0 e 0 

AI n,, 
0 (7) 

0 

U A,

o a ~1"2 0 
_ 

KC


I 
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Prob. 11.17.6 (cont.) 

The determinant of the coefficients reduces to the desired dispersion 

Z 
equation. ) (8) 

where the respective beam plasma frequencies are defined as 

(b) 

f____oI O 

In the limit where the second "beam" is actually a plasma 

(9) 

(formally equivalent to making U2=0), the dispersion equation, Eq. 8, 

becomes the polynomial, 

Ri-2.CJ k QT(- - I (10) 

where ¶ (We,/W3 = /' p andW @ - /Cj pz. The 

mapping of complex R as a function of L = CJ,r , d varying
-


from c -- O with CO, held fixed, shown in Fig. P11.17.6a, is that


characteristic of a convective instability (Fig. 11.12.8, for example).


(c) In the limit of counter-streaming beams U1 = U2 E U, Eq. 8 

becomes 

• 4 (V ~ z+ 4 (-Z) L %CL] Y'+j+o= (11) 

where the normalization is as before. This time, the mapping is 
as


illustrated by Fig. P11.17.6b, and it is clear that there is an absolute


instability. (The loci are as typified by Fig. 11.13.3.)
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Prob. 11.17.6 (cont.)
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See, Briggs, R.J., Electron-Stream Interaction With Plasmas, M.I.T. Press (1964)


pp 32-34 and 42-44.
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